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ABSTRACT

Surrealist principles and structures in Nadja, L TAmour fou and 

Arcane 17 reveal the continuing preoccupation of Andre Breton with the 

liberation of the unconscious and its communication to the reader. The 

purpose of this dissertation is to trace the evolution of such struc

tures and to demonstrate the contribution of Breton’s early medical 

background to these works including the influence of J. Babinski.

In the Introduction the lack of interest in these works on the 

part of key critics is considered. Passages from Clair de terre, Les 

Pas perdus and the Manifeste du Surrealisme are seen, on the other hand, 

to suggest the early concern of Breton with the potential of the Sur

realist novel.

Each of the three works is then treated in depth. The explicit 

intentions of Breton are cited (except in the case of Arcane 17). Next, 

the physical structures of each work are examined. These are considered 

to be spatial indications of Breton’s thought. Primary and secondary 

divisions, paragraphing, sentence length and illustrated matter are dis

cussed. Special attention is given to Breton’s continuing attempt to 

provide the work as a ’’glass house” to the reader. Physical structures 

are seen to be original, varied, uneven, open and groping in Nadja.

They are more even but more eclectic in L ’Amour fou. In Arcane 17 they 

are structures capable of communicating Breton’s most mature, intense 

expression.

x



xi

Thematic structures are explored in detail. In Nadja these are 

many. Self-expression via the unconscious, surrealist space, attraction 

and repulsion, the four elements, the promenade, the encounter and lib

erty and creation receive attention. Particular study is made of the 

principal themes of the unconscious, the promenade, the encounter and 

liberty. In L^Amour fou, Breton is seen to have gathered these loose 

thematic structures into a tighter framework. From the earlier themes 

of Nadja four principal notions are shown to have developed: objective

chance, the encounter, mad love, and woman and child. The thematic in

tensity of Arcane 17, finally, is seen to depend on the integration of 

three structures, that of disintegration and reintegration, woman and 

the child and liberty and creation. Use of generative images to docu

ment and communicate these notions to the reader is noted.

In addition, lexical elements and syntactical structures are 

examined since they play a unique role in the Surrealist documentation 

of the unconscious in these works. Interplay of proper nouns, juxta

position of psychological, scientific, poetic, casual and Biblical terms, 

as well as an often utilized "springboard" technique are explored.

These elements, as well as the creative use of open-ended sentences, 

italics and suspension points permit simultaneous documentation of ob

jective and subjective realities.

In the Conclusion these principles and structures are found to 

provide for the liberation of the unconscious and the consequent evolu

tion of the dream. At the same time they involve closely superimposed



objective and subjective documentation of this process. Both aspects 

must be considered characteristic of the Surrealist novel as envisioned 

by Breton.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The surrealist revolution presents itself as a profound change 

in the concept of literature, even as a refusal of literature such as 

it is in its traditional forms. The surrealist aesthetic has infinite

ly changed artistic expression in poetry, painting and the film. The 

influence on the novel is also indisputable, however slowly it may have 

manifested itself; one can detect the surrealist influence in certain 

works of Beckett and in the New Novel. Therefore it seems important to 

study, in the work of Andre Breton himself, how the traditional struc

ture of the nineteenth century novel (Realism and Naturalism) finds 

itself challenged, and leads Breton to new forms.

Failure of Criticism

Until now critical research has been neglected. Although the 

texts of Michel Carrouges, Ferdinand Alquie, Claude Mauriac, Julien 

Gracq, Victor Crastre, Roger Shattuck, Anna Balakian, Philippe Audoin, 

Robert Jouanny, G. Durozoi, B . Lecherbonnier, and M. Bonnet have evi

denced a certain initiative in the study of Breton and Surrealism, they 

serve to signal, as well, the need for more intensive exploration of 

the works themselves.

Carrouges, emphasizing the originality and continuity of Breton's 

thought, attempts to situate the ideas of the surrealist leader in

1
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relation to philosophic trends rather than to literary developments. 

Andre Breton et les donnees fondamentales du surrealisme (Carrouges 

1950) constitutes an intense discussion of surrealist notions vis-a-vis 

Platonic 9 Cartesian, Hegelian, Marxist, existential and Freudian view

points, In this he differs from Alquie, who in Philosophie du Surreal

isme (1955), is principally concerned with similarities between 

Cartesian dualism and the surrealist quest, Carrouges considers sur

realism to be a superior stage of evolution of the intuitions of the

Ancients and the Primitives, intimations which affirm the harmony of
1man in the universe rather than his rupture from it. His conclusion 

is one of optimistic adherence: "I’homme se decouvre en lui-meme de

telles facultes de sondage et de comprehension du cosmos total qu/il
2s Ten revele , , , le plus haut foyer de lumiere, la conscience meme.u

Alquie, on the other hand, distinguishes sharply the different 

situations of the surrealist and the metaphysician, after having clari

fied their similarities of procedure and state of mind in preceding 

chapters. To his way of thinking, the surrealist solution is incom

plete: " , , , le surrealisme ne consent pas a nous rendre a 1 ?in

quietude proprement metaphysique. Le surreel n ’apparait pas en lui 

comme signe de I ’Etre; 11 resulte tonjours, a Vinterieur des frontieres

1. Michel Carrouges, Andre Breton et les donnees fondamentales 
du Surrealisme (Paris: Gallimard, 1950, p. 365),

2. Ibid., p . 366.



de 1  ?ho:mine«, de la mise en rapport du desir et de la representation. 

Restrained dissatisfaction prevails in his final words: "La metaphys

ique est discours sur I ’absence. En elle I ’esprit se separe de-I’homme, 

refuse de le tenir pour un principe, s ’eleve a 1 ?incomprehensible au- 

dela que 1 ’homme ne contient pas, mais signifie. Le surrealisme peut 

conduire a une telle philosophie. Mais telle n ’est pas la philosophie 

du surrealisme."^

Both texts provide valuable critical material. To their credit 

is solid documentation. There are frequent references to Nadja, L ’Amour 

fou and Arcane 17 (Breton 1928, 1937, 1945) as well as to other works. 

Yet aside from the chapter on automatic writing and several comments 

relative to Proust, on the part of Carrouges, and similar peripheral 

treatment by Alquie, there is no discussion of the literary preoccupa

tions of Breton as they led to the evolution of a new genre.

A first-person critical work by Claude Mauriac, Andre Breton 

(1949), shares elements of these texts. Primary concern, however, is 

with apparent contradictions between thought and action of the surreal

ist, while appreciation of Breton as a great prose writer is expressed 

in the postface.

Like Carrouges, Mauriac considers Breton a prophet (one among 

others such as Malraux, however) announcing the return to contact with

1. Ferdinand Alquie, Philosophie du Surrealisme (Paris: 
Flammarion, 1955, p. 213).

2. Ibid., p. 215.



cosmic and magic realities«, which he terms the possible resurrection 

of the Sacred. In this, a Christian bias appears to contribute to his 

concurrence with Alquie: Breton, he believes, is dupe of his own de

sire. Questioning the critical competence of the surrealist in this re

spect, he minimizes as mere products of an extraordinarily creative mind 

Breton’s appreciations of Vache, Nadja, the night of the sunflower and 

objective chance itself.' This conclusion, that Breton "reconstruit
' - 2.o o . sa vie _a posteriori d ’apres un a priori retrospectif et imagine , 11 

is an oversimplification of the problem, explored in greater depth in 

this research. Other observations, such as the implications of Breton’s 

failure to participate in Spain, are useful in removing the surrealist 

from the shelf of papacy.

It is in its timeliness, however, that this criticism is signif

icant. For Mauriac, in 1949, to discern Breton as a precursor of the 

novel of the future, quoting at length a passage from the Second Mani- 

feste du Surrealisme (Breton 1930) in which there is at once condemna

tion of the realist novel and suggestion of the infinite possibilities 
2in its stead is a matter of a critical "coup," coming as it did when 

postwar literature of reconstruction and engagement, with its emphasis 

on content, reigned. Although Proust, Gide and Breton had earlier pro

vided fresh vision for the twentieth century novelist, it was not until 

mid-century that experimentation acquired impetus. After publication of

1. Claude Mauriac, Andre Breton (Paris: Editions de Flore,
1949, pp. 263-264).

2. Ibid., pp. 280-281.



Tropismes (1939) and Portrait d*un inconnu (194%) by Nathalie Sarraute, 

of Molloy (1951) 9 in French 9 by Samuel Beckett 9 and of Les Goimnes 

(1930) and relevant articles by Alain Robbe-Grillet 5 in addition to the 

continuing work of Julien Gracqg the New Novel in all its diversity 

would prevail 9 but to sense the inevitability of these developments at 

the time of writing Andre Breton (Mauriac 1949) was remarkable. One 

would expect elaboration of the issue 9 yet this is not the case 5 and 

the relegation of the question to the final pages and postface is re

grettable. Conspicuously absent is appreciation of Nadja^ L yAmour F0 U 9 

and Arcane 17 (Breton 19285 1937 9 1945) as works through which Breton 

elaborates his preoccupation with the novel beyond the notions of the 

Manifestes (1924)s converting them into realities.

In Andre Bretong Quelques Aspects de I'Ecrivain (Gracq 1972)9 a 

literary point of view does in fact dominate 9 and the influence of Berg

son is stressed. Gracq proposes Breton as a precursor of the modern 

myth and elaborates the radical transformation of its communication via 

the written work. Contradicting Sartrej Camuss and Malraux, he sees in 

the modern myth rejection of any notion of the absurd. Heightened 

awareness of markings of magnetic fields of personal experience is seen 

to support non-Sisyphian defiance in terms of expansive optimism and 

liberation based on hope. Poles 9 attraction and repulsion create solu

tions 9 thus inherent order.^ If its non-imaginary hero, the writer.

1. Julien Gracq, Andre Breton, Quelques Aspects de l ?Ecrivain 
(Paris: Jose Corti, 1972, chapter 2),
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furnishes notations of his finest receptive experiences5 the message 

"takes," according to Gracq, only as the reader participates actively 

in the process.

In this discussion Gracq evidences authenticity as a surrealist 

critic; a number of the well-documented judgments echo and expand cer

tain of Breton's preoccupations with language. A capital observation 

emerges: he finds the poetic prose style of Breton uniquely capable of

supplying a requisite "contagion of thought." Noting the natural syn

tax of the style due to the use of an "unfurling breaker" type sen

tence,^ he comments:

Cette phrase, ample, longue, sinueuse, fertile en incidentes, 
en rebondissements et en echos interieurs, faite pour tenir 
a travers ses meandres 1 'attention en suspens et en incerti
tude jusqu'a sa resolution finale d'ou n'est presque jamais 
absent un element de surprise— constitute probablement 
1'apport le plus riche de Breton a la langue,^

Such analysis is examined more closely in the chapters on style in this

research.

In spite of its limitations and brevity, Gracq's criticism pre

sents more substantial insight into the prose of Breton than does a 

work of Crastre. Personal biographical interpretation dominates 

Trilogie surrealiste: Nadja, Les Vases communicants, 1 'Amour fou

(Crastre 1971). Enlightening in that domain, it does not add appre

ciably to analysis of the texts themselves or of the evolution of 

Breton's literary thought.

1. Ibid., p. 157.

2. Ibid., p. 147.



A more fundamental defect is the apparently arbitrary or 

chronological inclusion of -Les Vases communicants (Breton 1932) to form 

the trilogie. Concluding his text on the dream, Breton envisions "docu

ments vivants de quelque prix," in which "le poete a venir . . . main-
\

tiendra coute que coute en presence les deux termes du rapport humain

. . .  la conscience objective des realites et leur developpement interne

en ce que, par la vertu du sentiment individuel d'une part, universal

d 1autre part, il a jusqu’a nouvel ordre de m a g i q u e . W h i l e  Les Vases

communicants (Breton 1932) is unique and original when contrasted with

the scientific works it examines, evolving as it does from Les Champs'

magnetiques (Breton and Soupault 1921) and Poisson soluble (Breton 1924)
2as Balakian suggests in Andre Breton, it lacks the suspense and sur

prise—  in a word, the verg magic— of Nadja, L yAmour fou, and Arcane 17 

(Breton 1928, 1937, 1945).

In this regard, Breton's second thoughts concerning the work 

would seem to further justify its exclusion from this study. In an in

terview in 1950, Breton expressed dissatisfaction with: " . . .  quel-

ques repentirs que m Ta laisses un de mes livres: Les Vases communicants,

dans lequel j'ai trop sacrifie au ?materialisme' de 1'heure." Certain

ly the structures, themes and style of the three works of this study

1. Andre Breton, Les Vases communicants (Paris: Gallimard,
1955, pp. 169-170).

2. Anna Balakian, Andre Breton, Magus of Surrealism (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1971, p. 102).

3. Andre Breton, Entretiens (1913-1952) avec Andre Parinaud 
Paris: Gallimard, 1969, p. 284). Henceforth referred to as jE.



derive from the aesthetic criterion of the marvelous, which Breton in

the Manifeste du surrealisme (1924) claims to be the sole means of en-
1riching the novel. An objective demonstration of theories, Les Vases

communicants (Breton 1932) does not attempt such anecdotal intensity.

Arcane 17 (1945), on the other hand, may be considered the culmination
2of this type of writing, as Balakian maintains. Its magic springs from 

the promise of the tarot; the individual is inextricably entwined with 

the universal, the cosmos.

In any case, a glance at the introductory and concluding para

graphs of the four works should temporarily persuade the reader of the 

close kinship between Nadja, L TAmour fou and Arcane 17 (Breton 1928,

1937, 1945), a relationship of continuity which will be substantiated 

in this research.

In "The Nadja File," in the Cahiers Dada, Surrealism (1966),

Shattuck misleads, perhaps, by superficial treatment in two matters; 

first, by suggesting spiritism in Nadja (Breton 1928). This runs coun

ter to attitudes of Breton expressed throughout his lifetime, attitudes

already explicit in the Manifeste du surrealisme (1924) and restated in
3the Entretiens (1969). Secondly, dismissal of objective chance as

1. Andre Breton, Manifeste du surrealisme (Paris: Gallimard, 
1965, p. 24). Henceforth referred to as M.

2. Anna Balakian, op. cit,, p. 102.

3. Andre Breton, op. cit., pp. 80-81.



"projection of meaning into events"^ considerably depreciates Breton's 

concept 5 consigning it without elaboration to the mere subjective. That

the surrealist's frame of reference is far more complex is shown in the

discussion of objective chance of this study.

In the two works, Surrealism, The Road to the Absolute (1959) 

and Andre Breton, Magus of Surrealism (1971) Balakian, to some extent, 

directs her attention to the texts themselves. She offers a number of

incidental insights. In this respect two chapters, one on the surreal-
2 3ist image, the other on analogical prose, tend to complement each

other, for as Balakian observes, the distinction between poetry and 

prose is "not of form, but of structure." Breton defines structure 

simply as a direct reflection of the process of thought, she notes.

For him the process of the amalgamation of the two (poetry and prose) 

consists of "giving the lead to the imagination over the logical con

trols of organization and sequence indicative of non-poetic writing, but

adhering to prose form as the more s u p p l e . B a l a k i a n  comments else

where that Breton's analogical prose "proceeds not on the basis of nar

rative sequence of systematic description, but is free of both time and

1. Roger Shattuck, "The Nadja File" in Cahiers Dada, Sur- 
realisme, 1966.

2. Anna Balakian, Surrealism, The Road to the Absolute (New 
York: Dutton and Co., 1970, pp. 140-169).

3.   , op. cit. , pp. 102-124.

4. Ibid., p. 103.
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place and moves in accordance with word and image associations 5 not as

elliptically as free verse but analogically even in the discussion of
2subjects 9 events 3 and states of being . .

Such insight is not the case in Balakian's inference that Dr.

Pierre Janet was the principal source of Breton’s knowledge of hys- 
2teria, a concept of particular interest in any study of Nadja (Breton

1928). A primary intent of this study is to document the more probable
3influence of Dr. J. Babinski, his teacher, in the line Charcot, Babin

ski and G. Dumas. Of nine references to Janet, those from 1 ’Automatisme

psychologique (Janet 1889) while substantiating the divergence of Breton
4from Freud, skirt the issue of hysteria, and the single note from De

I ’Angoisse a 1 ’extase (Janet 1926) is irrelevant to that question. This

is a serious oversight in presentation of such material.

Maintaining that nine editions of L ’Automatisme psychologue

(Janet 1889) published between 1889 and 1921 were in Breton’s language

(not in German), Balakian further states that Janet’s works "were on the
5

required reading list of medical students of Breton’s vintage." How

ever, it appears that there was no such reading list. Balakian also 

neglects to note the edition of Traite de Psychologie (Dumas 1924) as

1. Ibid., p. 61.

2. Anna Balakian, op. cit., pp. 31-33.

3. Andre Breton, op. cit., pp. 80-81.

4. Anna Balakian, op. cit,, note n o . 7, p. 33.

5.   ]___________ , op. cit. 5 p. 28.



revelatory of the opinions of G. Dumas 9 Breton’s teacher after Babinski, 

and there is no mention of the publication during the above period of 

any of the numerous works by Babinski on hysteria 9 hypnotism and sug

gestion. A singular omission is that of Hysterie-Pithisme et Troubles 

nerveux d ’ordre reflexe en neurologie de guerre (Babinski 1918) of which 

there were several editions at hand during the time Breton was an army 

medical assistant at Nantes, then at the psychiatric center for the 

second army, at Saint-Dizier. Although mention is made of a conversa

tion between Balakian and Soupault (co-author with Breton of Les Champs 

magnetiques (1921)) in which it seems Soupault revealed that title to 

be derived from Janet, there is no direct or indirect quote of Soupault, 

the implication being somewhat forced on the reader. In the same way, 

Balakian states with no internal or external justification whatsoever 

that the surrealist "knew well" Janet’s voluminous study of hysterics,

De 1 ’Angoisse a 1 ’extase (1926), in which he had "certainly read" the 

case history of Nadia,^ and links a few terms, out of context, used by 

Janet to the vocabulary of Breton, without documentation.

Other shortcomings arise from the discrepancy between the in

tended scope of the work and its relative brevity. In spite of chapter 

headings on the works Nadja, L ’Amour fou and Arcane 17 (Breton 1928, 

1937, 1945), these are slighted in significant aspects; Balakian omits 

discussion of key episodes (of the Tuileries fountain for instance), 

neglects several of the major essays of these works, and fails to

1. Anna Balakian, op. cit., pp. 32-33.
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indicate evolution in the texts themselves as distinct from related 

biographical data. Nadja is treated in a conventional manner, almost 

as a character 5 rather than as a new twentieth century form of heroine. 

Breton’s eight-page account of the play f,Les Detraquees 9" found in 

Nadja and illuminating the work, goes unmentioned.

Similar discrepancy between possibilities of detailed approach 

and a limited exploration detracts even more from the effort of Jouanny. 

Nadja, Andre Breton, analyse critique (Jouanny 1972), would lead one to 

expect a minute, original examination of the work. Its brevity prevents 

this. Subjects as diverse as ITLes annees DADA" (two pages), "De 1 ’edi

tion de 1928 a celle de 1962M (one and a half pages) and "La personnal- 

ite de Nadja" (eight and a half pages) are crammed into eighty pages 

of small format, including title page, bibliography and subjects for 

consideration and research. The account of October 5th is dealt with in 

a sentence, that of October 6 th, in two. While chapter and subheadings
f '

are found on almost every other page, a lack of focus and of forceful 

original thought result in a sort of Classiques Larousse prior to proof

reading.

Due to its title, however, criticism of Jouanny?s study warrants 

further comment. Briefly, there is misunderstanding of Breton's crit

icism of the novel in the Manifeste du surrealisme (1924), inexplicable

consignment of the aesthetic of the marvelous and surprise to several 
1sentences, failure to suppose Nadja as the imaginative faculty of

1. Robert-A. Jouanny, Nadja, Andre Breton, analyse critique 
(Paris: Hatier, 1972, p. 44),
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Breton’s unconscious in a new literary doubling,^ relegation of
2Babinski to a line in the appendix 9 and incomplete statements in re-

3gard to the use of photography in the work.

Certain of the objections of the surrealist to the novel are 

identified. However, the underlying assumption on Jouannyfs part is 

that the genre is of such definite form that it is incapable of change. 

Although there is in his analysis no definition of such a novel by the 

standard of Realism or Naturalism, nor elaboration of the statement 

that Nadja (Breton 1928) is an uanti-roman d ’apparence romanesque,11̂  

the decision that f!le livre certes n ’est pas un roman" is apparently 

based on references in the Manlfeste du surrealisme (Breton 1924) 

(without page reference), Nadja (Breton 1928) pp. 6 , 17, 18, and "dans 

Les Vases communicants, etc. in which Breton certainly criticizes the 

novel, but within the context of a revolutionary proposal never estab

lished in Jouanny1s analysis. Breton’s enthusiasm for Le Moine (1796) 

by Matthew B. Lewis and for Le Chateau d ’Argol (1938) and Un Beau 

tenebreux (1945) by Gracq is ignored. Several pages later denial of 

novel status to Nadja (Breton 1928) is ambiguously nuanced: "roman, si

1. Ibid., pp. 34, 36, 51.

2. Ibid., p. 79.

3. Ibid., pp. 32, 48.

4. Ibid., p. 36.

5. Ibid., p. 34.
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l fon pent encore appeler ainsi un tel ecrit; mais d ’une authentic!te

non douteuse puisqu’a 1 'origine sont des images 9 une attente, un monde

sur-reel nes de I 1auteur lui-meme et a lui reveles par le truchement de 
%

ce personnage." Inadequate focus and comprehension is evident as well

in the dismissal of Nadja: "Peut-etre . . . n favait-elle rien d ’autre
2a lui donner que lui-meme et un peu d'esperance," as well as of the

question and response, !,Qui vive? Est-ce vous, Nadja?11, incomplete in

meaning when out of context: "Qui vive? Qui vive? Est-ce vous, Nadja?

Est-il vrai que I ’au-dela, tout l vau-dela soit dans cette vie? Je ne
3vous entends pas. Qui vive? Est-ce moi seul? Est-ce moi-meme?,!

In this study there will be demonstration that Nadja, on one 

level of interpretation, expresses the imaginative unconscious of Breton 

through which he approaches himself, on the alert, listening for revela

tion through this communicating vessel of the senses. Such interpreta

tion examines this interrogation of the role of surrealist availability

and hope in Nadja (Breton 1928), as for instance in the episode of M.
4Delouit, which Michel Butor interprets in far more positive manner. 

Jouatiny’s concern with authenticity and documentary aspects tends to 

obscure the primary concern of Breton with the marvelous. Both aspects

1. Ibid., p. 36.

2. Ibid., p. 54.

3. Andre Breton, Nadja (Paris: Gallimard, 1963, p. 53). 
Henceforth referred to as N.

4. ^Andre Breton et le mouvement surrealiste," La Nouvelle 
Revue Frangaise (numero special). No. 172 (avril, 1967, pp. 750-779).
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require clarification in detail, for only then can there be revealed 

their unique complementary relationship.

The above-mentioned article-poem-outline of Butor, "Heptaedre: 

Heliotrope5,f briefly captures Breton’s esprit nouveau, as Butor comments 

passages from Nadja, L ’Amour fou and Arcane 17 (Breton 1928, 1937,

1945), as well as several other works, in virtuoso fashion.

It is in the article "Qu’est-ce que Nadja?” , by Michel Beaujour, 

however, that there is discussion of techniques of the novel and fic

tion and those of verification and the documentary. Suggesting that 

constellation type grouping of anecdotal elements gives them an.analog

ical sense, that the structure itself creates ”a dialectic of order and 

disorder, of an organic schema and chance creating surrealist coherence, 

he concludes that Nadja (Breton 1928) is f!ni roman ni evangile,” yet 

not a myth, considering it, rather, as a recit struggling to escape ' 

novelistic bonds. Beauj our, like Jouanny, seems to regard the novel as 

a fixed form incapable of infusion leading to change. Although he ob

serves the use of the present historical tense throughout the work

after the entrance of Nadja, commenting, "Ce present est le ressort
1esseritiel de la s u r p r i s e h e  fails to relate this fundamental aspect 

of Nadja (Breton 1928) to the statement of Breton regarding the possibil

ities of the novel: "Dans le domaine litteraire, le merveilleux seul

est capable de feconder des oeuvres ressortissant a un genre inferieur

1. Ibid., pp. 780-799.



tel que le roman et d ? une fagon generale tout ce qui participe de 

1 ? anecdote.Tf̂"

General failure to fully interpret the Manifeste (Breton 1924) 

has contributed to the inadequacies of many of the aforementioned crit

ics (except Gracq) in respect to Nadj_a, L*Amour iou, and Arcane 17 

(Breton 1928, 1937, 1945), ^

In the second part of this introduction, brief textual consid

eration of Les Champs magnetiques (Breton and Soupault 1921), Clair de 

terre (Breton 1923), and Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924), as well as of the 

Manifeste (Breton 1924), will suggest that Breton, in attacking the tra

ditional concept of the genre, emerges as one of the first theorists of 

the New Novel. The research of this thesis will thus be justified from 

two points of view: critics have neglected this aspect of Breton's

work; this preoccupation was of capital importance to him.

Early Preoccupation of Breton with the Novel 

Already in 1919, Breton, disillusioned with traditional thought 

and modes of expression, yet unsatisfied with results of the Dada move

ment, attempted to clarify his notions. Co-authoring Les Champs 

magnetiques (1921) with Philippe Soupault, he led a nascent Surrealist 

movement to a stage of intensive experimental and literary exploration. 

The Naturalist vision is discarded: HSupporterons-nous que les idees,

les esthetiques les plus opposes, le beau et le laid, le talent et la

1. Andre Breton, M, p. 24.
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force sans style se trouvent places desormais sur un meme p l a n ? a n d

preoccupation with the unconscious appears, the ,!rideau metallique" of

Clair de Terre (Breton 1923):

II faut se mefier de 1 f idee que roulent les torrents 
Ma construction ma belle construction page a page 
Maison insensement vitree a ciel ouvert a sol ouvert 
C'est une faille dans le roc suspendu par des anneaux a la 

tringle du monde 
C ’est un rideau metallique qui se baisse sur des inscriptions 

divines 
Que vous ne savez pas lire 
Le signes n/ont jamais affecte que moi
Je prends naissance dans le desordre infini des prieres 
Je vis et je meurs d Tun bout a 1 ?autre de cette ligne 
Cette ligne etrangement mesuree qui relie mon coeur a 1'appui 

de votre fenetre 2

Je corresponds par elle avec tous les prisonniers du monde

Preconceived ideas are to be mistrusted while unleashed torrents of the 

unconscious are to form a new kind of a literary structure. Through 

images of a glass house and metallic curtain Breton stresses the com

municating vessel, dual aspect, of the unconscious; while remaining in 

contact with material sensation it is to provide revelation through the 

imaginative faculty.

The writing of a novel preoccupies him more directly in the 

fourth of the ,fCinq Reves 11 of Clair de Terre (Breton 1923) : ?!Un pen

plus tard je m'etais mis a continuer d 1ecrire un roman. Cette derniere 

entreprise m'avait conduit a effectuer des recherches . . ." The uncon

scious is again suggested, first in its timeless aspect, "On venait

1. Andre Breton and Philippe Soupault, Les Champs magnetiques 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1971, p. 160). Henceforth referred to as CM.

2. Andre Breton, Claire de Terre (Paris: Gallimard, 1969,
p. 80)o Henceforth referred to as CT.
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d ?inveriter un nouveau aspect du verbe etre," then in a situation of 

complex doubling. Finally enlightenment seems present in a book of 

medical observations in his possession: nJ ’y trouvais en effect ce que

je cherchais: une photographic de femme . . . que je connaissais

vaguement."^ Although the identity of the woman is not stated, her sig

nificance in the past medical studies of Breton may very well indicate 

a presence or faculty of the unconscious itself; the photo might well 

be that of a woman subject in a state of automatism or hysteria. This 

preoccupation echoes that of Les Champs magnetiques (Breton and Soupault 

1919) and leads into those of Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924).

Certainly the latter text, a series of essays which explore the 

aesthetic problem, revolves ever more closely around the unconscious, 

culminating in the highly original chapter "Les Mots sans Rides."

Providing the element of surprise and the arbitrary, the faculty 

of appreciation of the marvelous and the unusual, the emotions of rap

ture and fear, the unconscious causes him to discard the artistic cri

terion "human" and all that which is advocated by determinism and 

"psychological literature": "la litterature psychologique n vest nulle-

ment instructive. En depit de ses pretentions un roman n ’a jamais rien 

prouve. Les exemples les plus illustres ne meritent pas d ’etre mis sous

1. Ibid., pp. 41-42.
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1 2 3nos yeiix.” He also discards art for art’s sake and "harmony." Breton

believes that these contributed, rather, to false approaches and solu

tions due to their fundamental fixation of the forms of genre.^ "C’est 

au prix d ’un renouvellement constant, qui porte notamment sur les

moyens, qu’un artiste pent eviter de devenir le prisonnier d ’un genre
5qu’il a ou non cree lui-meme," he comments. In his consideration of the 

work of predecessors, a new criterion of the infinite becomes apparent: 

"la signification propre d ’une oeuvre n ’est-elle pas . . . celle qu’elle 

est susceptible de prendre par rapport a ce qui 1 ’entoure?"^ There are 

frequent expressions of desire for a genre creating tension, for the 

painting as a source of mystery, for the work of art which does not 

stop. Such a susceptible aspect is stressed in a discussion on the 

relative importance of taste: "Je persiste a croire qu’un tableau ou

une sculpture ne se peut envisager que secondairement sous le rapport 

du gout et ne se defend qu’autant qu’il ou qu’elle est susceptible de 

faire faire un pas a notre connaissance abstraite proprement dite."^

1. Andre Breton, Les Pas perdus (Paris: Gallimard, 1970,
p. 74). Henceforth referred to as PP.

2. Ibid., p. 69.

3. Ibid., p. 135.

4. Ibid., pp. 84, 89, 117, 135.

5. Ibid., p . 135.

6 . Ibid., p. 15.

7. Ibid., p. 143.
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This concept enters the literary arena armed in "Les Mots sans 

Rides." In this key text Breton discards the traditional concept of 

inspiration and exchanges the "alchimie du verbe" of Rimbaud, as well, 

for a theory of words as creators of energy. Proposing that words ac

tually initiate and lead thought (through their complex sonorities 

and energetic relationships of action and reaction) he sees them as a 

source of immeasurable variation of literal and figurative meanings, 

and so, of knowledge:

En effect, 1 ?expression d/une idee depend autant de 1 ?allure 
des mots que de leur sens . . . V o n  n ’est pas pres de 
determiner dans quelle mesure le sense figure agit progressive- 
ment sur le sense propre, a chaque variation de celui-ci 
devant correspondre une variation de celui-la . . . Toutefois 
on n'etait pas certain que les mots vecussent deja de leur vie 
propre, on n ’osait trop voir en eux des createurs d Tenergie.
On les avait vides de leur pensee et V o n  attendait sans trop 
y croire qu’ils commandassent a la pensee. Aujourd’hui V e s t  
chose faite . . . 1

Breton here conceives of a new solidarity between words capable 

of leading thought. In the Manifeste (1924) he further develops his

hypothesis, insisting that speed of thought is not superior to that of
2the word and indicating the benefit to the imagination capturing 

thoughts in search of themselves, as this is a source of the mar

velous..

"Defense et illustration" of this marvelous, is Breton’s own de-
3scription of the Manifeste. The division, which becomes evident upon

1. Ibid., pp. 139-140.

2. Andre Breton, M ., p. 34.

3. Ibid., p. 29.
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careful reading of the work, is a particularly critical point in 

evaulation of the statements regarding the novel.

In the first pages of the text, the "defense," a negative

stance is taken toward the realist novel:

I ’attitude realiste . . . engendre . . . ces livres ridicules 
. . .  Valery proposal! de reunir en anthologie un aussi grand 
nombre que possible de debuts de romans, de I'insanite desquels 
il attendait beaucoup. Les auteurs les plus fameux seraient 
mis a contribution . . . Si le style d ? information pure et 
simple . . .  a cours presque seul dans les romans, c'est . . . 
que 1 ’ambition de auteurs ne va pas tres loin . . . Le carac- 
tere circonstanciel, inutilement particulier, de chacune de 
leurs notations, me donnent a penser qu'ils s'amusent a ses 
depens . . . Et les descriptions! Rien n'est comparable au 
neant de celles-ci; ce n'est que superpositions d ’images de 
catalogue, 1 ’auteur . . . cherche a me faire tomber d ’accord 
avec lui sur des lieux communs.1

The psychological novel fares no better: " . . . la psychologie,

sujet sur lequel je n ’aurai garde de plaisanter . . . simple partie 

d ’echecs . . .

Breton then dismisses the catalogue descriptions of Dostoievski 

and the heroes of. Stendhal in order to establish the criterion of the 

marvelous:

. . . je ne fais pas etat des moment nuls de ma vie . . . de 
la part de tout homme il peut etre indigne de cristalliser 
ceux qui lui paraissent tels . 2

. . . les traits d ’esprit et autres bonnes manieres nous 
derobent . . . la veritable pensee qui se cherche elle-meme

1. Ibid., pp. 14-16.

2. Ibid., p. 17.
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. . « tout acte porte en lui-meme sa justification, du moins 
pour que a ete capable de le commettre, qu’il est doue d Tun 
pouvoir rayonnant que la moindre glose est de nature a 
affaiblir A

. . . mon intention etait de faire justice de la haine du 
merveilleux que sevit • • . le merveilleux est toujours beau, 
il n ’y a meme que le merveilleux qui soit beau.

Dans le domaine litteraire, le merveilleux seul est 
capable de feconder des oeuvres ressortissant a un genre in- 
ferieur tel que le roman et d'une fagon generale tout ce qui 
participe de 1 ?anecdote. Le Moine, de Lewis, en est un preuve 
admirable. Le 1 souffle du merveilleux 1 1anime tout entier.2

Moreover, Breton goes well beyond the simple admission of a 

novel being of admirable potential when infused with the merveilleux.

In the same paragraph he adds: "J’entends que ce livre . . . depouille

d 1une partie insignifiante de son affabulation romanesque, a la mode 

du temps, . . . constitue un modele de justesse, et d v innocente gran

deur . ̂

It should be noted that Breton would remove only an insignif

icant part of the novelistic account, and not all, or even most. In 

fact, as he justifies the choice of Le Moine (1796) as the model (rather 

than a selection from Nordic, Oriental or religious literature) he en

visions a new, more complex anecdotal genre, that of des contes pour 

les grandes personnes:

Si charmants soient-ils, 1 ’homme croirait dechoir a se nourrir 
de contes de fees, et j Taccorde que ceux-ci ne sont pas tous

1. Ibid., p. 18

2. Ibid., p. 24.

3. Ibid., p. 25.
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de son age. Le tissu des invrasiemblances adorables demande 
a etre un peu plus fin, a mesure quTon avance, et 1 Ton est 
encore a attendre ces especes d ’araignees . . II y a des
contest a ecrire pour les grandes personnes, des contest encore 
presque bleus.l

If Breton fails to elaborate further in the defense, it is none

theless clear that in spite of the initial criticism, an inferior genre 

such as the novel, and criticism of the realist and psychological nov

els, his view of the conte and of the novel is one of expectancy and 

optimism.

The illustration, devoted to definition and illustration of the 

spoken thought, the image and surrealism in general, again considers the 

novel in the text "Pour ecrire de faux romans." It is in this text that 

Breton begins to manifest himself as an early theoretician of the New 

Novel. In his exploration of surrealist procedures superimposed on the 

novelistic techniques of the time (characters, names, intentions, phys

ical and moral characteristics, and denouement) it is the disparate 

allure (gait, demeanor) of words which is to set things into motion and 

create the intrigue. Names are a mere matter of capitalization. Once 

these characters are in action, they will, according to Breton, acquire 

a number of physical and moral characteristics, by viture of their re

lationship with verbs ("They will lead them"), leading to a denouement 
' '

which can be justified, point by point, and for which the author does 

not need to concern himself.

1. Ibid., pp. 25-26.
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It follows that observation, reflection and faculties of

generalization are superfluous on the part of the author. If Breton

then comments, tongue-in-cheek as it would seem, nvous serez riche et

1 1 on s 7accordera a reconnaitre que vous avez 1quelque chose dans le

ventre’, puisque aussi bien c ’est la que ce quelque chose se tient,u he

precedes this with an observation which, taken literally, belies his

seriousness: "Votre faux roman simulera a merveille un roman veritable.u^

”A merveille" may mean simply "to a great extent," or it may imply "to

a marvelous, wondrous, surprising degree." Probably Breton is playing

on words here. In any case, one is reminded of his earlier premise con-
2ceming the marvelous and of the illustration, Le Moine (Lewis 1796), 

which followed, since he appreciated the gothic novel for its freeing 

the personnages from any temporal restraint, elimination of a meaning

less part of the novelistic account, the mode figure of Mathilda, the 

logical roles of the apparitions, and the natural denouement.

Although Breton quickly discounts any preoccupation with tech-
3niques as such, a vision of the surrealist novel and prose is indi

cated in the final pages of the Manifeste (1928):

Les caracteres communs a tous les textes du genre, parmi les- 
quels ceux que je viens de signaler . . . ne s’opposent pas a 
une certaine evolution de la prose surrealiste dans le temps.
Venant apres quantite d ’essais auxquels je me suis livre dans 
ce sens depuis cinq ans et dont j ’ai la faiblesse de juger la

1. Ibid., p. 45.

2. Ibid., p. 24.

3. Ibid., p. 60.



pliipart extremement desordonnes 9 les historiettes qui forment 
la suite de ce volume rn’en fournissent une preuve flagrante 
• . . Les moyens surrealistes demanderaient, d'ailleurs, a" 
etre etendus . 1

It is this vision and these means which will be exposed in this re

search, beginning with a structural analysis of Nadja (Breton 1928)

1. 'Ibid., pp. 55-56.



CHAPTER 2

NADJA

In order to appreciate the extent to which Breton surpassed 

analytic prose of descriptive and psychological moral analysis genres 

condemned in the Manifeste (Breton 1924) and in order to more precisely 

determine his contribution to the form of the novel as a literary form 

of the twentieth century, I will consider the structures of Nadja,

1/Amour fou, and Arcane 17 (Breton 19285 1937, 1945) in turn. I will 

comment on the evolution of Breton’s thought and form as it occurs in 

objective structures, thematic structures, lexical elements and syntac

tical structures.

Breton and the Surrealists were not unique in their preoccupa

tion with the creative phenomenon during this post nineteenth century 

period. The confrontation of the conscious and the unconscious (both 

the ’’creative” and the interior) which marks the years 1900-1930 is 

manifest in the work of Bergson and Proust. As psychology revealed the 

existence and the phenomena of the unconscious, it became clear that one 

could not write without inserting oneself into the writing. Proust and 

Breton faced the same problem, that of the author in the novel, and in 

this respect are forerunners of Beckett, Robbe-Grillet, and Pinget.

Paul Valery (M. Teste, 1895) and Andre Gide (Les Faux-Monnayeurs, 1926) 

must also be associated with the problem.
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Explicit identification of language with the force which is the 

human unconscious, however, was original with Breton and the Surreal

ists . To them, the word as it passes through a person and is trans

formed into emittance, acquires a unique tonality. (In this only would 

there seem to exist a sort of predestination.) Consistent with such a 

conviction, Breton came to value writing not as a means to please, not 

as a means of earning a living, but as a means of reaching toward ful

fillment, of sufficing morally. As such, Nadja (Breton 1928) is a con

fession, an experience, and an example. Liberation which he sought 

personally and for mankind was to originate in the natural unhampered 

movement of words.

However, at the date of the writing of Nadja in 1927, there 

had been only sporadic experimentation in such anecdotal forms. Sur

realist prose remained in embryo, in spite of the Manifeste (Breton 

1924), and the problem could be summarized in the questions: How could

the Surrealists go beyond spontaneous communication between persons and 

verbal automatism? How could the first surrealist stage of the pure 

writing of Les Champs magnetiques (Breton and Soupault 1921) and of 

Poisson soluble (Breton 1924) be surpassed?

Nadja (Breton 1928) may be considered to be a structured resolve 

on Breton’s part to go beyond brilliant cyrstallization of seemingly 

infinite layers of memory (the Proustian approach). Like Proust, Breton 

respected the bounty of involuntary memory, and in fact utilized it in 

the first part of Nadja (Breton 1928), in which the second section is 

constructed like A la recherche du temps perdu (Proust 1913-1928).
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Proust 9 in Du cote de chez Swann (1913)9 presents broken up episodes; 

then 5 after the madeleine episode, there emerges a unified structure of 

the memory. Breton is thinking of this structure in Nadja (1928), but 

there is a succession of episodes, then the central, symbolic episode. 

There is a certain relationship with Proust, to the extent that the epi

sodes are remembered, but the criterion for the choice is not the mem

ory.

Breton, in fact, focused his attention increasingly on other 

aspects, other forces of the unconscious. If in his early works, in

cluding Nadja (1928), he identifies insanity as one gauge of freedom, 

and is preoccupied with vanquishing so-called limits of the mind, in 

L*Amour fou (1937) and Arcane 17 (1945) he comes to consider ever more 

intently the unconscious life and death instincts (already touched on 

in Nadja (1928)) in a universe fraught with apparition and coincidence.

The latter notions (apparition and coincidence) evolved from 

games the Surrealists played. These games and similar involuntary ex

perience which seemed to acquire, afterwards, significance, may have 

prompted the initial question of Nadja (Breton 1928): "Qui suis-je?"

As the intentions, general structure, and physical delineations of this 

work, as well as its thematic and lexical elements and syntactical 

structures, and those of L TAmour fou (1937) and Arcane 17 (1945) are 

examined, it will be indicated how this will lead to the concept of 

1 ?amour fou, a unique and original notion offering unity of rational 

and irrational elements at one and the same moment, a synthesis of the 

everyday occurrence and the cosmic.
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Explicit Intentions 

"Si a mon tres grand depit je n ’ai pu le connaitre qua par son 

oeuvre 9 il m ’est peut-etre le moins etranger de mes amis,f!̂  This af

firmation of his relationship to Huysmans 9 one of a number of ancestors 

of Surrealism, whom he recognizes to be such, immediately during the 

first years of Surrealism, expresses my own approach to Breton and vali

dates direct study of his work. Suggestion of friendship is appropriate,
2for Breton intends us to be guests in his glass house structure, wel-

3
come at all times via its openness, its "swinging door."

His purpose, enunciated in the first part of the book and re

stated in the two other divisions, goes beyond the sharing of autobio

graphical material, however. He writes in the hope that his presenta

tion will cause some men to rush into the street, having become aware 

of the futility of their rigorous calculations concerning themselves:

"Jvespere, en tout cas, que la presentation d'une series d 1 observations 

de cet ordre et de celle qui va suivre sera de nature a precipiter quel- 

ques hommes dans la rue, apres leur avoir fait prendre conscience, sinon 

du neant, du moins de la grave insuffisance de tout calcul soi-disant 

rigoureux sur eux-memes . . .

1. Andre Breton, N ., p. 15.

2. Ibid., pp. 16-17.

3. Ibid., pp. 17, 149.

4. Ibid., p. 54.
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From the first line of the. work, the question "Qui suis-je?" 

and its clarification several pages later: "N'est-ce pas dans la mesure

exacte ou je prendrai conscience de cette differenciation que je me

revelerai ce qu7entre tons les autres je suis venu faire en ce monde et 

de quel message unique je suis porteur pour ne pouvoir repondre de son 

sort que sur ma tete?",^ Breton attempts to elaborate the new* twentieth 

century problems of self-identity and engagement. Not only does he en

vision himself as carrier and transmitter of his personal message, how

ever; his aforementioned preoccupation with the eventual receiver of 

the message, the reader, is frequently expressed in asides such as 

"J'avoue que . . . "j'ajouterais que," "je signale," and "je re-

grette, mais je n ?y puis rien," In fact, in this constant awareness of

reader's presence, and in the candor regarding the sway certain elements 

of the book exercised during its own creation, Nadja (Breton 1928) would 

seem to prefigure certain of the New Novels <,

Claiming, in any case, in the first pages of the work, that 

nineteenth century psychological realism with is novelistic trappings 

received the mortal blow from Huysmans due to open interaction of the 

characters and the author (in En rade (1887) a:nd La-bas (1891)) , Breton 

recognizes the contrary case of Lautreamont as exceptional and surnatu- 

rel, and notes that in general such disappearance of a work's author is 

indicative of nothing honorable. He then follows the lead of Huysmans 

rather than of Lautreamont: "Je n'ai dessein de relater, en marge du

1, Ibid,, pp. 9-10.
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recit qua je vais entreprendre qua las apisodes las plus marquants da

ma vie qua ja peux la concevoir hors da son plan organique 9 soit dans
’ ' - 1la mesure mama ou alia est livree aux hasards . 11 Nadja (Breton 1928)

is to be composed of two parts: a series of episodes linked in content

and a recit. His own role is presented as that of a witness to facts:

11 . ces faits, dont je n Tarrive a etre pour moi-mama qua la temoin

hagard . . .

Having noted great variation in such experiences, Breton ob

serves a parallel in the difference between measured, reflective writing 

and automatic writing. The reader's conventional expectation of a pro

gressive arrangement of the episodic section will not be met; Breton 

indicates that the account will not be all-inclusive and that choice of 

material will be made through Surrealist procedures: "Je me bornerai

ici a me souvenir sans effort de ce qui . . . m'est quelquefois advenu, 

de ce qui me donne . . . la mesure de la grace et de la disgrace par-

ticulieres dont je suis 1 'objet; j'en parlerai sans ordre preetabli, et
3selon le caprice de 1 'heure ou laisse surnager ce qui surnage."

It is in fact the whole, the entity, which is all-important;

"Peu importe que de-ci de-la, une erreur ou une omission minime, voire 

quelque confusion ou un oubli sincere jettent une ombre sur ce que je

1. Ibid., p. 18.

2. Ibid., pp. 20-21.

3. Ibid., p. 22.
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raconte, sur ce qui«, dans son ensemble 9 ne saiirait etre sujet a 
1caution.H In the last of the episodes he points out the aspect which

underlies and unifies it, for instance; the impossibility of establish-
2ing a rational correlation between the experiences recounted..

Having completed the episodic section, Breton advises the read

er of the approaching entrance of Nadja: "Mais j'anticipe . . . I ’en-
3

tree de Nadja." It should be noted that although the reader is given 

no clear-cut clue as to whether Nadja is to be considered primarily as 

autobiographical material or as a fictional character, he may direct 

himself to a digression in the discussion on Huysmans concerning cre

ation of fictional characters as a tentative guide:

Comme je le separe . . . de tous les empiriques du roman qui 
pretendent mettre en scene des personnages distincts d ’eux- 
memes et les campent physiquement, moralement, a leur maniere, 
pour les besoins de quelle cause on prefere ne pas le savoir 
. . . Je persiste a reclamer les noms, a ne m ’interesser qu’aux 
livres qu?on laisse battants comme des portes, et desquels on 
n fa pas a chercher la cle.4

Jn the second part of the work, the recit, Breton continues to

insist on the personal (and didactic, as well) nature of his creation:

Pour moi, je I ’avoue, ces pas sont tout. Ou vont-ils, voila 
la veritable question. Ils finiront bien par dessiner une 
route et sur cette route, qui sait si n vapparaitra pas le 
moyen de desenchainer ou d*aider a se desenchainer ceux qui

1 . Ibid., P. 23.

2 . Ibid., P- 54.

3. Ibid., P< 55.

4. Ibid., PP . 16-17
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n ’bnt pu suivre? » , • (On voit assez ce que je peux dire a 
ce sujet 9 pour peu surtout que je m ’avise d fen traiter de 
maniere concrete.)^

The real question^ the real problem of Nadja (Breton 1928) is 

summed up here: where is the literary path of the work leading? Sev

eral pages later Nadja affirms that it is going somewhere 9 that no such
2efforts are lost: nLes Pas perdus? Mais il n ’y en a pas.” Neither

does she consider her own stories as vain 9 but rather 9 as necessity it

self :

Un jeu: Dis quelque chose. F e m e  les yeux et dis quelque
chose. N'importe, un chiffre 9 un pronom. Comme ceci (elle 
f e m e  les yeux) : Deux, deux quoi? Deux femmes. Comment
sont ces femmes? En noir. Ou se trouvent-elles? Dans un 
pare . . . Et puis, que font-elles? Allons, e'est si facile, 
pourquoi ne veux-tu pas jouer? Eh bieUj moi 9 e'est ainsi que 
je me raconte toutes sortes dlhistoires. Et pas seulement de 
vaines histoires. C ’est meme entierement de cette fagon que 
je vis . 3

The similarity between this procedure and that of the revolutionary 

”Pour ecrire de faux romans” described in the Manifesto (Breton 1924) is 

a striking one. I believe that Breton 5 considering as he does the un

conscious as the source of hope and optimism, conceives Nadja (1928) 

as a novel of the adventure of the unconscious. Certainly the root of 

the word nadja itself signifies hope in Ukrainian 9 Polishs and Russian. 

We note Breton’s reflection: ”il est perais de concevoir la plus grande

aventure de 1 ’esprit comme un voyage de ce genre au paradis de pieges.

1. Ibid.j pp. 66-67.

2. Ibid . 9 p. 70.

3. Ibid . 9 pp. 73-74.
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Qui est la vraie Nadja . . . je veux dire de la creature toujours 

inspiree et inspirante qui n vaimait qu’etre dans la rue, a portee dlin- » 

terrogation de toute 6 tre humain lance sur une grande chimere . . . ff̂

It is the optimistic, hopeful nature of the quest which provides 

movement to the work and movement away from nineteenth century realism 

as well. However, toward the end of the recit Breton refers to increas

ing strain in his relationship with Nadja, in which ennui and obstacles 

play an increasing role: "C'est en vain qu’ici je multiplierais les

exemples de faits d ’ordre inhabituel . . .  me disposant en faveur d ’un 

certain finalisme qui permettrait d ’expliquer la particularity de tout

evenement comme certains ont pretendu derisoirement expliquer la par-
2ticularite de tout chose."

Bretonvs striving toward such a non-teleological finalism im- 

pells him, in reflections following the recit, to express his need for 

a total, all-encompassing human revolution and emancipation, including 

comprehension of the absence of any clear-cut line between non-madness 

(la "nonfolie") and madness. This latter notion, he adds, constitutes 

his defense; he is not inclined to assign a different value to pre

cepts and ideas in either category. He maintains that so-called fal

lacies have provided him with impetus and direction in his quest of 

self, which he continues in the last lines of the recit, crying out "Qui 

vive o . o Qui vive?"

1. Ibid., pp. 112-113.

2. Ibid., p. 117.
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The third division of Nadja (Breton 1928) opens with Breton 

sharing his discouragement and lassitude, his author’s fatigue:

’’J ’envie (c’est une fagon de parler) tout homme qui a le temps de pre

parer quelque chose comme un livre, qui, en etant venu a bout, trouve 

le moyen de s ’interesser au sort de cette chose ou au sort qu’apres 

tout cette chose lui fait *,f̂  The completion of the book remains fore

most in his mind but is countered by the temptation of abandoning it in 

favor of activity of possibly greater value.

Frustration noted in the second part of the recit has intensi

fied o Not only has Breton failed to reach any solution, but now, due 

to passage of time, erosion of even the most constant of his ideas arid 

the most concrete memories has occurred. The resultant anguish is ex

pressed in relation to the physical aspect of the book and to the read-
(

er: 11 je n ’ai plus le coeur de me pencher que sur 1 ’intervalle qui

separe ces dernieres lignes de celles qui, a feuilleter ce livre, 

paraitraient deux pages plus tot venir de finir. Intervalle tres court, 

negligeable pour un lecteur presse et meme un autre . 11 He is painfully 

conscious of his propensity to change that which is already written:

"Si je relisais cette histoire, de 1 ’oeil patient et en quelque sorte 

desinteresse que je serais sur d ’avoir, je ne sais guere, pour etre 

fidele a mon sentiment present de moi-meme, ce que j ’en laisserais sub- 

sister."^

1. Ibid., p. 139.

2. Ibid., pp. 140-141.
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If however 9 from the end of August 1927 until December of that 

year he lived on the best hopes that the story retained, as of the lat

ter date he lived on fulfillment and integral realization of the hopes, 

he maintains. This is reason enough, he believes, to allow the voice 

of the story to be heard in spite of the fact that Nadja and others have 

disappeared.

At this point in the work, the marvelous proposed in the 

Manifeste due Surrealisme (Breton 1924) is given unequivocal prominence 

as the aesthetic premise of Nadja (Breton 1928). Through the capital

ization and emphasis placed on the noun la merveille Breton infuses it

with power: "la Merveille en qui de la premiere a la derniere page de
1ce livre ma foi n ’aura du moins pas change." The third part of the 

book seems in fact to demonstrate that literary realism posited solely 

on physical, external appearance, is doomed by its own premise: even

the use of a most objective approach to this disintegrating world, the 

photograph (through which Breton had hoped to retain, as well, a sub

jective value through its angle), proves to be an impossible task due 

to changes caused by passage of time. The exterior world of Nadja 

exists no longer.

Furthermore, even the true, removed, abstract city dissolved, 

he adds, stating his intention to abandon this mental landscape as well: 

"Je laisse a l ?etat d febauche ce paysage mental, dont les limites me

1. Ibid., p. 142.
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> • 1decouragent.M The instant passes; everything tends toward the future; 

the sense of becoming, provided by the unconscious, is released: "Que

la grande inconscience vive et sonore qui inspire mes seuls actes pro-

bants dispose a tout jamais de tout ce qui est moi.M The unconscious

will guide him in relation to past and future as he seeks his identity:

"Je ne veux compter que sur elle . . . fixant moi-meme un point bril-
/\ 2lant que, je sais etre dans mon oeil."

This unconscious provides Breton with splendid manifestations 

of the marvelous, the constant of the book. The final seven pages are 

addressed to his new friend as Breton proposes the concept of pas

sion as the ultimate such manifestation; it is in fact the conclusion 

and resolution validating the search documented in the first two parts 

of the work:

Puisque tu existes . . . il n ’etait peut-etre pas tres neces-
saire que ce livre existat. J ’ai cru pouvoir en decider autre-
ment, en souvenir de la conclusion que je voulais lui donner 
avant de te connaxtre et que ton irruption dans ma vie n ’a 
pas a mes yeux rendue vaine. Cette conclusion ne prend meme 
son vrai sens et toute sa force qu'a travers toi.

When she reminds him that he had wanted the book open, swinging 

like a door, "tout ou rien," he considers the power of passion over his 

life, concluding that the realization of as exact an interpretation as 

possible of one’s own world is the ultimate value. It follows, he adds.

1. Ibid., p. 146.

2. Ibid., p. 147.

3. Ibid., p. 151.
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that neither dynamic nor static, beauty, like a recording machine, is
1convulsive or not at all.

The physical lines of Nadja (Breton 1928) end here. Breton's 

intentions are clear. He hopes to provide nothing less than the ongo

ing framework and structure of his personal, interior reality. It re

mains to the reader to penetrate the work through its structures and 

to share this surrealist domain.

Physical Structures 

The principle structure is a simple one: division into three

parts. The anecdote, or recit, is framed by both a preface and a post

face, separated from them by means of a page blank on one side, in the 

case of the preface, and by a page two-thirds blank and another one- 

third blank in the case of the postface. The preface comprises approx

imately one-third of the text, the recit slightly more than one-half, 

and the postface, approximately a tenth of it. Scattered throughout the 

book forty-four pages of photographs and illustrations (forty-eight in

the revised 1963 edition) form a significant fourth part which I shall
2consider after study of the three main divisions.

The principal structure of thought in the preface is indicated 

by double spacing between its four sections: the introduction, the ex

position of the problem, the experimental division: episodes, and the

1. Ibid., p. 155.

2. By one-fourth blank page, photo of la librairie de
1'Human!te, and another one-fourth blank page in the Folio edition 
(Gallimard).
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commentary. In both the recit and the postface 9 however, points of 

suspension in a line across the page indicate division of thought. The 

event, the reflection on Nadja, and the reflection on Nadja and art are 

so delineated in the recit. In the postface, re-evaluation of the 

problem, discussion of obstacles to further elaboration and documenta

tion of Nadja (Breton 1928), litany to the nouvelle amie solution as 

it encompasses passion and beauty, and an exclamation are similarly 

separated.

A further division of thought occurs through paragraphing. With 

one exception (the account of the events of October 5th, which comprises 

five paragraphs) the dated documentation of the adventure consists of 

narration of each day's events within a single paragraph. Following 

this recit, within the section of general reflection on Nadja, double 

spacing sets off single paragraphs concerned with the problem of the 

pursuit of reality, the need for an all-encompassing solution, and the 

unerring quality of Nadja with respect to her interpretation of works 

of art. This process continues in the second set of meditations on 

Nadja, with single paragraph treatment centering around passion as solu- * 

tion, and liberty and madness (including criticism of the untenable 

state of psychiatry at the time).

A certain parallelism of structure may be seen within the three 

main parts. In the preface each episode, a variation of le merveilleux, 

is given paragraph form. In the recit the marvelous is documented 

within the framework of calendar time, again in paragraph form. Finally,
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the ultimate value of the crystallization of the merveilleux in the 

new friend is reflected in the concise intensity of the litany of 

the postface 9 in which the paragraph consists of as few as one to five 

lines 9 the longest paragraph consisting of thirty-four lines, whereas 

in other parts of the work a paragraph frequently covers several pages.

In order to enable the reader to appreciate at a glance the 

interrelationships and proportions involved in the spatial allotments 

through which Breton intended to communicate his thought, these struc

tures are considered in Table 1 in outline form. Interpretation will 

be given in those instances where it would appear to be of value. 

Following this there will be a glimpse at the photographic contribution 

to the work.

The illustrated structure of Nadja (Breton 1928) forms an in

tegral part of the work, just as the preceding structures of words.

Its inclusion is singled out for justification in the "Avant- 

Propos" of the 1963 edition: "I’abondante illustration photographique

a pour objet d ’eliminer toute description— celle-ci frappee d ’inanite 

dans le Manifeste du surrealisme— Breton's preoccupation with 

photography in the years just before Nadja (1928) is evident throughout 

Les Pas perdus (1924), particularly in discussions treating Max Ernst 

and Man Ray. The final essay of that work, "Caracteres de 1 ?evolution 

moderne et ce qui en participe,u concludes with recognition of the pos

sible expression of inner reality via the medium of photographic

1. Ibid., p. 6 .
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Table 1. Nad.ja: Structural Analysis (1963 Edition)

Structural Analysis
Total
Pages

Modification, 
1963 revision

Preface 48

Introduction 2 %
Statement of question: self-identity 2 %

Exposition of problem 14

Problem: need of author to express 
self in complete independence . , 4%
Proposal: state of mind as critical 
factor " 4 paragraphed, 

from text

Method: use of episodes 3 double spacing 
from paragraph

Method: involuntary memory of unex
pected experiences indicating personal 
"grace” %

Narrative matter: personal phenomena 
1918-August, 1927 2 double spacing 

from paragraph

Experimental division: Episodes 31h

The Eluard encounter 3/4

The Bois-Charbon attraction 1

The Peret encounter 1

Nantes 3/4

Desnos 2

A walk 5 a film 1

Movie theaters 1
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Table 1.— Continued '

Structural Analysis
Total
Pages

Modification, 
1963 revision

The Theatre Moderne 2

A desired encounter 1

The Theatre des Deux Masques 1

uLes Detraquees" 8

Transformation of memories.into dream, 
thus reality 3 doublespaced, 

from paragraph

Rimbaud 3

Gloves 1

A sign, an engraving

Commentary 1 3/4

Anticipation ik

Exclamation 1/4

Recit: The Adventure 81

The Event 52

Oct. 4th. First encounter. Interpre
tation: toward 1 ?esprit nouveau. 13

Oct. 5th. First rendezvous. Interpre
tation: Surrealist point of departure 
at present moment in literature. 4

Oct. 6 th. Promenade. Interpretation: 
the relationship of Nadja and Breton 
paralleling his relationship with his 
unconscious and language. Use of hys
teria as backdrop. 13 1/2
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Structural Analysis
Total
Pages

Modification 
1963 revision

Oct. 7th. Promenade. Interpretation: 
descent into the unconscious, difficul
ties of self-observation during the 
process. 6

Oct. 8 th. Wait. Interpretation: the 
phenomenon of objective chance. 1

Oct. 9th. Lack of rendezvous, misun
derstanding. Deplorable state of Nadja. 
Interpretation: Difficulties encoun
tered during attempted explorations of 
the unconscious. Deplorable state, 
degradation of the concept of the uncon
scious and non-rational on the part of 
Breton’s contemporaries. 2 %

Oct. 10th. Rendezvous and promenade. 
Interpretation: the great attraction 
and power of the unconscious. Use of 
hysteria as a backdrop. 6k

Oct. 11th. Two rendezvous hindered. 
Interpretation: difficulties encoun
tered in exploration of the unconscious. 1 +

Oct. 12. Melusine. Promenade in train. 
Stop, wait, continuation of journey. 
Interpretation: Melusine as a true, 
marvelous aspect of woman/the uncon
scious. Once again (in the train) the 
problem of the unconscious becoming 
aware of its being observed. A k

.

Reflection on Nadja and her problems 16

Breton admits failure in his relation
ship with Nadja due to lack of courage. 
Interpretation: To what point should 
the reality of the unconscious be pur
sued? Breton is conscious of dangers 
of experimentation. 7
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Structural Analysis
Total
Pages

Modification 
1963 revision

Breton expresses his need to go beyond 
individual examples to find an all- 
encompassing solution. 3+ •

Consideration of the drawings of Nadja 
and her interpretations of several works 
of art. Interpretation: The uncon
scious as both a creative force and an 
unerring critic. 6+

- •

Reflection on Nadja and passion, liberty 
and madness. 13

Communication was impeded between Nadja 
and Breton; only love itself would have 
sufficed as a solution. 2%

Nadja committed as insane. Criticism 
of contemporary psychiatry. Breton's 
life instinct prevents further involve
ment , thus he now attempts contact in 
vain and continues to wait for a solu
tion. Interpretation: logic appears 
as an imprisonment, madness as freedom, 
while the life instinct functions here 
an an obstacle to the reunion of 
Breton with his unconscious. 10h

Postface: Reflections on Nadja and Beauty 17

Re-evaluation of the problem. 3h

Given factors are upset due to the in
determinate affective coefficient. 3k

Discussion of obstacles to the further 
elaboration and documentation of Nadja: 
passage of time, indifference, and 
memory. 6%

Obstacles to obtaining photos. 3%
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Structural Analysis
Total
Pages

Modification 
1963 revision

Breton indifferent, relies only on the 
unconscious. 2

Recit: the man without memory. In
terpretation: the necessity of a state 
of availability and the perpetual re
newal of inner needs provided by the 
unconscious. 1

Litany to the nouvelle amie 4%

Breton addresses her. 34

Her genie replaces the intercessors. 15

She replaces the forms and figura
tions of his presentiment. 5

She is not an enigma. 1

She could replace Nadja, the conclu
sion acquiring its true sense and all 
its force only through her. 9

She reminds him of the conclusion: 
love is a matter of all or nothing. 5

Passion goes to the defense of the 
world against itself. Interpreta
tion: the necessity and value of ex
pressing one’s reality is established. 23

Solution: beauty as an ideal is to be 
considered only in view of passionate 
intent.

Anecdote. Interpretation: a fragment 
of the total message is transmitted. ’ 2%

Conclusion: "Beauty will be convulsive
passion or will not be." 1
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subjectivity: f,les conditions nouvelles faites aux arts plastiques.

par 1 ?introduction de la photographie et 11 {Max Ernst] en conclut a 

un subjectivisme presque total . . „ ne respecte plus meme le concept 

general de I ’objet et reagit jusque sur la vision que nous pouvons 

avoir du monde exterieur."

In Nadja (Breton 1928) itself concern with the illustrated part 

is discussed at length.^ Breton expresses in all candor his intentions 

in this respect and complains, as well, of ensuing frustrations. Al

though memory spontaneously provides material for the book in the form 

of places, persons, and objects, it seems that it is far more difficult, 

in view of his initial objectives, for Breton to provide the reader with 

actual photos of such, taken from the angle from which he had consid

ered them. With few exceptions, he observes, these places defend them

selves against his project. He reveals discontentment with the 

illustrated matter imperfectly realized. Specific instances are noted 

where change has occurred and hindered the taking of such photos. The 

statue of Becque stands surrounded by a fence, the administration of the 

Theatre Moderne is on its guard. Pourville is in a desolate state, 

there is disappearance of nearly everything related to the "Etreinte de 

la Pieuvre," the Musee Grevin refuses to authorize any photograph of the 

statue of a woman attaching her garter, the boulevard Bonne-Nouvelle 

seems paralyzed due to the painting of the facades of its movie

1. Ibid., p. 161.

2. Ibid., pp. 142-145.
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theaters, and there has occurred diminution of the Theatre des

Deux-Masques to the Theatre du Masque.

The finite aspect of time is the villain. We recall Nadja's

complaint: HLe temps est taquin. Le temps est taquin parce qu'il faut

que toute chose arrive a son heure.11̂  Breton accuses it also: "Mais

ainsi en v a 5 n'est-ce pas, du monde exterieur, cette histoire a dormir

debout. Ainsi fait le temps, un temps a ne pas mettre un chien de- 
2hors." His irritation with the concept of time as generally conceived

had surfaced earlier, and in Les Pas perdus (1924) he had reflected

certain undercurrents of the early twentieth century: "La croyance en
xx 3un temps et un espace absolus semble prete a disparaitre."

In spite of these exterior obstacles, forty-four plates appear 

in the 1928 edition, which includes a Table de Gravures (this becomes 

"Illustrations" in the 1963 edition). Four more illustrations are added 

in the 1963 edition, including one taken of the statue in the Musee 

Grevin in 1959, and one of the Becque statue, taken in 1962.

In the "Avant-Propos" of the 1963 edition Breton emphasizes his 

continuing concern with the subject aspects of the photos. It would 

seem that he was responsible, then, for the cropping and change in angle 

of several. In Plate I, the 1928 edition shows the grill from behind 

the statue; in the 1963 edition, from the side. In Plate II, that of

1. Ibid., pp. 103-104.

2. Ibid., p. 145.

3. Andre Breton, PP, p. 87.
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the columbarium at the Manoir d fAngo9 the courtyard and two joined 

buildings are shown in the original photo, but only one building is 

visible in the later edition.

In this same edition, great diversity of photographers is re

vealed. Eight photos are attributed to Boiffard, four to Henri Manuel, 

and three to Man Ray. Individual photos are ascribed to Georges Sirot, 

Andre Bouin, Pablo Volta, and Valentine Hugo, Breton’s wife. Of the

remaining photos, eighteen appear to be photocopies and eleven are of 
. .anonymous origin.

Equally remarkable is the eclectic character of subject matter 

and presentation. The two principal subject categories are those of 

place (sixteen photos) and of Nadja’s sketches and other works of art 

(thirteen photos, including one or two of Nadja’s drawings). Nine 

photos of persons, five photocopies of documents, three of objects, one 

of a scene from the play MLes Detraquees ,Tf and one— a film-like series 

of four bands— MSes yeux de fougere," round out the presentation.

Certainly this innovative photographic enterprise goes well be

yond the typographical sort of artifice which Breton dismissed as sheer 

coquetry. The illustrated structure of Nadja (1928), incorporated 

into the work as an integral extension of the overall structure, is one 

designed to enable it to avoid shortcomings of the nineteenth century 

version of realism weighted down by description of the exterior world.

In Nadja (1928), as I shall suggest in my examination of thematic struc

tures , subjective realities complement and render meaningful external 

ones.



• This shifting of focus toward twentieth century values5 this 

rejection of purely descriptive trappings as superfluous, must not be 

imputed solely to the advent of photography. As observed in the discus

sion of Breton’s early preoccupation with the novel, this transitional

impetus was primarily due to the simultaneous emergence of the fledg-
1ling science, psychology, and new perspectives provided by it. Notions 

pertinent to the unconscious permeate and unify the three works con

sidered in this thesis. For this reason, examination of thematic 

structures in Nadja (Breton 1928) will open with biographical back

ground relevant to the young surrealist’s assimilation of such notions.

Thematic Structures 

Clinical observation and psychological studies proliferated to

ward the turn of the century, as curiosity and excitement surrounded 

theories proposing the existence and functions of the unconscious, con

ceived as an entity of sorts in retreat from and at odds with the 

conscious mental apparatus.

Self-Expression via the Unconscious:
Babinski, Freud

During the final decades of the nineteenth century, J. Charcot, 

a specialist in pathological anatomy and diseases of the nervous system, 

taught and organized a complete laboratory at la Salpetriere. His

1. Charcot, in a visual representation of hysteria, once said, 
”Je ne suis . . . que le photographe; j ’inscris ce que je vois . .
(J. M. Charcot, L ’Hysterie (Toulouse: Privat, 1971, p. 121).
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influence dominated studies of hysteria; in 1885 young Freud journeyed 

to study under the psychologist; concentrating on the medical phenomenon 

which would provide a large proportion of his clientele. His transla

tion of Charcot’s Lemons du Mardi followed in 1892-1893; never did he
1cease insisting on the influence which Charcot had had on him.

Breton’s enthusiasm for Charcot, like that of Freud, took hold 

during his medical studies and remained as a life-long admiration. It 

was probably the aesthetic aspect and breadth of Charcot’s vision, how

ever, which attracted him. General knowledge of Charcot was handed 

down to him through J. Babinski, head of Charcot’s clinic, and Pierre 

Janet, director of the pathological psychology laboratory at la Sal- 

petriere. While there appears to be no mention on the part of Breton 

of the latter teacher in this particular respect, explicit references to

Babinski are made in the article "Le Cinquantenaire de 1 ’Hysterie”^ and
3

in* Entretiens (1969). In each, Breton reveals and blames Babinski’s 

anti-Charcot bias. Yet his 1928 estimation of Babinski as the most in

telligent man to have attacked the question of the definition of hys

teria should be noted as praise, however grudgingly bestowed. It is 

Babinski’s attempt to narrow the medical definition of hysteria which 

is under fire, for Breton balks at this effort to limit this definition

1. Sigmund Freud and Josef Breuer, Studies on Hysteria (New 
York: Avon, 1966, p. xxiii).

2. Maurice Nadeau, Histoire du Surrealisme (Paris: Editions 
Seuil, 1964, pp. 284-285).

3. Andre Breton, E_., p. 76.
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which includes only phenomena able to be provoked or suppressed by 

suggestiono

His own concept of hysteria is a broader one touching on the

frontiers of surrealist expression. It is, he claims in Les Pas perdus

(Breton 1924), one of the most splendid poetic discoveries of the 
1age. A similarly exalted declaration opens the article, co-authored 

by Aragon, who like Breton had just completed years of medical studies: 

"Nous, surrealistes, tenons a celebrer ici le cinquantenaire de l fhys

teria, la plus grande decouverte poetique de la fin du XIXe siecle.

. . ." The evocation concludes with an alternative Surrealist defini

tion of the phenomenon:

L ’hysteria est un etat mental plus ou moins irreductible se 
caracterisant par la subversion des rapports qui s 1etablis- 
sent entre le sujet et le monde moral duquel il croit 
pratiquement relever, en dehors de tout systeme delirant.
Get etat mental est fonde sur le besoin d'une seduction re- 
ciproque, qui explique les miracles hativement acceptes de 
la suggestion (ou contre-suggestion) medicale. L 1hysteria, 
n ’est pas un phenomena pathologique et pent, a tous egards, 
etre consideree comma un moyen supreme d ’expression.^

It can scarcely be emphasized enough that Breton’s vision of hysteria 

as a point of departure for the liberation of cerebral powers is a mat

ter of willful explansion of insights provided initially by Charcot and 

directly elaborated by Babinski.

In his divergence from Babinski he hoped for the understanding 

and encouragement of Freud. It is probable that he had read the Trois

1. Andre Breton, PP ., p. 83.

2. Andre Breton, Eh, p. 76.
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essais sur la theorie de la sexualite in one of its four editions 

between 1905 and 19205 a work which is listed on the back cover of the 

first edition of Nadja (Breton 1928), with the translation from German 

by Dr. B , Reverchon. Also mentioned on the cover is Le Reve et son 

interpretation (Freud 1900), the translation rendered by Marie Bona

parte. However 9 Breton had read the work prior to the writing of the 

Manifeste (1924), where he not only confirms that he is familiar with

and has employed Freud’s procedures^  but pays hommage to the psycho-
2analyst’s critical work on the dream. Support from Freud was not

forthcoming, however. According to Breton’s accounts in Litterature

(192 ) and Les Pas perdus (1924), a visit in 1921 to the Austrian

psychoanalyst was a fiasco of a most banal and uneventful sort. In the

essay in Les Pas perdus (1924) Breton notes in particular Freud’s utter

preoccupation with his own work, and his lack of response at that time

to mention of Charcot and Babinski. Decades later, in the Entretiens

(1969), he minimizes the unfortunate results of the meeting, while ex-
3pressing great admiration for the psychoanalyst.

The crux of the matter, however, lies elsewhere in the Entre

tiens , where he expresses regret that Freud, working terrain ripe for 

the mutual understanding of artists and analysts, was the first to dodge 

such an eventuality. Freud’s own disavowal of competence in such

1. Andre Breton, M . , pp. 33-34.

2. Ibid., p. 19.

3. Andre Breton, E,., p. 76.



matters: "moi qui suis si eloigne de 1'art,"^ suggests 9 even if it

does not pinpoint, the critical divergence between the Surrealist and 

Freudian viewpoints. Surrealism expands the theory of the unconscious 

and its expression but rejects the forthrightly therapeutic solution 

favored by Freud. If, for the latter, expression and fantasy of the 

libido is to be pessimistically, stoically manipulated and programmed 

toward the exterior, in order to lead one back toward the normality of 

daily routine, for Breton and the Surrealists it is welcomed as/is; the 

faculty of expression of natural, healthful, nervous energy which links 

the unconscious with creation.

In essence, Freudian psychology esteems conscious behavior over 

unconscious acts. Breton’s vision is not its opposite, but one, rather, 

which encompasses liberation of the conscious, considered to be the 

natural force of organized reason, by means of energy provided by the 

unconscious. Only in this way, according to Breton, can natural equili

brium be re-established which will, in turn, clear the way for the even

tuality of optimal self-expression. Far from being a romanticism of 

the irrational. Surrealism is a conscious effort to surpass the rational 

with the aid of the unconscious. In this manner the irrational can add 

to more complete self-knowledge, as reason is integrated with deliria 

and the opposite also occurs.

In any case, Breton’s continuing preoccupation with pathological 

states and mental illness must be seen in this light; they provide an

1. Ibid., p. 294.
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approach to, and expression of, authentic experience. Imitation of the 

process of delieria, for instance, as in Les Champs magnetiques (Breton 

and Soupault 1921) and I'Immaculee Conception (1930), is an effort to see 

without constraints and to express realities directly yet lucidly. The 

Utopian objective is to regain the paradise of effective self-expression: 

ITCe qu’en particulier ont voulu les surrealistes, c rest bien mo ins creer 

la beaute que s 1 exprimer librement et ainsi chacun exprimer soi-meme.

In this respect Freud? s use of the word "art" misses its mark 

completely and reveals the limitations of his outlook. Although Breton 

does not limit the process to the artist, he proposes the existence of 

an intimate relationship between certain individual artists and a per

severing search for knowledge of one's reality. This occurs in his 

appreciation of Picabia, as in numerous instances: "Ici, nous avons

affaire non plus a la peinture, ni m§me a la poesie ou a la philosophie

de la peinture, mais bien a quelques-uns des paysages interieurs d'un
2homme parti depuis longtemps pouf le pole de lui-m§me."

Breton is by no means ignorant of unconscious structure in such 

landscapes. Specific reference to it is made with respect to production 

of automatic writing: "L?essential est que le climat des productions

automatiques se soit fait sentir, que 1 Tesprit ait eu vent d'une contree 

dont la flore et la faune sont reconnaissables entre toutes mais surtout 

dont la structure, apparement la meme pour tous, ne demande qu'a etre

1. Ibid., p. 298. '

2. Andre Breton, PP., p. 160.
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 ̂ 1revelee.11 Whether by means of colors or words, inner reality must be

2situated as uniquely as possible within time. Such a process neces

sarily involves limitations of systems by one another (structure forma

tion) and hinges on the relative forces of inner necessities.

In Nadja (Breton 1928) such networks overlap to some extent, 

reflecting the expansive optimism of Surrealism as expressed in the 

Manifeste (Breton 1924): nJe crois . . .  a la joie surrealiste pure de

1 1homme qui . . . ne se tient pas pour battu, part d ’ou il veut, et,
3par tout autre chemin qu’un chemin raisonnable, parvient ou il peut."

Of these themes I will discuss the central ones; Surrealist space, woman 

and the unconscious, the promenade, the encounter and liberty and cre^. 

tion.

Surrealist Space: Expansion toward
the Infinite

Les Champs mangetiques (Breton and Soupault 1921) provides a 

dizzying initiation to the Surrealist universe. As Soupault and Breton 

maintain and record their experiences during trance-like states, images 

surface, revealing inexhaustible, expansive aspects of the flow of the 

unconscious of each. Limits of the mind are rejected as images like the 

following materialize and proliferate:

1. Andre Breton, Eh, p. 82.

2 . _____________ ., PP. ? loc, cit.

3. ______ ______ , M. , p. 63.
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1* o o les bruits magnifiques des catastrophes verticales . . .

Nous nous etoilons en d 1incomprehensibles directions, parmi ^ 
les grandes veines bleues du lointain et dans les gisements.

On apercevait a des millimetres de distance les aventures 
sans fin des microbes . . .3

This process continues in Clair de terre (Breton 1921), and as such as

pects of the unconscious continue to be reflected in the writing they 

acquire a loose thematic structure. The reader is constantly required 

to envision an ever more distant horizon; rather unexceptional and un

developed images (long, innumerable staircases, underground rooms, 

railroad tracks, dunes, tidal waves) appear frequently enough to lend 

strength to Breton's claim: " , . , ma fantaisie , , , elle-meme fait

le tour de la terre , . , and the title imagery contributes to a 

glimpse of the potential inexhaustibility of a liberated unconscious.

In the Manifeste (1924), Breton expresses his attraction to 

Le Moine (Lewis, 1796) and its heroine,^ He continues, in stating his 

criteria for praise of this novel, to evidence preoccupation with this 

potential: "I'auteur a delivre ses principaux personnages de toute

contrainte temporelle , , . ce livre n'exalte , , . que ce qui de

1- Andre Breton, CM,, p, 43,

2. Ibid., p. 47.

3. Ibid., p. 76.

4. Andre Breton, CT., p. 77.

5. Antonin Artaud, on the fringes of Surrealism,adapted a
scenario for le Moine from its form as a French novel. See his Oeuvres 
completes, VI.
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1 ’esprit aspire a quitter le sol et . » , depouille d ’une partie 

insignifiante de son affabulation romanesque „ . . constitue un modele 

de justesse, et d'innocente grandeur."^

Breton may be attracted, as well, to the presentation in the 

novel of the forces of the universe as omnipresent, marvelous and 'un

trammeled. There often occurs a fortuitous pairing of the turbulent 

inner realities of the characters with manifestations of an "objective" 

universe fraught with extraordinary tension. Certainly there is sim

ilar pairing of extraordinary subjective tension with extraordinary "ob

jective" phenomena— with certain manifestations, apparently, of nature 

— plus a similar expression of yearning for freedom from restraint and 

sense of nonrational exaltation, in both Le Moine (Lewis 1796) and 

Nadja (Breton 1928). This would seem to belie a Romantic preoccupation 

of the part of Breton. However, his unique, primary concern is that of 

documentation of the interrelationships of the subjective and "objec

tive" universes— of Surrealist space as a coherent whole— as such re

lationships are discovered.

The theme of the expansive, inexhaustible quality inherent in 

this space seems particularly linked, in Nadja (Breton 1928), to a 

basic assumption of revolutionary transformation and perpetual renewal. 

(These aspects will evolve ever more profoundly in L ?Amour fou (Breton 

1937) and Arcane 17 (Breton 1945) , with renewal of threads of the 

Osirian myth in the latter work.) Three critical moments of the work

1. Andre Breton, M. , pp. 24-25.
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appear to be related through this theme and developed through imagery 

of combined lift-fall movement. In each case, rapidity of the transfor

mation of initial upward movement into downward release approaches in

stantaneousness ; the potential force, inevitability, and mobility of 

a constant union is suggested.

In this connection, mention must be made of an observation

offered by Freud in Die Traumdeutung (1900)* a work with which Breton
1was familiar, according to the Manifeste (Breton 1924). Upward move

ment , he comments, as occurring in dreams and by extension, in the

popular imagination, stories, myths, and legends may represent sexual 
2relations. Freud advises caution in such interpretation. There ap

pears to be reason enough for a general such association to be assumed 

in Nadja (1928), since passion and convulsion are the key elements of 

the concluding pages. Breton was entirely aware of these implications; 

that is, of the ultimate experience inherent in writing and in the 

spontaneity of language itself.

The first such instance is found at the end of the preface, in

its concluding paragraph: "Enfin v o i d  que la tour du Manoir d ?Ango

saute, et que toute une neige de plumes, qui tombe de ses colombes, fond

en touchant le sol de la grande cour naguere empierree de debris de
3tuiles et maintenant couverte de vrai sang!11 These lines capture and

1. Ibid., p. 20.

2. Sigmund Freud, Le reve et son interpretation (Paris: Gal- 
limard, 1973, pp. 113-116).

3. Andre Breton, N ., p. 55.
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document the essentially revolutionary terms of the process of the 

writing of Nadja (Breton 1928). The roofs of the apparent ivory tower 

exist for Breton as a precept which fuses with his unconscious. This is 

not to say that Nadja (Breton 1928) is written during a trance-like 

state resembling that of Les Champs magnetiques (Breton and Soupault 

1921). It is rather than Breton, due to his awareness of unconscious 

processes, refuses, as a matter of principle, to acknowledge the exist

ence of barriers between unconscious and conscious experience:

L fextreme difference d ’importance, de gravite, que presentent 
pour I ’observateur ordinaire les evenements de la veille et 
ceux du sommeil, a toujours ete pour m ’etonner.1

Je crois a la resolution future de ces deux etats, en appar- 
ence si contradictoires, que sont le reve et la realite, en 
une sorte de realite absolue, de surrealite . . .2

As a barrier within Breton’s inner space, the roof cannot continue to
3exist; its inevitable explosion is recorded.

This description has every appearance of conscious symboliza

tion, even to the point of feathers signifying the pen. Is Breton 

simply utilizing an image, a symbol made up to fit? No, Surrealist 

treatment of the symbol is not symbolistic; it is not a matter of al

legory. Images offer themselves, he explains in the Manifeste (1924), 

spontaneously, despotically, and he is skeptical that anyone has ever

1. Andre Breton, M . , p. 20.

2 . Ibid., pp. 23-24.

3. In L ’Amour fou the reader will be confronted with a still 
more startling disappearance of a barrier (pp. 115-128): MC ?est done 
comme si, le 20 juillet, ce mur se fut montre pour moi transparent”
(p. 128).
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actively "evoked" them* Reason, he continues, limits itself to noting

and appreciating the phenomenon. As Breton elaborates the type of

image which seems the most forceful to him, the elusive element which

such images present to the reader becomes more clear. This elaboration

seems worthy of inclusion in the present discussion, inasmuch as it is

relevant to other interpretations in this study:

Pour moi, la plus forte est celle qui presente le degre 
d ?arbitraire le plus eleve, . . . celle qu'on met le plus 
longtemps a traduire en langage pratique, soit qu’elle recele 
une dose enorme de contradictions apparente, soit que 1 ?un de 
ses termes en soit curieusement derobe, soit que s ?annongant 
sensationnelle, elle ait 1'air de se denouer faiblenient, soit 
qu'elle tire d ’elle-meme une justification formelle derisoire, 
soit qu'elle soit d'ordre hallucinatoire, soit qu'elle prete 
tres naturellement a I ’abstrait, le masque du concret, ou 
inversement, soit qu’elle implique la negation de quelque  ̂
propriete physique elementaire, soit quvelle dechaine le rire.

The image of the exploding roof would appear to be of the hallucinatory

group. Breton, however, might explain its presence in a most lucid

manner as a renewal of the so-called primitive vision, synthesis of
3sensory perception and mental representation. This is one action, not 

two.

A line startling in its similarity, found in the conclusion to 

Le Moine (Lewis, 1796), should, however, be mentioned: "The roof opened 

as they soared upwards . . .  ,"^ as well as the snow imagery concluding

1. Andre Breton, M . , pp. 50-52.

2. Ibid., pp. 52-53.

3. Andre Breton, E/, p. 245.

4. Matthew Lewis, The Monk (New York: Avon, 1975, . p. 341).
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Clair de terre (Breton 1923) : TfJ ?ai quitte mes ef fets, mes beaux

effets de neige!n9 which apparently is elaborating a preceding, iso

lated quote: "A KROSE SELAVY . , « ’Andre Breton n ’ecrira plus.’ Jour-
1nal du Peuple— Avril 1923." In the conclusion of Nadja (Breton 1928) 

the peripatetic movement of a snowflake is mentioned in the discussion 

of the non-stationary aspect of beauty. However9 the bloody snow 

(feathers) of the exploding roof seems 9 most especially when the above 

conclusion to Clair de terre (Breton 1923) is considered, to indicate 

the reality within Breton of a complete turning away from traditional . 

writing.^ Transformation of debris into "authentic blood" suggestsi -
creation and renewal, a renewal in this instance, with literary over

tones suggesting the documentary technique employed in the writing.

This passage is, then, an account of inner and outer realities of the 

writing. In passing it should be noted that spattered blood or liquid 

is a recurring image in Nadja (Breton 1928) and L ’Amour fou (Breton 1937). 

Sexual overtones of renewal and perpetuation will be discussed during 

the thematic analysis of L ’Amour fou (Breton 1937).

Aside from Breton’s contact with the absorption of similar 

images, in the image of the exploding roof, another consideration must

at least be offered. There may exist, when a Surrealist initiate is

1. Andre Breton, (TT., p. 89.

2. The second drawing of Nadja, as explained on page 120,
shows a siren holding a roll of paper; the monster, since she had at
tempted to associate Breton with the figure of an eagle in the first 
drawing, would seem to designate Breton. The feathers filling the mon
ster, states Breton, represent ideas.



involved (that is, a person primarily concerned with getting in touch 

with his unconscious, and open to coincidence), instances of uncanny, 

near-perfect meeting and overlapping of theme and experience. Surreal

ist experience in such cases would hinge on "un hasard qui n ’est pas

seulement objectif et subjectif," according to Alain Jouffroy, "mais 
1volatilisateur.11 If the critic accepts Breton's attempts at documen

tation in Les Champs magnetiques (Breton and Soupault 1921) and Clair 

de terre (Breton 1923) at face value, it facilitates recognition and

acceptance of images of the same type as that of page 55 as documenta

tion, as described above, of the extraordinarily active conscious and 

unconscious states on the part of the Surrealist, documentation of their 

synthesis in the vision itself.

Documentation of the critical events of October 6th is climaxed, 

it would seem, with another instance of overlapping of theme and experi

ence, the second occasion in which the theme of expansion and renewal 

occurs during development of a combined upward-downward movement. It 

follows the most detailed accounting of any day's events. Breton notes 

in some detail the increasingly unrestrained, hysterical behavior in 

Nadja, that she kisses him passionately during the rendez-vous, suppli

cating him to never undertake anything against her, since it seems to 

her that she has never withheld any secret from him, and other more ab

normal behavior. Toward midnight, they arrive at the Tuileres. Breton 

recounts the moment:

1. Andre Breton, CT., p. 16.
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Devant nous fuse un jet d ’eau dont elle parait suivre la 
courbe, "Ce sont tes pensees et les miennes. Voila d Tou 
elles partent toutes 9 jusqu?ou elles s felevent et comme 
c ’est encore plus joli quand elles retombent. Et puis 
aussitot elles se fondent9 elles sont reprises avec la meme 
force, de nouveau c'est cet elancement brise, cette chute 
. * . et comme cela indefiniment.

Breton recounts his astonishment at Nadjafs use of this image, 

since the fountain image is used by Berkeley in the Three Dialogues be

tween Hylas and Philonous (1713), which he has just read« It heads the 

third dialogue of the 1750 edition, he adds, noting its legend: "Urget

aquas vis sursum eadem fleetit que deorsum." A photocopy of the illus

tration and legend is placed in the text opposite a photo of the foun

tain. The legend acquires significance of utmost importance in the 

defense of idealism at the end of the dialogue, he observes.

In effect, all three dialogues construct such a defense. As a 

guide to Hylas, a materialist, Philonous (Berkeley’s point of view) em

ploys assumptions and reasonings of his companion during most of the 

argument, turns them around as self-negating, and thus opens up oppor

tunity for presentation of his own metaphysical principle, "esse is 

percipi or percipere." In so doing he cleverly transforms Hylas’ be

lief in matter into another creation, his own immaterialist structure:

You see, Hylas, the water of yonder fountain, how it is forced 
upwards, in a round column, to a certain height, at which it 
breaks and falls back into the basin from whence it rose, 
its ascent as well as descent proceeding from the same uniform

1. Andre Breton, N., p. 85,



law or principle of gravitation. Just so, the same principles 
which, at first view, lead to skepticism*, pursued to a certain 
point, bring men back to common sense.^

If Breton documents Nadja’s simple comment, 11 thoughts from 

thoughts," these would coincide with Breton’s notions. He would, how

ever, see the force behind the water to be of an essentially surrealist 

nature. Although it might remain temporarily beyond the understanding 

of the senses, it would be a force governing matter and thought alike, 

and due to a perpetual "becoming" in the Hegelian sense, would tend 

toward revelation and becoming known.

Where Descartes proposes duality, and Berkeley, immaterialism, 

Breton sees instead capillarity and dialectic. Furthermore, this capil

larity of the conscious and unconscious, since it permits feeding one 

into the other in both directions, allows for liberty. Such liberty 

exists all the more so if there are no obstacles between the two. How

ever, since the force itself remains ever present, the possibility of 

liberty and expansion remain, in any case, ever present as well. This, 

in turn, recalls the formula of Hermes: "that which is above is like

that which is below. . . . "

Furthermore, since thought for Breton is necessarily identified 

with language: "Nous ne disposons spontanement pour nous exprimer que

d ’une seule structure verbale excluant de la maniere la plus categorique

1. George Berkeley, Three Dialogues between Hylas and Philanous
(New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1954, p. 113).
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toute autre structure apparemment chargee du meme sens/1**" he is 

simultaneously suggesting the infinite force and possibilities of lan

guage itself; it is due to this force that Nadja as an entity becomes 

Hadja, Breton's literary creation.

Still another association must be mentioned, that of Baude

laire's poem "Le Jet d'Eau," since Breton expressed enthusiasm for 

Baudelaire in Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924).

Similar multiple associations, perhaps, underlie a third ex

ample of Surrealist space. Breton recounts the story of M. Delouit to 

his nouvelle amie in dialogue form, quickening the tempo and heighten

ing the reader's sensation of constant change. Upon his first reap

pearance in the hotel where he is lodging, M. Delouit is informed of his 

room number. On his second reappearance, however, when he appears 

bloody and covered with m ud, he is not immediately recognized and must 

insist that it is him. The rapidity of the transformation is emphasized 

as the interlocutor exclaims, "II ne faut pas nous la faire. Monsieur 

Delouit vient de monter," and the latter counters "Je viens de tomber." 

The transformation itself is emphasized, as in the account of the ex

ploding roof, through the presence of blood; its force may be associ

ated, as in that account, with language and literary needs. This is

evident from Breton's comment to his new friend, "C'est cette his-
2to ire que, moi aussi, j'ai obei au desir de Ĵ e conter."

1. "Andre Breton et le mouvement surrealiste," La Nouvelle 
Revue Frangaise (numero special). No. 172 (avril, 1967* pp. 608-609)*

2: Andre Breton, N. , p. 148.
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It should be noted that Michel Butor, in the article "Heptaedre 
1Heliotrope," refers to the episode as the story of M. Deux Louis, re

ferring evidently to Louis XIV and Louis XV, and to a story of young 

Louis XV killing birds for pleasure, a picture the young Breton seems

to have interiorized: " • . . je garde, par rapport a cette image, une
2certaine ambivalence de sentiments," Butor relates this interioriza- 

tion to the stone-throwing incident in the. Canary Islands recounted in 

L*Amour fou (Breton 1937) and to Breton’s relationship with his parents. 

However, it should be noted that the two Louis specifically mentioned in 

Nadja (Breton 1928) are Louis VI and Louis VII, and that Breton deemed 

the coincidence surrounding his purchase and acceptance of a picture of 

these, from a beggar, while in the company of Nadja, reason enough for 

its inclusion (photocopy) in the illustrated matter of the book.

Monsieur Delouit is, of course, a man without a memory, "sans 

aucune memoire." Thus, Breton’s comments in the Manifeste (1924) re

garding memory may be â propos. Memory, he asserts in regard to the 

dream, makes a plaything of man upon his wakening, and takes it upon

itself to "cut" any dream, representing it to us as a series of dreams,
3rather that as the dream with its own continuity and organization. 

Surrealism, he continues, in another discussion, will "glove your hand,"

1. Andre Breton et le mouvement surrealiste," La Nouvelle 
Revue Frangaise (numero special). No. 172 (avril, 1967, pp. 750-779).

2 .

3. Andre Breton, M., pp. 20-21.



burying there the deep M with which the word Memory begins. In sum9 

he resents the tight bonds of memory and would go to the other extreme 

in protest. Thus, thetpossible interpretation of M. Delouit as hero of 

the anecdote exists, along with, in my opinion, still another consid

eration worthy of attention, that of M. Delouit as M. Tde 1'ouie." 

Breton’s ,TmoiM constantly undergoes the transformation exacted by un

conscious and conscious experience, the "falling out the window."

This process never remains stationary. Modifications are sometimes 

radical, as evidenced in the second reappearance. Each time, the "moi" 

remains lucid as to external attributes (name and general situation), 

but is nevertheless unable to progress unless it pauses and listens for 

redirection to the unconscious (which enjoys permanent residence in a 

hotel!). This is the sort of process described through Nadja (Breton

1928). Breton, in the preface, sees it as a rendez-vous with himself:
2"De tant de rendez-vous . . . avec moi-meme . . .M This process is 

elaborated in an expansive paragraph preceding the story. Here, more

over, as in the case of the fountain, the critical role of language—  

the richness of language— as identified with the unconscious is sug

gested through the adjective "sonore": "Que la grande inconscience vive 

et sonore qui m ’inspire . . . dispose a tout jamais de tout ce qui est

1 o Ibid., po 46.

2. Andre Breton, N., p. 29.
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moi . . .. je veux ne compter que sur elle . . . fixant moi-meme un
2point brillant que je sais etre dans mon oeil. . . . "

Whether or not one accepts the interpretation of M. "de Uouie,"

one should recognize the definite possibility in Breton's works, of

multiple significations, especially those hinging on spelling or sound.

It would be a natural propensity in the Surrealist accustomed to such

multiplication in the word games of the early 1920's.

In the final pages of the work, the theme of expansion through

lift-fall movement is seen through a panoply of images: the gallop, the

train, the saccade, the human heart, the seismograph, the wave length,
2and the convulsion. It is as if the pulse of the book is quickened

until the inevitable result is the CONVULSION of the final sentence. I

have suggested in this discussion that the theme of expansion toward

the infinite as associated with the lift-fall movement is linked in

Breton's thought to the unconscious and to language, as well. The fact

is that Breton specifically identifies the lift-fall movement with

Nadja: " . „ . le monde qui etait celui de Nadja, et ou tout prenait
3si vite 1'apparence de la montee et de la chute." Nadja, the uncon

scious, and language, must often, if not always be considered as one. 

This will be discussed in greater detail in the sections on the thematic 

structures of woman and the unconscious, and creation.

1. Ibid., p. 147.

2. Ibid., pp. 154-155.

3. Ibid., pp. 126-127.
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Other less developed instances of separate life and fall

movement occur throughout the book. Lift is mentioned as such,^ and as
2in earlier works 9 the perpendicular, and secret staircases as well.

It should be noted that upward movement is frequently documented in the

preface. For instance, in the first episode Breton carefully recounts

that he and Eluard in their singular first encounter, met in the balcony

of a theater. In the next episode, describing his uncanny ability, one

Sunday, to sense the location of shops where the sign Bois-Charbon was

displayed, he observes that he was able to guess the height at which

they would appear along the street. In the account of "Les Detraquees ,1T
3the longest episode, a balloon falling into the room is associated with 

the ascent of a student who will become a victim, apparently, of a woman

1. Ibid. , p. 19.

2. Ibid., p. 15.

3. Freud, in Le reve et son interpretation (pp. 113-114), notes
that upward movement and the staircase may represent sexual relations
but stresses a need for caution in such interpretations. The balloon, 
he adds, has been used as a sexual symbol. Breton not only capital
izes the word BALLOON in the original description of the play, but 
notes that he reflected on the actions occurring subsequent to the 
balloon’s appearance (p. 45): !lLe manque d ’indices suffisants sur ce
qui se passe apres la chute du ballon . . . demeure par excellence ce 
qui me confond." He then reports that the dream which his preoccupa
tion with the play seems to have provoked, was "assez infame.n Thus, 
Breton appears to be aware of the possible aura of sexuality which the 
reader might place on all such images. Such awareness, it is important 
to note, leads him neither to elaborate, symbolic development, nor to 
efforts as repression. His criterion, that of documentation, holds.
It will be with the same intention, that of documentation, that mani
festations of the unconscious sexual impulse will be discussed, more 
explicitly, in L ’Amour fou.
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in a tranceo The preface concludes, as mentioned earlier, with the 

account of the exploding roof. A certain balance, perhaps, is provided 

in the conclusion, through the open-ended description of the disappear

ance of an airplane. If Nadja (1928) offers documentation of Breton's 

encounter and love affair with the unconscious, as manifested in auto

matic writing and surrealist games. If such an entity is replaced by a 

new friend capable of provoking the passion expressed in the concluding 

pages of the novel. A general valuation of sexual orientation thus 

seems acceptable if it does not detract from Breton's intention of 

documentation, and is not exaggerated.

The theme of expansion toward the infinite via upward movement 

occurs frequently in the illustrated part of Nadja (Breton 1928) as 

well as in the written structure. That the theme is an important one 

can be concluded from the frequency with which the photographs require 

an upward focus. In eight or nine photographs, balconies, open windows, 

signs, symbols, towers, and roofs draw the gaze upward toward them. In 

several other instances the angle at which the photo was taken accom

plishes this. On a number of occasions the quotation under the photo

graph serves to direct the reader's glance in such a way

Breton's preoccupation with upward movement in Nadja (1928)

seems persistent; his concern with descent and fall is no less so.
2Descent is mentioned as such on numerous occasions, and the possibility

1. Andre Breton, N ., photos opposite pp. 14, 103, 111.

2. Ibid., pp. 35, 37, 124.
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of dizzying, precipitous, mortal fall is frequently indicated.^" The

single illustration in which descent plays a role is that of "la Fleur

des amants." Breton comments on the drawing: "C'est essentiellement

sous ce signe que doit etre place le temps que nous passames ensemble

et il demeure le symoble graphique qui a donne a Nadja la cle de tous

les autres." This drawing includes a sketch of the descent of le re-
2flecteur humain, T,the best of all," according to Nadja, and which

another of Nadja’s observations may serve to clarify: " . . . c ’est

comme le matin quand elle se baigne et que son corps s ’eloigne tandis

qu’elle fixe la surface de I ’eau. ’Je suis la pensee sur le bain dans
3la piece sans glaces.’" Here, the contention that the unconscious

and its imagination ("la pensee")" may at times be identified with Nadja
4seems strengthened. The descent appears to be the descent into the

unconscious: "C’est 1 ’ame des amants.

The thematic structure of the notations of life and fall which

recur throughout the book is a fluid one. Symbolization evolves as

1. Ibid., pp. 20-, 82, 89, 98, 149.

2. Ibid., pp. 124-125.

3. Ibid., p. 101.

4. Eliphas Levi (Alphonse Louis Constant), authority on the 
occult during the second half of the nineteeth century, and with whose 
work Breton was familiar at least by 1945, provides, in The Key of the 
Mysteries, Trans, by Alesiter Crowley (New York: Samuel Weiser, 1972),
p. 88, a passage which lends strength to such a contention: "Our plas
tic medium is a magnet which attracts or repels the astral light under
the pressure of the will. It is a luminous body which reproduces with 
the greatest ease forms corresponding to ideas. It is the mirror of the 
imagination.

5. Andre Breton, N ., photocopy, drawing, opp. p. 118.
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individual passages acquire value as signs in loose association. It 

resembles the dance steps of Nadja in the gallery of the Palais-Royal: 

union of the conscious with the unconscious yet neither entirely one 

nor the other.

The lightness of Nadja's dance steps provides contrast to occa

sional references to weight and inertia. Nadja’s observation: "Ne

pas alourdir ses pensees du poids de ses souliers"^ is such an example. 

This theme seems to recur in the imagery of several of NadjaTs drawings. 

Their selection for the illustrated part of the book is sketched on 

page 120: "Le r§ve du chat," representant 1 1 animal debout qui cherche a

s ’echapper sans s ’apercevoir qu’il est retenu au sol par un poids et 

suspendu au moyen d ’une corde qui est aussi la meche demesurement 

grossie d ’une lampe renversee . . . "  Breton comments that the drawing 

is based on an apparition, as is the sketch "Le salut du diable." In 

the latter, a head emerges directly from a shoe or slipper, a slipper 

which acquires lamp attributes as an impression of lightness and upward 

flow results from the extended flame in the shape of a hand.

Are these drawings illustrations of Nadja1s observation, and 

are they associated with the unconscious? As mentioned above, Breton 

considers the first drawing, that of "La fleur des amants," to be the 

key to all of the drawings. In my opinion, the association of "Le 

Reflecteur humain" with the unconscious is born out in the two drawings 

and part of the puzzle is answered on page 147. Breton there expresses

1. Ibid., p. 118.
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his overwhelming desire for union with the unconscious 9 claiming that 

it is through his sustained efforts toward such a union that he may be 

spared from collisions with its "heavy packages," "ses ballots de nuit." 

The latter may be considered to be those aspects of the unconscious dif

ficult for the conscious self to recognize or accept but which, unrecog

nized , act as drag .and hindrance to self-realization» They seem to be 

described in the Manifeste (Breton 1924): "On traverse . . . des

paysages dangereux. Je suscite sur mes pas des monstres qui guettent 
o"!

Assuming this to be the case, I interpret the drawing "Le salut - 

du diable" to indicate Breton’s progress in this respect. The 

foolish attempt to overlook the pull of the cord, in "Le Reve du chat," 

appearing to illustrate self-denial of full self-expression and realiza

tion. "Le salut du diable," on the other hand, suggests unhampered flow 

in such a direction; not only is no weight visible, but there is focus 

on the immediate fusion of the slipper (search for self-expression) and 

the head (potential for realization), complemented by the nearness of 

the flaming hand (actualization).

Unfortunately, such perfect symbolization of Breton’s thought is 

difficult to comprehend, assuming that Breton intends for us to accept 

these drawings as those of a person other than himself. This is espe

cially so in view of page 149, when, in addressing his new friend, he 

refers, it would seem, to Nadja as an entity: "Toi qui . . . ne dois

1. Andre Breton, M., p. 55.
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pas etre une entite mais une femme . . . "  It would seem easier to 

accept the drawings as those of the entity of Breton’s own unconscious 

and documenting that unconscious. It is not the intention of this re

search to investigate the reality of Nadja as a person. One of its 

purposes^ however, is that of indicating the strong possibility of 

multi-dimensional signification in this respect, while carrying out 

analyses of the various structures.

Interpretations suggested in this research are intended as stim

uli and guideposts to further exploration. This continues to be an ob

jective in the further elaboration of Surrealist space as seen in the 

thematic structures of attraction and repulsion, structures similar to 

those just discussed in their looseness and fluidity.

Surrealist Space: Attraction and Repulsion

Breton, as shown- in the discussion of jet d ’eau, is familiar 

with the work of Berkeley. His notions regarding Nature match those in 

a passage by the philosopher almost exactly, to the extent that this 

latter text in Siris, "Nature seems better known and explained by at

tractions and repulsions than by those other mechanical principles of 

size, figure and the like; that is, by Sir Isaac Newton, than Des

c a r t e s , r e s e m b l e s  the poetic world of Breton, including Nadja (Breton 

1928), in which the lead role is indeed given to Nature, and the under

lying force is that of gravity; that is, of attraction, primarily, and

1. George Berkeley, op. cit., p. xxi.
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repulsion or negation upon occasion. Breton’s habitual vocabulary 

includes a considerable number of electrical and magnetic terms. In 

Nadja (Breton 1928), those related to electricity often convey a sense 

of tremendous, immanent power, and are more frequently employed than the 

terms related to magnetism. Aside from variations of the word electric

ity itself, terms such as conductor, coefficient, charge and discharge,
1line, lamp, lightning and point play a definite part in the thematic 

structures. References to magnetism, on the other hand, tend to convey 

a sense of mystery and preoccupation with the occult and to indicate 

specific areas of attraction in relation to Breton himself. In general, 

Breton does not go beyond the use of the verb "to attract," and mention 

of poles.

It should be remembered that these companion phenomena, elec

tricity and magnetism, were examined and began to come into their own in 

the nineteenth century. After work by Ampere, Biot, and Savart, excite

ment surrounding the discoveries was high, and carried over to other 

areas of intellectual interest. Undoubtedly the presence of the son of 

Ampere at the College de France exerted some influence in this respect. 

At mid-century, Eliphas Levi was using the term "magnetized electricity" 

to describe the "secret agent of the Great Work . . . the living and

1. Since light and shadow are particularly related to the dis
cussion of woman and the unconscious, lamps and lighting will be 
discussed in that section, rather than in this one.
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life-giving gold of the philosophers.,T̂  Furthermore 9 h e , like others,

related it to psychological phenomena: "This agent, by its different

methods of magnetization . . . receives and transmits the imprints of

the force of imagination which is in men the image and the semblance

of the creative word, and thus produces presentiments and determines 
2dreams." At the turn of the century and at the time of Breton's med

ical studies the electrical metaphor was part of the vocabulary of the 

most authoritative psychologists. Freud, for instance, employed the

terms of tension, the principle of least resistance, insulation, wires,
3and the short circuit to describe hysteria, Babinski seems to have 

transmitted to Breton the expression "coefficient affectif," and Dumas 

employed the notion of high and low tension. Breton was undoubtedly in

fluenced by such notions on the part of the psychologists; there is a 

strong probability that he may have been acquainted, as well, with the 

work of Levi, although as mentioned earlier, I remain unable to verify 

this as having occurred before this date.

Certainly, as expressed in the Manifeste (Breton,1924), Surreal

ism addresses itself in such terms. It is conceived of as a force which 

creates tension: "il cree un certain etat de besoin et peut pousser

1. Eliphas Levi (Alphonse Lewis Constant), (Trans. by Aleister 
Crowley), The Key of the Mysteries (New York: Samuel Weiser, 1972,
pp. 140-141).

2. Ibid., p. 147.

3. Joseph Breuer and Sigmund Freud, Studies in Hysteria (New 
York: Nervous and Mental Disease Monographs, 1950, p. 148).
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1 ?homme a de terribles r e v o l t e s . V a l u e  of the image is described in

electrical terms : "La valeur de I ’image depend de la beaute de 1'etin-

celle obtenue; elle est, par consequent 9 fonction de la difference de
2potentiel entre les deux conducteurs." '

Presence of similar terms in Nadja (Breton 1928), lends strength 

to my belief that Breton’s description of the encounter and experience 

with Nadja is undergirded with multiple significations, however Protean 

in character, which are grounds for seeing the novel as documentation, 

in part, of Breton’s adventure with Surrealism, its exhilaration and 

sense of impending revolution, and on the other hand, of the difficul

ties encountered in the orientation toward the unconscious. A certain 

loose evolution of such thematic structures seems apparent in five pas

sages. These appear to document the need for revolution, the search 

for, approach to, and realization of the desire of Breton’s unconscious, 

and establishment of the unconscious as the absolute criterion for ex

perience.

• The first instance occurs in the preface. As two distant points 

in social behavior confront one another in "Les Detraquees," as re

counted by Breton, an increase in tension can be sensed, and an image 

of value, as defined in the Manifeste (Breton 1924), results. The en

counter of a head mistress, representative of social pressure, with 

murder of a child, which is an expression of liberty, can be seen in its

1. Andre Breton, op.'cit., p. 50.

2. Ibid., p. 51.
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revolutionary aspects* This is in evidence, once again, in the presence 

of blood (reference to a ,!blo.ody body” occurs three times in Nadja 

(Breton 1928)). Breton carefully documents his preoccupation with the 

play and in particular the action occurring after a balloon falls into 

the room. A balloon, it seems worth noting, although Breton does not, 

is an object of electrical as well as psychological significance since 

it is extremely susceptible of taking on a charge and acquiring proper

ties of attraction. Mention of amber, another extremely electrical 

substance, in relation to the dream, might appear to be further indica

tion that Breton, at least subsconsciously, was aware of the balloon’s

outstanding electrical properties. As usual the reader, on close exam-
/

ination of such enigmatic texts, senses a multi-layered, fluid meaning.

The second passage is the reiteration of the episode ”Vesprit 

nouveau,” originally recounted in Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924), in 

which no electrical terms were used, and retold, couched in such terms, 

in the account of the events of October 6 th. In the new version, Breton 

describes the search as having had to do with an irresistible call 

which carried Aragon and him back to those points where they had each 

'separately glimpsed the woman, the "sphinx,” and caused them to run 

(courir) along all the lines which even capriciously, are able to link 

(relier) these points.

In the third passage, the conclusion to the recit, it is the 

force of attraction and repulsion which is stressed: "II est des 

sophismes . . . c ’est a eux que je dois d ’avoir pu me jeter a moi-meme,
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^  v  1a celui qui du plus loin vient a la rencontre de moi-meme . .

According to the valuation of the image in the Manifeste (1924), Breton 

places great value on the other "moi-meme," since he stresses the dif

ference in potential through the imagery, "du plus loin," and on the 

force inherent in it, through the action "vient." In this case, the 

directness of the force is emphasized; the object of Breton’s search is 

no longer in the process of disappearing, as in the case of "LTesprit 

nouveau"; it is rather, actively approaching the other part of himself.

In the fourth passage, one which forms part of the conclusion 

to Nadja (Breton 1928), the impact of such a force dominates; its clar

ification is complete. The difference in potential is clear; extreme,

it is consequently, of extraordinary value. In terms of electrical 

force and attraction, Breton describes their encounter to his nouvelle 

amie: "Toi . . . dont les raisons . . . rayonnent et tombent mortelle-

ment comme le tonnerre. Toi . . . qui ne parais avoir ete mis sur mon

chemin que pour que j ’eprouve dans toute sa rigueur la force de ce qui
2n'est pas eprouve en toi."

Incandescence, as manifestation of completion, is the term em

ployed by Breton in the final pages of the novel to record the establish

ment in his mind of the unconscious as the ultimate guide and criterion

for experience: "Que la grande inconscience vive et sonore qui

m 1inspire mes seuls actes probants dispose a tout jamais de tout ce qui

1. Andre Breton, N . , pp. 137-138.

2. Ibid., pp. 149-150.
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est moi . . . Je ne veux reconnaxtre qiVelle* je veux tie compter que 

sur elle . « „ fixant moi-meme un point brillant que je sais etre dans 

mon oeil . . „n^

The Four Elements

If the vocabulary of magnetic electricity as it appeared in 

psychological context in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen

turies is reflected in Nadja (Breton 1928), similar phenomena over the 

centuries had been associated with "fire," in the context of the Four 

Elements» Breton is attracted to such a context, it would seem; in 

1921 he remarks the somewhat allegorical engravings which decorate 

Freud’s waiting room in Vienna: "L’Eau, le Feu, la Terre et I ’Air," 

he records in Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924).

Fire, in its various manifestations in Nadja (Breton 1928), 

differs from the theme of repulsion and attraction. It is associated 

with the process of the work coming into existence, with Breton’s poten

tial literary creation through transformation of resources and energy, 

and with hope. Breton’s explicit preoccupation with his novel, in the 

novel, is seconded throughout this thematic structure, as references to 

bois-charbon, to Breton as the sun, to a flaming hand, and to fire it

self recur with regularity and acquire significance.

Preoccupation with situations in which there exists great poten

tial of creation through transformation is already in evidence at the

1. Ibid., p. 147.
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conclusion of Les Champs magnetiques (Breton and Soupault 1921). There,

isolated on the page 5 in calling card format, is the indication, "Andre

Breton & Philippe Soupault, Bois & Charbons." That such a preoccupa-
2tion was a continuing one of an obsessive nature, on BretonTs part, is
2documented in the preface of Nadja (Breton 1928). In this episode he 

refers to the existence of that conclusion as the raison d ’etre of his 

uncanny power to locate, one Sunday, in a manner resembling prospecting, 

shops designated by such a sign, before their perception as such. This 

episode serves to document Breton’s awareness of a stage of extraordin

ary receptivity on his part, to situations in which there existed 

extraordinary potential for creation through transformation. Recogni

tion that such creation is possible through his own resources— through 

his own unconscious— is evident in the notation of Nadja’s concept of 

him as fire itself: "II lui est arrive . . . de croire que j ’etais le

soleil. "Plusieurs fois elle a tente de faire mon portrait les 

cheveux dresses, comme aspires par le vent d ’en haut, tout pareils a de 

longues flammes. It is in this sense that fire is identified with 

water: "le feu et 1 ’eau, c ’est la meme chose; le feu et 1 ’or c ’est tout

different." Le feu, as creative transformation, and 1 ’eau, as thought,

1. An alarming obsession, revealing the temptation to commit 
suicide, according to Marguerite Bonnet. See Andre Breton, Naissance 
de 1 ’aventure surrealiste, 1975, p. 189.

2. Andre Breton, op. cit., pp. 25-26.

3. Ibid., p. 110.

4. Ibid., p. 119.

5. Ibid., p. 85.
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are one and the same 5 while the gratuity of such transformation is

radically opposed to the tyranny of material profit,
1Nadja's obsession with the flaming hand and both Nadja's and

2Breton's interest in the hand may be associated with Breton's preoccu

pation with the fate of such a creative transformation of the uncon

scious as it is recorded and takes on literary form, since the cause 

of the obsession is an artistic work by Chirico, entitled: "L'Angois-

sant voyage ou 1'enigme de la fatalite." The effort, the process of 

the writing of Nadja (Breton 1928), is indeed an anguishing one due to 

Breton's own intimate involvement in it. If it is the story of Nadja, 

it is a novel about Breton, as Nadja points out the night of October 

10th, associating fire with Breton:

"Andre? » „ » Tu ecriras un roman sur moi . . . Trends garde: 
tout s'affaiblit, tout disparait, De nous il faut que 
quelque chose reste , , , tu prendras un autre nom . , , II 
faut que ce soit un peu le nom du feu, puisque c'est toujours 
le feu qui revient quand il s'agit de toi. La main aussi, 
mais c'est moins essentiel que le feu."3

The very change of emphasis in this passage is a telling one.

In the first instance, Nadja proposes a novel about herself. Next, she 

stresses the need for a record of their relationship. Finally, her at

tention is given over to total concern with substitution of another name 

for Andre Breton. Not only should it be evocative of fire (potential

1. Ibid., pp. 84, 100, 122.

2. Ibid., p. 120.

3. Ibid., pp. 100-101.



for creation through transformation) which she associates with him, but 

with the hand (the process of the writing itself). Breton’s choice of 

the name "Nadja” seems appropriate; it is capable of designating the 

"real" Nadja, and also the entity of Breton’s unconscious, and through 

its meaning of "hope" and "dawn" in the Eastern European languages, it 

evokes association with the potential for creation through transforma

tion (hope) and the process of the writing itself (dawn).

"L’Angoissant Voyage" should be associated, too, with Breton’s 

documentation of the arrival of a photocopy of a detail of Uccello’s 

"La Profanation de 1 ’Hostie," in which the floor bears startling re

semblance to the chessboard foreground of Chirico’s work, and resem

blance, as well, perhaps, to the mosaic work shown in the photo of the 

columbarium at the Manoir d ’Ango, and to the band of mozaic extending 

to the floor of the bar Dauphin, which alarms Nadja. A sense of in

trigue, anguish, and alarm seem associated with the paintings and 

mozaic, and since fire plays a critical role in the painting by Uccello, 

it warrants examination here.

According to Breton, Nadja, at the end of their rendezvous on 

October 7th, repeats, in response to a kiss of Breton, that communion 

occurs in silence. This observation, she adds, is due to the fact that 

the kiss leaves her with the impression of something sacred where her 

teeth replaced the host. Reproduction of the Uccello detail arrived 

the next day. The title must certainly have caused him consternation.

He notes in the 1963 edition that he became aware of the entire tableau 

several months later, thus, before the writing of Nadja (Breton 1928) as



such. He remarks: "II m ’a paru lourd d ’intentions cachees et, tout

compte fait, d ’une interpretation tres delicate," In the scene, a 

woman has sold a Jewish merchant a consecrated host. At the moment of 

the sacrilege, the host, thrown on the fire, exudes drops of blood. 

Officers and society require expiation. In the last scene, the dead 

young woman is represented, her mouth wide open, in transmission of 

her soul, evidently, as agile demons and stationary angels dispute its 

possession. The gift of the host may be likened to the gift of Nadja, 

or the unconscious. Both undergo transformation (through fire), which 

results in a creation of a revolutionary nature (blood). As for the 

open mouth at the moment of death, one can only guess that it might 

have suggested to Breton the possibilities of language and the debate

over such possibilities after the contribution of Surrealism. The
/mosaic chessboard motif is not without significance; the fate of Nadja, 

her "real" self, and her transformation into literary creation as well 

are both shadowed by uncertainty. Nadja will be interned in an asylum 

in Vaucluse, and Breton is overwhelmed with obstacles to the novel’s 

realization as he had first envisioned it.

During their first rendezvous, Nadja had spoken of a great 

idea, of a star toward which Breton was headed, at which he was sure to 

arrive, for nothing would stop him, not even her. It is, she explains, 

like the heart of a flower without a heart. In the conclusion, Breton, 

expressing his thoughts in terms of fire, reveals his determination to

1. Ibid., p. 94.
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present the work for what it is without going further. His use of an

image similar to that of the heart of the flower suggests that it is to

the great idea, or the novel, to which he is referring:

Je laisse a 1 vetat d ’ebauche ce paysage mental, dont les 
limites me decouragent , , , en depit de ce prolongement et 
de tons les autres, qui me servent a planter une etoile au 
coeur m&ne du fini. Je devine et cela n fest pas plutot 
etabli que j ?ai deja devine„ N'empeche que s ?il faut at- 
tendre, s ’il faut vouloir etre sur, s'il faut prendre des 
precautions, s'il faut faire au feu la part du feu, et 
seulement la part, je m Ty refuse absolument . .

It should be noted that Nadja identified herself specifically with the

star; in her attempt to resemble Melusine her hair was arranged in five

tufts in order to create a star above her forehead,

Breton accepts this star for what it is; hope, an indication of

the potential for creation through transformation. Dawn, as the book
2nears completion, is referred to a number of times, yet there is a

change in its significance. Whereas throughout the book, "Nadja" would

seem to indicate the actualization of the novel itself, Breton enlarges

its meaning, in the concluding pages, to suggest the potential of his
3

nouvelle amie: "Toi que tout ramene au point du jour . . ." Dawn

thus joins the fluid, Protean type of structures common to Breton, in

tent on conciliation as opposed to rigidity.

1. Ibid., pp. 146-147

2. Ibid., pp. 146, 149, 150.

3. Ibid., p. 150.
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Firej nonetheless 5 seems to evoke a certain consistent identity, 

that of the potential for creation through transformation, particularly 

in respect to the literary creation of Nadja, a creation in which 

chronological documentation is employed to suggest the Surrealist ex

perience which is directed, rather, toward intemporality and the in

finite. The following passage reveals this in no uncertain terms, and 

seems a fitting way to conclude this discussion of fire as an underly

ing thematic structure of Nadja (Breton 1928): " . . .  le crepitement

due hois d ’une horloge que je jette au feu pour qu’elle meure en son-
1nant I ’heure . . . "

In spite of the fact that most action in Nadja (Breton 1928) 

takes place within Paris, frequent allusion to woods and forests, to 

gardens, soil, and brushy, ravaged areas, as well as incidental refer

ence to a number of animals, seems to indicate themes of a certain rele

vance within the context of the element earth.

References to woods or forest in Nadja (Breton 1928) are, for 

the most part, associated with hunting, searching, or wandering. Such 

a hunt or search would in a few instances appear to have an object of 

special significance in mind: the owl, for instance, a magic animal

described, however, for its absurd qualities in the article on Alfred 

Jarry in Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924); a naked lady in the middle of

the night; and stone artifacts. In each case, a sign is sought. Baude

laire's observation in "Correspondances," "L'homme passe a travers des

1. Ibid., p. 109.
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for£ts de symbolesM^ seems a propos here, particularly in view of
2Nadja’s reaction to the second stanza of JarryTs "Parmi les bruyeres.M 

Breton notes her vision of a forest, in which she watches the poet 

(Jarry) go around it and observes that he does not, cannot, enter it.

By so identifying one of the recognized ancestors of Surrealism, Jarry, 

in his approach to the forest, the possibility of literary intent in 

such a quest becomes apparent. Jarry, as a pre-Surrealist came close, 

but did not have the guidance of the unconscious, Breton seems to sug

gest. On the other hand^ Nadja's own suggestion of a stroll in the 

forest at Vdsinet seems a natural one; as Breton’s unconscious, she 

would ordinarily be predisposed to the freedom of automatic writing; 

freedom to stroll among the signs of words and language. However, her 

project is aborted due to an interruption; her awareness of being ob

served. (Note the inversion of the head of the observer, which would 

seem to suggest inversion of visual images as they are perceived.)

Here, Breton seems to document the problem of self-observation which 

arose as the Surrealist experiments progressed; the difficulty of ob

serving and recording the experiments as they occurred, without halting, 

influencing, or tyrannizing words and thoughts as they emerged in 

their own, authentic interplay of energy.

1. Charles Baudelaire, Oeuvres completes (Paris: Gallimard, 
1961, p. 1 1 ).

2. Andre Breton, N. , pp. 71-72.
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The effect of past tyranny in this respect, the need for 

revolution through the Surrealist approach to life, and the impasse 

presented by incarceration which society imposes, in the case of mad

ness , seem to be suggested in Breton’s preoccupation with terrain and, 

most particularly, with gardens, a preoccupation limited to the first 

two parts of the book.

Ennui, problem of the late nineteenth, and twentieth centuries, 

and the ravaged state (terrain ravage) of conscious possibilities-, as 

perceived by Huysmans, are seen by Breton to present sufficient reason 

to conduct a completely authentic search for self. He seems to suggest 

need for total revolution in his choice of lfLes Detraquees" as an in

tegral part of the initial episodic section. In the play as Breton 

describes it, the garden is searched, the gardener is capable of mut

tering only unintelligible sounds, and a missing child is found, hidden 

and bloody. Since the garden, the terrain of conscious possibilities, 

is in such a deteriorated, non-productive state, the change, Breton 

seems to stress, must be a radical one. Presence of the gardener seems 

to suggest the miserable, remnant efforts of the unconscious, repressed, 

troubled, and only half-intelligible before the advent of Surrealism, 

to communicate.

That Breton and the Surrealists intend to affect this terrain, 

to transform it via revolution, seems to be evident as he describes the 

ground of the great courtyard at the Manoir d ’Ango, formerly covered 

with the debris of old tiles, but now covered with "true blood],!
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Moreover, that the initial results of such a revolution,

initiated by a turning to reunion with the unconscious, are offspring

utterly different from the usual, seem to be suggested in a passage in

which Breton stresses Nadja’s frequent presence in a garden at a late

hour. Nadja admits the existence of her little girl, "si peu comme les

autres enfants, Vavec cette idee de toujours enlever les yeux des
2.poupees pour voir ce qu?il y a derriere ces yeux'." There would seem 

to be suggestion in this observation of the irrelevance and inanity of 

the Realist quest for detail and tendency toward generalization, inas

much as it neglects the larger, to date incompletely understood scope 

of experience. Breton then notes Nadja?s power to attract children and 

that they tend to form a group around her. Perhaps one can go so far 

as to suggest that Breton senses that aside from the initial creation 

on Nadja's part— that is, of Nadja, in which Breton does not state mean

ing as such, as is the case in the traditional novel, but, rather, 

suggests it— other works will gravitate toward her naturally.

The caution must be repeated, however, that such interpreta

tions must not be fastened rigidly onto such passages. The fluid, 

multi-layered thematic structures lend themselves to the receptive 

capacity of the reader in a manner similar to the way in which sugges

tion leads Nadja at one moment to acquire the personality of a member 

of Marie-Antoinette?s court and at another moment, that of Melusine.

What amounts to temptation within the confines of criticism, however,

1. Andre Breton, op. cit., p. 86.
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amounts to danger in daily life. In fact, Breton’s recognition of the 

dangers which such extreme suggestibility runs in our society (for we 

term it madness) amounts to recognition of a certain impasse in this 

respect. The almost inevitable incarceration which occurs if one ex

presses onself in total liberty, creates such an impasse; in an asylum, 

Breton points out, more extensive tyranny of thought is likely to occur 

than in the original situation, due to interrogation and the necessity, 

to some degree, of adaptation. While Breton affirms that essentially, 

for Nadja, there may not exist any extreme difference between the inside 

and outside of an asylum, he notes that in the former situation, she 

would have a "miserable view of the garden."

Such a view is not underestimated by Breton, who is seeking 

conciliation of the conscious and the unconscious. Although he asserts 

that he wants to recognize only the unconscious,^ such recognition, in 

essence, pivots on his own will, and the requisite lucidity for such 

recognition and conciliation remains uppermost in his mind.

Surrealism— at least Breton’s Surrealism— is intransigent in 

this respect, and far removed from contemporary drug culture, which 

leads only to a similar "miserable view of the garden." Breton’s gar

den is one simultaneously real and surreal, objectively and subjective

ly present. It is above all a garden in which conscious consideration 

plays a purposeful, key role: "N’est-ce pas dans la mesure exacte ou

je prendrai conscience de cette differenciation que je me revelerai ce

1. Ibid., p. 147.
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qurentre tous les autres je suis venu faire en ce monde et de quel

message unique je suis porteur pour ne pourvoir repondre de son sort

que sur ma tete?11̂  In the conclusion, Breton stresses this role as

impartial observer of his paysage interieur; without regret he watches

it become "other" and flee: "Elle glisse, elle brule,^ elle sombre

dans le frisson d'herbes folles de ses barricades, dans le reve des
3rideaux de ses chambres • • •" There must be no allowance for barri

cades; forests and gardens are for entering, for wandering in, but must 

continue only as there occurs a perpetual transformation into "other."

Fauna, however secondary to the principle structures of Nadja 

(Breton 1928), seem to implement these as intimations of a Surrealist 

universe of wonder, hope, transformation, dream, and creation. Virtu

ally all the animals mentioned are among that elite group traditionally 

considered to be magic (the owl, the dove, the eagle, the dolphin, 

the lion, the cat, and the ram) or which evoke an aura of transforma

tion (the butterfly, the serpent, the ermine and the spider). Breton 

also mentions, without elaboration, "1’oiseau de divination." Presence 

of such animals in the text foreshadows, perhaps, that in Arcane 17 

(Breton 1945). In the latter work, however, their role is a more cru

cial, intense one.

1. Ibid., pp. 9-10.

2. Interpretation of "brule" can be found in the discussion 
of the surrealist element, fire, earlier in this chapter.

3. Andre Breton, N . , p. 146.
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It is not my intention to delve into all the possible 

associations here. The dolphin, closely identified with Breton, will 

be considered within the context of the element water. In general, se

lection of such special, sign-laden animals for documentation appears 

to have been a conscious one, yet not contrived. The not readily vis

ible, yet possible association related to the ermine may serve as an 

example. Mention of the animal in Jarryvs poem, found reproduced in 

Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924), causes Nadja to pause in her vision. 

Although Breton does not note the fact, the white fur of ermine is used 

in Europe for facings of the official robes of judges. One of Nadja’s 

correspondents, G., appears to be the president d ’assises in Paris, 

employing envelopes marked with a set of scales, a situation which 

causes Breton to feel uneasy. While the association is possible, it is 

not critical to understanding of the text; its acceptance or dismissal 

as unimportant is an option of the reader.

Attention to visible relevancy in a key passage of the preface 

seems warranted. In it, Breton selects the situation of the spider and 

its web to illustrate a principle of the novel, his criteria for choice 

of episodes:

II s ’agit de faits de valeur intrinseque sans doute peu con- 
trolable mais qui, par leur caractere absolument inattendu, 
violemment incident, et le genre d ’associations d ’idees sus- 
pectes qu’ils eveillent, une fagon de vous faire passer du 
fil de la Vierge a la toile d ’araignee, c ’est-a-dire a la 
chose qui serait ,au monde la plus scintillante et la plus 
gracieuse, n ’etait au coin, ou dans les parages, I ’araignee;
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il s'agit de faits qui, fussent-ils de 1 'ordre de la constation 
pure, presentent chaque fois toutes les apparences d'un signal
. .  A

 ̂ 2  

"L’annee derniere la decouverte du cadavre dans le puits";

this situation in "Les Detraquees 9" as recounted by Breton, seems sug

gestive , in a larger sense, of the deteriorated state of affairs after 

World War I, as experienced by the Surrealists. The old order, typ

ified by three sinister gentlemen. Loti, Barres, and Anatole France, 

according to Breton could be considered just that: "Que ce soit fete

le jour ou V o n  enterre la ruse, le traditionalisme, le patriotisme, 

Vopportunisme, le scepticisme, le realisme et le manque de coeur!

. . . Qu’ on vide . . . une boite des quais de ces vieux livres . . .
3et qu’on jette le tout a la Seine," he adds.

This passage provides sufficient reason, in my opinion, to sus

pect that the Seine and a group of interrelated associations in Nadja 

(Breton 1928) are associated in Breton's thought with the actual moment 

in the literary movement as a whole, and examination of the relation

ships bears this out.

Breton's identification of himself at the helm of the ship, "a 

la barre du navire"^ leads in two directions, to two critical groups of 

associations. The first suggests Breton and Surrealism on the literary

1. Ibid., p. 19.

2. Ibid., p. 41.

3. Maurice Nadeau, op. cit., pp. 198-199.

4. Andre Breton, N ., p. 20.
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scene 9 with Breton observing the situation, verifying the most 

appropriate, effective direction to head literature and experience.

Such a task, one related to the conscious at first glance, re

veals itself to be one in quest of conciliation with the unconscious, 

however, in the form of a siren'*' and its jetties: T!Je veux . , , 

presque a loisir parcourir ses jetees immenses . . ,n^ It is a voyage 

conducted willfully by both Breton and Nadja, differing only in degree,

for Nadja will put aside even the life instinct: "ce depart . , . tres
3loin volontairement du dernier radeau." An echo . of this, and of Le 

cadavre, perhaps, as well, appears in the explanation of the choice of 

episodes in the preface: 11 . . selon le caprice de 1 'heure qui laisse

surnager ce qui surnage,"^
i

Terms far removed from those of caprice, however, express, as 

always, Breton’s intent in writing Nadja (1928), He carefully docu

ments a vision of Nadja, mentioned in part earlier'in this chapter:

"Cette main, cette main sur la Seine, pourquoi cette main qui flambe sur
5I'eau \ , , Que veut dire cette main? Comment 1 1interpretes-tu?n The 

flaming hand, it was indicated, suggests the transformation of Nadja

the entity into Nadja (Breton 1928), literary creation. As the
i. '

1. Ibid., p. 119.

2 . Ibid., p. 147.

3. Ibid., p. 1 1 1 .

4. Ibid., p. 2 2 .

5. Ibid., p . 84.
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documentation is further contrasted to the imagery of the Seine in 

Un cadavre (Soupault et al. 1925), it seems to indicate the replace

ment of the detritus of traditional literature shunned by the Surreal

ists, by the Surrealist vision exemplified by Nadja (Breton 1928).

On the other hand, "A la barre du navire," if one associates 

the sound "barre" with "bar," as Breton would have certainly been

capable of doing, could lead to another, related group of associations,
*=■

In this second group, the presence of bars, wine and drunken

ness appear to be related to language, groping for its way after having 

lost it. Breton chooses to document the arrival, October 6 th, at the 

Bar Dauphin, and the departure, October 10th, from the Restaurant Dela- 

borde, although he does not note all such names. Like the gardener in 

"Les Detraquees," who expresses himself in an intolerable manner, with 

delays in comprehension, mispronunciation, vague words and the like, 

the drunk who loiters near them during the meal at the Place Dauphine 

also experiences difficulties. Although he speaks loudly, his words 

remain incoherent. He appears to be protesting something, and several 

obscene words, which he stresses, reappear constantly as he speaks. 

Finally, in the Gare Saint-Lazare, another drunk which Breton selects 

for mention, loiters around the couple and complains of having lost his 

way. He directs himself to Breton, asking him to lead him to the 

street. Thus, Breton is again seen as at the helm of the ship, in the 

role of guide.

Aside from these two groups of associations, mention must be 

made of the key episode of the jet d/eau at the Tuileri'es, discussed
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earlier. This finds echoes as mentioned in the postface of the 

demise and transformation of the Theatre des Deux-Masques into the 

Theatre du Masque, rue Fontaine. The person Nadja,.this may suggest, 

exists now for Breton in her assimilation alone.

Another set of associations suggest the same preeminence given 

to Breton. In his explicit identification with the dauphin,̂  his con

cept of the Poisson soluble (Breton 1924) is reiterated: "POISSON

SOLUBLE, n Test-ce pas moi le poisson soluble, je suis ne sous le signe
2des Poissons et I ’homme est soluble dans sa pensee!" The promenade 

from the place Dauphine to the bar Dauphin is stressed as such by 

Nadja and worthy of mention. Since their presence at the former was 

determined by Nadja, and at the latter, by their steps together, Breton, 

by documenting this, seems to indicate that the two are aspects of 

Breton himself and that she is a part of his self-realization (since 

"Dauphin" is also considered in its meaning of potentiality). In fact, 

several notations dealing with "king" and "regency" are found within a 

few pages of each other and the explicit identification of Breton with 

the Dauphin. Breton notes that Nadja lives on the rue de Cheroy (pro

nounced "chez roi") , that they have a rendezvous at the Regence, and
3that he seems like a king to her.

1. Ibid., p. 87.

2. Andre Breton, M „ , p. 55.

3. Andre Breton, N ., pp. 94, 95, 99.
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As in the case of the poisson soluble and the dauphin 5 

solubility is seen as a criterion elsewhere as well. Lack of such 

solubility, in fact, may be seen to serve as an indictment of tradi

tional religion, when in the postface Breton observes: "le Palais des

Papes n ’a pas souffert . . , des pluies battantes . . . especially

when contrasted with the snow of feathers, discussed earlier, which

melts upon reaching the ground, and with the bounty of the promenade in
. 2 pouring rain.

Mention has been made of the identification of the unconscious

and its imagination with Nadja in her observation, "Je suis la pensee
3sur le bain dans la piece sans glaces." Water is in the foreground, 

as well, in one of several sketches, the "portrait symbolique dlelle et 

de moi." In it Nadja is portrayed as a siren, and is mentioned in sev

eral instances in Breton’s description of his own mental pursuit, his 
4own illumination. Light is described as rising from wells and the 

majesty of countrysides with reservoirs is cited, "majeste" being so 

infrequent in Breton’s work as to be considered exceptional.

Tears, on the other hand, appear to play a minimal role themat

ically, although Breton notes those of Nadja throughout the book (these 

may be associated of course, with solubility, and also with hysteria),

1. Ibid., p. 146.

2. Ibid., p. 48.

3. Ibid., p. 101.

4. Ibid., p. 109.
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his own tears upon realizing that he should stop seeing her, and those 

on page 151 which are identified simultaneously with the book’s conclu

sion and with the new friend.

Water, like fire, provides thematic structures of major impor

tance to the work. Earth emerges in a diversity of associations. Air, 

however, receives only peripheral mention, with the brief description of 

Nadja as ”un de ces esprits de I 1air que certaines pratiques de magie

permettent momentanement de s ’attacher, mais qu’il ne saurait etre
1question de se soumettre,” and notation of Nadja’s comment, ”Avec la

2fin de mon souffle, qui est le commencement du votre.”

There is, however, evidence of some preoccupation with the con

ciliation of the elements, in Nadja (Breton 1928); with that of fire 

and water, for instance, as has been noted. In a number of passages, 

water and earth play a similar role in regard to associations with the 

emergence and force of language. Water and air may be likened, perhaps, 

in their role as essential to sustenance and continuation of revela

tion. In L ?Amour fou Breton (1937) evidences even greater preoccupa

tion with the conciliation of the elements, for associations of concil

iation of mineral and vegetal elements abound. Culmination of the 

conciliation of elements seems to occur in Arcane 17 (Breton 1945), how

ever, for in that work a dazzling array of elements are so intimately su

perimposed and identified with one another that separation and isolation

1. Ibid., p. 110.

2. Ibid., p. 117.



becomes untenable and even contrary to the movement of thought intended 

by Breton. Thus a certain evolution of thought and expression will be 

seen to occur in the three works in this respect; if the elements are 

not discussed per se in the chapters on 1/Amour fou (Breton 1937) and 

Arcane 17 (Breton 1945)5 commentary in those chapters will nevertheless 

suggest this evolution of thought to be present.

Woman and the Unconscious

Preoccupation with woman is visible throughout Nadja (Breton 

1928). It appears in all three of the main divisions of the work. In 

the central episode of the preface Breton describes the behavior of the 

head mistress and Solange in !,Les Detraquees.?t In the recit he focuses 

on documentation of the encounter with Nadj a . In the postface he pro

vides many striking references to the nouvelle amie.

In this section on thematic structures associated with woman 

and the unconscious I will emphasize the presence of Breton in Nadja 

(1928) as a scientist of the unconscious and on the contribution of 

Babinski in this respect.

In the Avant-Dire to Nadja (1963 edition), Breton admits that 

the tone of medical observation, in the'recit derives from neuropsychi

atry. In the same edition he notes his verification, thirty years 

,after having seen the play, that Babinski provided essential authentic

ity with respect to "la folie circulaire et periodique" to the authors 

of "Les Detraquees. The note proves his immense respect for the

1. Ibid., pp. 43-44.
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psychiatrist 5 which has already been indicated to be,the case, 

regardless of appearances, in the comment regarding MLe Cinquantenaire 

de I ’Hysterie" found at the beginning of this chapter. It documents 

the congenial, personal aspect of their relationship and its continu

ation over a period of time at Saint-Pitie. In recognition of the in

fluence which Babinski exercised on him, Breton claims to have paid him 

hommage, in his own way, in the conclusion to the Manifeste (1924):

11 . o . a ma maniere, je crois avoir tire parti de son enseignement, 

auquel rend hommage la fin du premier Manifeste du surrealisme.n He 

concludes by noting the fact that Babinski had predicted a brilliant 

medical career for him. Babinski is thus seen to have played a def

inite role in the evolution of the Manifeste (Breton 1924) and in 

Breton's fascination with nLes Detraquees.?f

Furthermore, despite the fact that Breton never completely ac

cepted the theory of hysteria as advanced by Babinski, the strong prob

ability that the influence of the pyschiatrist, inasmuch,as he was 

Breton's personal guide to techniques of observation in the clinic, car

ried over in the form of deeply ingrained habits of observation, seems 

demonstrated in the case of the play. Certainly in Breton's account he 

pays particular attention to behavior symptomatic of a mental illness. 

That such a carry-over seems to exist in respect to notation of Nadja's 

behavior, as well, warrants study of Babinski's teachings in relation 

to such observation. A thematic structure based on associations with 

hysteria and suggestibility, as related to the freedom of the uncon

scious, will emerge.
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On numerous occasions 5 Babinski stressed the importance to the 

psychologist of an absolutely thorough knowledge of hysteria. It is 

most probable that he would have concerned himself in a conscientious 

manner with the adequacy of Breton’s work in this regard. It should be 

noted that Babinski opposes his definition of hysteria to that of 

J a n e t t h u s  posing a serious obstacle to the hypothesis on the part of
2any critic, such as Balakian, of Janet as the main influence on Breton.

In his teachings, Babinski notes first and foremost the charac

teristic extreme suggestibility on the part of such subjects. Sugges

tion and auto-suggestion play a part in the process, he ̂ observes. The 

accessory role of emotion and of affective states, including that of 

obsessive anxiety, of which the principal types are the feelings of hope 

and fear, is elucidated:

L ’emotion, etant un element de dislocation de la person- 
nalite, favorise la s u g g e s t i o n . ^

• . . les etats affectifs organises dont les types principaux 
sont les sentiments d ’esperance et de crainte . . . possedent 
le pouvoir d ’entrer dans les complexes representatifs et de 
leur donner de la v i e . 4

1. J. Babinski. Ma Conception de 1 ’Hysterie et de 1 ’Hypnotisme 
(1906, p. 12).

2. Breton’s sentiments toward Janet, moreover, take a less than 
cordial turn in Point du jour (1934), pp. 88-89, in regard to a passage 
from Nadja and in Anthologie de 1 ’Humour noir (1937) in respect to 
Janet’s treatment of Raymond Roussel.

3. J. Babinski and J. Froment, Hysterie-Pithiatisme et Troubles 
nerveux (1918, p. 40).

4. J. Babinski, Expose des Travaux scientifiques du Dr. J. 
Babinski (1913, p. 207).
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Systematized affective elements of an idea inherently pathological 

cause it to be appealing to such subjects, whose will is easily in

fluenced. Such an idea then imposes and establishes itself in a manner 

which involves its actualization and plastic manifestation on the part 

of the subject.**"

Attacks occur when these complexes are triggered and released 

in situations where an intense emotional state again exists, or in cer

tain locations. Phenomena on such an occasion may vary. Trembling, 

mimic behavior, hysterical deafness, alteration of the voice, variation 

of mobility, and motor difficulty resulting in unusual attitudes or 

gestures, may occur, according to Babinski. The subject may be unaware

of what is going on around him and prey to terrifying hallucinations.
2Fear may accompany an attack.

3In Nadja (Breton 1928), the recit as observation contains 

notation of all the above phenomena. In fact, the unusual manifesta

tions of Nadja’s behavior are limited to these. No rendezvous is lack

ing in such documentation. The malady is thus isolated as hysteria.

A literary point of departure or association with creative 

transformation, moreover, seems to occasion all of the more complex 

manifestations. The reading of Jarry’s poem,^ associations with Poisson

1. I. Babinski, Oeuvre scientifique, Recueil des Principaux 
Travaux (1934), p. 519. (Quoted from 1913.)

2. J. Babinski and J. Froment, op. cit., p. 208.

3. Andre Breton, op. cit., p. 54.

4. Ibid., p. 71.
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1 2 soluble (Breton 1924)9 the vision of the star and that of the flaming

3hand 5 suggested earlier in this chapter to be associated with cre

ative transformation and the literary realization of Nadja, seem to 

create or involve highly charged emotional states precipitating such 

manifestations.

Auto-suggestion as presented by Babinski seems to be in evi

dence in Breton’s descriptions of the above manifestations. He notes, 

however, another situation (and it should be stressed that no literary 

association seems to be involved) in which Nadja responds with startling 

facility to directed suggestion. The ’’Grand ami” seems to have exer

cised a hypnotic effect, with judgnmental intention, as he put her to 

sleep each evening:

. . . il I ’endormait chaque soir . . . Elle a mis plusieurs 
mois a s ’en apercevoir. II lui faisait narrer dans tous 
ses details I ’emploi de sa journee, approvait ce qu’il 
jugeait bon, blamait le reste. Et toujours ensuite une 
gene physique localisee dans la tete I ’empechait de refaire 
ce qu’il ayait du lui interdire.^

Nadj.a’s unusual receptivity to suggestion, in any case, is fre

quently noted. In letters to her mother, she adds any name which might 

be that of a nun; in her search for employment she directs herself to 

a bakery, to a butcher shop; she tosses coins, "heads or tails?” , 

refuses to go in a straight direction; accepts any material whatsoever

1. Ibid., pp. 78-79.

2. Ibid., p. 6 8 .

3. Ibid., pp. 84, 85, 100.

4. Ibid., p. 99.
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to construct a story; buys cocaine when someone suggests it., although 

there is no imperative need to do so; and finally, will procure money 

"au Claridge, ou fatalement . , .u She is indeed the personification 

of "1 vame errante," as she calls herself. ‘

Breton notes carefully such receptivity to suggestion, which 

parallels even more closely Babinski Vs observation inasmuch as its psy

chic process participates in simulation in a manner which, varies ac-
1cording to the place and circumstances in the case of an episode in

Poisson soluble (Breton 1924) and her unconscious attraction to the

Place Bauphine:

Une courte scene dialoguee, qui se trouve a la fin de 
"Poisson soluble," . . . lui donne 1 Timpression d vy avoir 
participe vraiment et meme d Ty avoir joue le role . . .  
d ’Helene. Le lieu, 1 ’atmosphere, les attitudes des acteurs 
etaient bien ce que j ’ai congu. Elle voudrait me montrer 
"ou cela se passait" . . . elle nous fait conduire . . . 
place Dauphine ou se situe . . . un autre episode de 
"Poisson soluble": "Un baiser est si vite oublie.

He notes another such instance at Saint Germaine, where while

passing in front of the chateau, Nadja sees herself as Madame.de 
3Chevreuse.

These instances follow closely the occasion of kisses rendered, 

situation which seems to create a highly emotional state in Nadja.

Breton attentively observes her passionate receptivity to them, in which

1. J. Babinski. Oeuvre scientifique. Recueil des Principaux 
Travaux,(1934, pp. 518-519).

2. Andre Breton, op. cit., pp. 78-79.

3. Ibid., p. 108.
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1hypersensitivity and overreaction evolve in a bizarre manner. Such 

passages include notation of Nadja's anxiety and fear, as well as of 

her tears and trembling. The menace of death seems to present itself 

to her in several instances: in her vision of Jarry?s poem; in her

vision of a crowd (superposed on two or three couples); finally, upon 

the departure of her nGrand ami."

In another instance, in which Nadja narrates a moment of trauma, 

Breton pays close attention to her words, to her description of the in

cident, and to her shock, repressed almost immediately. During her 

encounter in Paris with a friend from Lille whom she had known inti

mately over a period of time, she is overwhelmed to discover the con

genital deformation of his hands: " . . .  pour enfin si mal le con-

naitre, pour ne pas meme s'etre apergue de cela! . . . et lui qui a

ete si fache, que voulez-vous, je n vai pu ensuite que me taire, ces 
„2m a m s  . . .

Breton does not neglect to observe the less pleasant aspects of 

Nadja’s malady. Moments of frivolous, carefree, and abandoned behavior 

are recorded with careful annotation of manifestations of distraction 

and fixation such as hysterical deafness and altered voice. Expressed 

irrational anxiety and fear, tears and trembling are documented. The 

increasing frequency of such distraction is cited, and Nadjavs account 

of bloodying an importunate suitor’s clothing. Breton regretfully notes

1. Ibid., pp. 78, 79, 84, 93, 108.

2. Ibid., p. 61.



his own decision to forego their rendezvous and to terminate what has 

become an increasingly difficult effort in communication.

This documentation of Nadja as a case of hysteria lends itself 

to simultaneous superimposed interpretation of the early adventure of 

Breton and the Surrealists with the unconscious. Such an interpre

tation, and that surrounding the literary advent of Surrealism in which 

Nadj a 1s situation seems to resemble that of language and literature, 

rests on the existence of a structure which fits loosely over Breton's 

documentation, frequently but not always touching or paralleling it.

The bizarre variation from plain to elegant and vice versa in 

Nadja's daily appearance, for instance, seems to parallel the uneven 

value of the creations of the unconscious, which vary from humdrum ob

scenities to the brilliant, unexpectedly revealing "fallacies11 which 

Breton so esteems. It may also indicate, in the passage in which Nadja 

complains of the dress being solid, but nothing more, Breton's estima

tion of a critical lack of the marvelous in nineteenth century liter

ature.

A similar correspondence may be seen in the notation that while 

Nadja's hands were formerly well-groomed they are so no longer, a de

scription which may be associated with the change from the Parnassian 

school to the coarseness of Naturalism. The traumatic episode of the 

recognition of the deformation of her friend's hands may be seen to in

dicate the invalidity of presenting gross details in Naturalist liter

ature , since Nadja had known the friend over a period of time but had 

paid no attention to this aspect. Then too, love, evidently, was
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absent. The passion inherent in the revelation of the marvelous 9 which 

gives vitality to Surrealist literature was the vital ingredient lack

ing to such literature:

Est-ce possible? Avoir vdcu si longtemps avec un &tre, avoir 
eu toutes les occasions possibles de 1 7 observer? s ?etre 
attachde a ddcouvrir ses moindres particularites physiques 
ou autres, pour enfin si mal le connaltre, pour ne pas meme 
s 7 §tre apergue de cela! Vous croyez que 1 7 amour peut faire 
de ces choses? . „

Breton also documents his awareness of the potential misuse of 

the unconscious. Notation of Nadja7s plea with him to never undertake 

anything against her is an example of this, and the episode concerning 

the "Grand ami , 71 as well.

Hypnosis, which permitted the "Grand ami" to put Nadja to sleep, 

permits the ultimate process of suggestion through dream, and is closely 

associated with suggestibility and hysteria, hypnosis being a manifes

tation of the other, according to Babinski. In this regard the selec

tion, for documentation, of the names of the Librairie Dorbon and the 

Brasserie Zimmer should be mentioned. Appreciation of the sleeping 

period as experienced by Desnos is recorded in the preface. In the 

recit, numerous references to light and darkness surface; these may also 

be associated with the frontiers of sleep and suggestibility.

The colors red and black may be related to such a preoccupation.
2Breton notes these colors in Nadja7s clothing on October 5th, and the

1. Ibid., p. 61.

2. There may exist a possible relationship between these colors 
and those of the original covers of Les Pas pefdus and Manifeste, colors 
which are mentioned but not specified, several pages later.
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illumination of a window on October 6 th is also presented in terms of 

black and red, the black appearance being transformed to that of red. 

This seems to provide an indication of the potential illumination of 

the unconscious. Such a hypothesis may be born out in the following 

instances: the two women of Nadja's spontaneous anecdote, as yet unde

fined but presenting infinite possibilities for elaboration, are dressed 

in black. Notation is made of Nadja’s power over blacks, and one is 

reminded of the Surrealist interest in African art. There is mention 

of a black point, of a black star, in one of Nadja’s drawings, the star 

representing the idea. Finally, there is documentation of Nadja?s 

vision of Breton as black, black as a man thunderstruck.

Red, and more importantly, light in general, seem to indicate 

the immanent possibility of enlightenment through the unconscious on an 

immediate basis. Breton's observation that the lights are still on at 

the Bar Dauphin would seem to indicate, especially considering the as

sociation of the word dauphin with himself, the possibility of prolong

ing the immediate encounter with the unconscious. The opposite 

situation occurs at the train station at Vesinet.

In the latter case, Breton's notation might seem to parallel 

the Surrealists' difficulties, at times, in pursuing an experiment:

". . . toutes lumieres eteintes, impossible de se faire ouvrir aucune 

porte. Le vagabondage en foret n'est plus tres engageant. Force nous

1. See Chapter I of L'Amour fou, in which the hypothesis con
cerning black, as well, seems to be further justified, and the discus
sion "Osiris est un dieu noir" in the chapter on Arcane 17 of this 
study. .
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1 ■est d'attendre le prochain train . . The association, mentioned

earlier in this chapter, of the forest with Baudelaire's observation,
2"L'homme passe a travers des forets de symboles,,! as well as with

3Breton's version in L'Amour fou (Breton 1937), "cette foret d'indices,"

seems to lend strength to this hypothesis.

Encounters with the unconscious, certainly, are described in

terms of light within night, and in an ultimate absence of night, in the

Manifeste (Breton 1924) and in Nadja (Breton 1928): "C'est la plus

belle des nuits, la nuit des eclairs: le jour, aupres d'elle, est la

nuito"^ ". o * descendre vraiment dans les bas-fonds de 1 'esprit, la
5

ou il n'est plus question que la nuit tombe et se releve . . . 11 In

his conclusion to the account of October 10th he notes darkness. Not

only an association with the unconscious appears possible in this in

stance, but an association of literary intent as well: "II fait tres

sombre et tres froid. En me rapprochant d'elle, je m'effraye de con- 

stater qu'elle tremble, mais litteralement, 'comme une feuille'." It 

is probable that at times the sheet of paper on which Breton recorded

his observations did in fact tremble.

1. Andre Breton, N . , p. 108.

2. Charles Baudelaire, loc. cit.

3. Andre Breton, A F ., p. 19.

4  . ______________ , M. , p. 52.

5. , N ., p. 35.

6 . Ibid., p. 103.
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Flame and lights as mentioned earlier 9 are frequently noted. 

Virtually every few pages contain such an allusion. Fire has been 

treated in another discussion of this chapter. In this discussion I 

will note three passages which seem to facilitate the association of 

light with that illuminating contribution which observation of the un

conscious provides to the conscious.

In these passages the unusual intensity of the search and the 

unusual bounty sought provide common ground. The night-long search of 

the gardener for the body of the girl, using a lantern, in "Les Detra- 

quees," may be seen to parallel the rigorous search of the Surrealists

for socially repressed, thus revolutionary, material. Similarly, Nadja
2and the archeologist/s night-long search for artifacts may be seen as 

a reflection of the search for material which once served as founda

tions to the personality (or to civilization) but which now are lost as 

such and must be recovered for recognition and re-evaluation. It 

should be noted that a lantern is not mentioned, but can be presumed to 

exist in this case. Finally, the possibility and value of Surrealist 

criticism which would use the uninhibited contributions of the uncon

scious in critical appreciation of artistic creation may be seen in the
3episode of the portrait illumined secretly at night, which reveals its 

secrets in a more intimate, authentic manner than before.

1. Ibid., p. 41.

2. Ibid., p. 113.

3. Ibid., p. 112.
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The Promenade

A quest for the solution to a problem is involved in each of 

the above passages. In the first two, this is visible as wandering.

In the preface, Breton elaborates the process essential to a more com

plete understanding of such solutions, which appear as Surrealist 

phenomena. In this he demonstrates his need at the time to go beyond 

experimentation toward theory. Quests, initiated by the sudden aware

ness of a problem, of an enigma, are envisioned as movement:

II y aurait a hierarchiser ces faits, du plus simple au plus 
complexe, depuis le mouvement special, indefinissable, que 
provoque de notre part la vue de tres rares objets ou notre 
arrivee dans tel et tel lieux, [sic] accompagnees de la sen
sation tres nette que pour nous quelque chose de grave, 
d'essentiel, en depend, jusqu’a I ’absence complete de paix 
avec nous-mSmes . .

The principal movement noted in the text is that which Breton 

documents of Nadja and himself. Nadja as the unconscious in quest of 

revelation is associated with this in the question: nQui est la vraie 

Nadja, . . . celle qui m 1assure avoir erre toute une nuit . . . dans la 

for@t . . ."

The street with its potential, and the potential of experimen

tation, as the ,Tchamp d ’experience," receive emphasis as routes:

" . . . je veux dire . . . la creature toujours inspiree et inspirante 

qui n ’aimait qu’Stre dans la rue, pour elle seul champ d vexperience 

valable, dans la rue, a portee d ’interrogation de tout Stre humain
" ' ■ 1 ' 2 ■ 'lance sur une grande chimere . . . "

1. Ibid., p. 20.

2. Ibid., p. 113.
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Ordinary logic 5 due to its very nature, cannot serve as a 

route in such quests. The expression "inspiree et inspirante" reveals 

and stresses this, The special function of the unconscious is to facil

itate actualization of solutions. Breton continues to elaborate this 

notion in the first chapter of 1/Amour fou (1937) : 11. . . le sentiment

poignant de la chose revelee, la certitude integrale procuree par 

1 Tirruption d'une solution qui, en raison de sa nature meme, ne pouvait 

nous parvenir par les voies logiques ordinaires.!t̂

Pursuit of the stratagems and light signals of mental seduction,
2rather, lead, through deformation, to that which is hidden. It is 

through awareness and documentation of the path and steps of the uncon

scious that solutions are possible. Breton envisions this as opening 

up the eventual possibility of liberation:

la liberte . . .. est . . ■>. la plus ou mo ins longue mais la 
merveilleuse suite de pas qu?il est permis a Vhomme de
faire desenchaine . . . Pour moi „• . . ces pas sont tout.
. . . Ils finiront bien par dessiner une route et sur cette 
route, qui sait si n'apparaltra pas le moyen de desenchainer 
ou d 7aider a se desenchainer ceux qui nlont pu suivre . . .3

For Breton thought and language are one. The route of the uncon

scious is that of language; liberation is to be a mutual one. It is the

latter in its documentary form as Nadja (Breton 1928) to which Breton

refers as he adds: n 7 C fest seulement alors qu?il conviendra de s ?attar-

der un peu, sans toutefois revenir en arriere . 7 (On voit assez ce que

1. Andre Breton, AF., p. 15.

2.   , N. , p. 109.

3. Ibid., pp. 65-66.
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je peux dire a ce sujets pour peu que je m ’avise d ?en traiter de 

maniere concrete.)"^

The use of the expression "concrete1! links this passage, and 

Nadja (Breton 1928), to the liberation of literary intent foreseen in 

the article "Les Mots sans rides" of Les Pas perdus (Breton 193 )» In 

the article Breton claims that Rimbaud in "I’Alchimie du verbe," for 

the first time, freed the word from its duty to signify: "il [le mot]

naquit ce jour-la a une existence concrete . . « En effet, I 1expression 

d ’un idee depend autant de 1 ?allure des mots que de leur sens • • . 

[Autrefois] V o n  attendait sans trop y croire qu'ils commandassent a la 

pensee. Aujourd?hui V e s t  chose f a i t e . B r e t o n  intends to continue 

to liberate words and language in Nadja (1928).' This will be explored 

in greater depth in the section treating the lexical elements and syn

tactical aspects in Nadja.

Certainly there is a double documentation of the routes of 

liberation in Nadja (Breton 1928). First, there is documentation of 

the routes of language within the mental city of the unconscious, with 

their elements of attraction and repulsion; secondly there is documenta

tion of the routes taken in the city of Paris. Perceptions of the two 

are simultaneous and equally valid for Breton, as they are for the 

Surrealists, who find Paris to be a pole of attraction and an area of 

magical dimensions. The title "la Ville aux rues sans nom du Cirque

1. Ibid., p. 67.

2. Andre Breton, PP., p. 139.
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cerebral" of which Desnos conceives in his drawings 9 clearly reveals 

the essential juxtaposition 3 the Surreal reality of the two types of 

perceptions. Aragon, in Le Paysan de Paris (1926) documents similar 

preoccupations.

Documentation of the routes as noted appears to be exact as 

far as this can be verified by map and actual duplication. In the lat

ter case, these emerge as natural paths rather than extremely contrived 

ones.

On the other hand, selection for documentation of certain place 

names and not others is evident. Breton does not note the names of 

all streets and locations. He seems to choose only the more striking 

ones which coincide with or enhance his Surreal experiences. He does 

not note names such as la Place Franz Liszt, which is documented name- 

lessly as "ce carrefour dont j ’oublie ou ignore le nom, la devant une 

eglise.nl

x The most detailed documentation is that of the routes he and

Nadja took together. For the most part Breton accommodates himself to 

her path and direction, unless he wants to go home or is tired and in

disposed due to a previous encounter with her: ?lJe suis mal dispose a
2la suite d fun entretien qui s'est prolonge inutilement . . .M Here, 

as often, the juxtaposition of the physical promenade and that of the 

unconscious is recognizable.

1. Andre Breton, N . , p. 58.

2. Ibid., p. 103.
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That Nadj a ? s path is one of liberty is noted immediately upon 

their first encounter: " . « , je demande ou elle dine. Et soudain

cette legerete que je n Tai vue qufa elle 9 cette liberte peut-etre 

precisement: ’Ou? (le doigt tendu:) mais 1 &, ou la . . . ou je suis,

voyons. C ’est toujours ainsi.f n It is also seen at the conclusion 

of the account of October 5th, and in the account of October 10th, 

during which Nadja resists continuing in a straight line. Breton inter

venes and insists on her following his direction only in extreme situ

ations, just as during experimentation, Breton intervenes only when the 

situation begins to get out of hand.

Nadjavs walks are undirected, if not at the beginning, which is 

usually the case, certainly by the end. The rewards, the revelations 

of the undirected promenade are demonstrated in the account of October 

6 th. Breton notes the lack of direction in his promenade, which re

sults in the random encounter with Nadja. During the course of the 

rendezvous Nadjavs lack of direction becomes more and more pronounced, 

lending itself increasingly to the suggestions of locale. Nadja pro

vides insight into a scene from Poisson soluble (Breton 1924), predicts 

the illumination of a window, and experiences hallucinations (a crowd 

from a single couple, transition in time to centuries earlier) and a 

vision (that of the flaming hand on the water). The fact that the 

promenade ends at the Bar Dauphin, and another undirected promenade ends

1. Ibid., p. 69.
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at the Sphinx-Hotel seems to further substantiate the value of the 

lack of direction.

In the documentation of this promenade 9 as in others, Breton 

notes increasing difficulties in the situation. At times Nadja becomes 

hesitant, stops, and keeps her distance. The situation is paralleled 

in her conversation, in language. This in turn is reminiscent of cer

tain Surrealist experiments in which the flow of the unconscious was 

not immediately released:

Elle avait choisi . . . de ne faire aucune difference entre les 
propos oiseux qu?il lui arrivait de tenir et les autres qui 
m 1importaient tant, de ne se soucier en rien de mes disposi
tions passageres et de la plus oumoins grande difficulte que* 
j'avals a lui passer ses pires distractions. Elle n'etait 
pas fachee . . . de me narrer sans me faire grace d'aucun de
tail les peripeties les plus lamentables de sa vie, de se 
livrer de-ci de-la a quelques coquetteries deplacees, de me
reduire a attendre . . . qu'elle voulut bien passer a
d'autres exercices . . . 1

Documentation of such difficulties in communication is evidence

of the liberty surrounding Nadja. Similar difficulties between Nadja 

and Breton on October 5th, until the appearance of the two books, Les 

Pas perdus (Breton 1924), and the Manifeste du Surrealisme (Breton 1924), 

stimulates conversation, seems to reflect in a similar manner the lib

erty surrounding the advent of Surrealism in the literary world, the 

liberation of language.

Other difficulties during the promenades persist, however, those 

of speed and of self-observation. Speed, as Breton and Nadja take taxis

1. Ibid., p. 125.
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and trains 5 may be likened to various speeds which Breton notes 

concerning automatic writing. Whereas the speed of a taxi or train ap

pears to stimulate intensely emotional states accompanied by bizarre 

behavior in Nadja, a continuous rapid speed in automatic writing seems 

to create a similarly unbalanced mental state. Due to this, Breton was 

forced to abandon such intense experimentation:

. . . je resolus dlobtenir de moi . . . un monologue de debit 
aussi rapide que possible . . . qui soit aussi exactement que 
possible , la pensee parlee . . . 1

La pratique quotidienne de I ’ecriture automatique— il nous 
est arrive de nous y livrer huit ou dix heures consecutives—  
a entralne de notre part des observations d'une grande portee 
mais qui ne se coordonneront et ne tieront pleinement a con
sequence que par la suite. II n ven est pas moins vrai que 
nous vivons a ce moment dans 1 f euphorie, presque dans 
1 ? ivresse de la decouverte.̂

On n ’en pouvait malgre tout, plus. Et les hallucinations 
guettaient. Je ne crois pas exagerer en disant que rien ne 
pouvait plus durer. Quelques chapxtres de plus, ecrits a 
la vitesse v ? ? T ?’ (beaucoup plus grande que v ’T) et sans 
doute ne serais-je pas, maintenant, a me pencher sur cet
exemplaire.3

Still another parallel exists. Nadja’s perception of being ob-
4 ■served by someone upside down, outside the train window, disconcerts 

her. Her: equilibrium is shattered and her distress interrupts enjoyment 

of the excursion. The resemblance between this description and difficul

ties in self-observation on the part of the Surrealists is noteworthy.

1. Andre, Breton, M . , p. 34.

2. _____ , _E. , p. 56.

3. .______ , CM., p. 14.

4. _____________ , N., pp. 107-108.
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Breton, in spite of difficulties which aborted further extensive 

exploration of automatic writing, continued to place great value on the 

undirected promenade. Implying a condition of extreme relaxation, the 

undirected promenade is similar in this respect to the dream, the day

dream, somnambulism and certain phenomena of madness. Permitting the 

dislocation of ideas, a state of relaxation causes fresh encounters of 

ideas, situations, objects, and persons, encounters which permit one 

to move into areas of new discovery and knowledge.

The Encounter

The notion of the Surrealist encounter as it emerges in Nadja

(Breton 1928) belongs more to Breton than to psychiatry.

A state of relaxation is, in general, a prerequisite to encoun

ter as Breton documents it. Its importance in the events of October 6 th

has been noted; it may be assumed to exist whenever an expression like
1 2 lfmes pas me portent" of "alors que je ne porte aucune attention"

occurs.

Breton seeks encounters with Nadja in a manner identical to his

quest for encounters with his unconscious and Surrealist language. He 
. ■ 

must wait (as in the accounts of October 6 th and 11th), or wander (as

in the accounts of October 7th and 8 th) in a state of attentive recep

tivity for her presence, just as he and the Surrealists must wait and be

1. Ibid., p. 30.

2. Ibid., p. 90.
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attentive to manifestations of the unconscious in automatic writing or

in Surrealist games:

De maniere a n ?avoir pas trop a flaner je sors vers quatre 
heures dans 1 Tintention de me rendre a pied a "la Nouvelle 
France" ou je dois rejoindre Nadja a cinq heures et demie,
Le temps d ’un detour . . . Contrairement a 1 ?ordinaire? je 
choisis de suivre le trottoir droit de la rue . . . Une des 
premieres passantes que je m'apprete a croiser est Nadja

• o , je me suis . . » reproche de ne pas avoir pris rendez
vous avec elle aujourd'hui . . . Que puis-je faire, sinon 
me rendre vers six heures au bar ou nous nous sommes deja 
rencontres? Aucune chance de l Ty trouver naturellement, a 
moins que • » , Mais "a moins que," n ’est-ce pas la que re
side la grande possibilite d ?intervention de Nadja, tres 
au-dela de la chance? Je sors . , , en taxi . , . Soudain, 
alors que j e n e  porte aucune attention aux passants, je ne 
sais quelle rapide tache . • . me fait presque mecaniquement 
frapper au carreau . . . Je cours, au hasard, dans une des 
trois directions qu’elle a pu prendre. C ’est elle, en 
effet . . . 2

In these passages not only relaxation, but openness to chance, 

as well, are in evidence. In the preface Breton states clearly his lim

itation of episodes to those in which his life was open to chance oc

currences. In such situations, he claims, his life introduces him to a 

forbidden world of sudden reconciliations and petrifying coincidences. 

Absolutely unexpected acts which nevertheless present all the appear

ances of a signal, however, undefined, and the kind of suspect associa-
3tions of ideas which the latter awakens, fascinate Breton.

1.- Ibid., p. 74.

2. Ibid., pp. 88-90.

3. Ibid., pp. 19-20.
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• Chance is shown to have played a part in his initial encounter

with Eluard, since it occurred only because of mistaken identity. The

unlikely nature of encounters is frequently mentioned: " . . . ce qui

. . . m ’est quelquefois advenu . . . m ’arrivant par des voies insoupgon-

nables . . . !,De tant de rendez-vous que . . . Desnos m 1 a donnes
2. , , au lieu et h 1 ’heure les plus invraisemblables . . . ”

The suddenness of the encounter is often stressed or implied 5 

as in the description of the encounter while crossing Nantes in an auto

mobile. Frequently it i s .expressed, as in the above account of the 

initial meeting of Nadja: "Tout a coup . . . venant en sense inverse.

. . ...3
Surprise and astonishment accompany the Surrealist encounter. 

This is due in part to the fact that the convergence of such circum

stances surpasses pur understanding, according to Breton. Even tempor

ary loss of the sense of reality to which one is accustomed may result. 

Return to reasoned activity may then occur only with the help of the 

life instinct 9 he adds

To the above conditions and characteristics of the Surrealist 

encounter as observed by Breton should be added another condition which

occurs frequently 9 if not always; that of prior preoccupation with a

1. Ibid . 9 p. 22.

2. Ibid . 9 p. 29.

3. Ibid . 9 p. 58.

4. Ibid . 9 p. 20.
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related situation. Breton clearly indicates this in the Bois-Charbon

and Rimbaud episodes:

Les mots BOIS-CHAKBONS . . . a la derniere page des Champs 
magnetiques m yont valu, tout un dimanche . . . de pouvoir 
exercer un talent bizarre de prospection . . . 1

Le pouvoir d 1 incantation que Rimbaud exerga sur moi vers 
1915 . . . est sans doute . . . ce qui m ’a valu . . . de 
rencontrer une jeune fille . .

Repercussion with-intense, prolonged preoccupation with memories can

have on the course of thought, for example, in the creation of strange

but revealing encounters provided by dreams, is noted by Breton in his

description of the dream which followed his consideration of "Les

Detraquees."

Types of encounters documented in Nadja (Breton 1928) extend 

over the entire gamut of experience. They encompass those of persons: 

Eluard, Peret, young women, Nadja, and the new friend. Also present 

are those involving words and language: The Bois-Charbon and "Maison-

rouge" episodes and Nadja1s description of story-telling. Many encoun

ters relate to literature. Not only the encounters which Breton 

believes caused by his obsession with the work of Rimbaud fall into 

this category, but also Nadja1s prediction of his eventual arrival at 

the star and her many encounters with pre-Surrealist and Surrealist 

literature (poems by Jarry and Baudelaire, the Manifeste (Breton 1924), 

and Les Pas perdus (Breton 1924)). The juxtaposition of her concept of

1. Ibid., p. 25.

2. Ibid., p. 48.
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the fountain with the thought from Berkeley is also an encounter. 

Revolutionary encounter of social import is present in the juxtaposi

tion of the headmistress and murder of a child, noted earlier.

The encounter of Breton and Nadja, of the conscious and the un

conscious is a convergence falling under several headings; that of psy

chiatry with poetry and that of encounters with the self. Its 

conditions of relaxation, chance, accident and surprise are fully 

noted.^ The encounter psychiatry/poetry, perhaps Breton’s greatest 

contribution to literature, will be elaborated in the section on lexical 

elements and syntactical aspects in Nadja (Breton 1928). As an encoun

ter with the self, it provides special revelation: nL ’evenement dont

chacun est en droit d ’attendre la'revelation du sense de sa propre vie,

cet evenement que peut-etre je n ’ai pas encore trouve mais sur la voie
2duquel j e me cherche « . .M This quest for encounters with the self

and for revelation provided by them provides impetus and movement to

the novel from beginning to end, beginning with the opening question:

”Qui suis-je?” Affirmation of such encounters serves as a constant and

dynamic force throught:

o . . de faits . . . qui font qu’en pleine solitude je me 
decouvre d ’invraisemblables complicites, qui me convainquent 
de mon illusion toutes les fois que je me crois seul . . .^

1. Ibid., pp. 57-59.

2. Ibid., p. 55.

3. Ibid., p. 20.
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De tant de rendez-vous que . . „ Desnos m ?a donnes . 6 . 
avec moi-meme » » . 1

. . o des sophismes . « ., c ?est a eux que je dois d ’avoir 
pu me jeter a moi-meme^ a celui qui du plus loin vient a 
la rencontre de moi-meme . . . 2

This force is a key aspect of the creative process inextricably bound

to such encounters, a process discussed in the following section.

Liberty and Creation

Encounters with the self are essential to the liberation of the

self, a continuing, creative process: nla liberte . , ,est . . , un
3desenchainement perpetuel . , ,n Chains and bars for Breton are those of

memory and Igoic, In the Manifeste (1924) he speaks disparagingly of

man being the plaything of his memory v  In Nadja (Breton 1928) the

freedom of the man with no memory is evident, Logic is considered to

be a prison in relation to human emancipation; "Nadja etait faite pour

o , o servir 1 ’emancipation humaine . . , en passant la tete, puis un

bras entre les barreaux ainsi ecartes de la logique* c f est-a-dire de la
5plus haissable des prisons,"

Memory and logic are thus seen to imprison.the natural patholog

ical structure of the unconscious. They impede flow of psychic energy

1, Ibid,, p. 29*

2, Ibid,, pp, 137-138,

3, Ibid,, p, 6 6 ,

4, Andre Breton, M , , p, 20,

5, , N, , p, 135,
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as it tends toward other: "Ce n Test pas moi qui mediterai sur ce qu?il

advient . . . mSme de la vraie ville distraite et abstraite de celle 

que j Thabite par la force d ’un element qui serait a ma pensee ce que 

1'air passe pour Stre a la vie. Sans aucun regret«, a cette heure je la 

vois devenir autre et meme fuir.

Free association among the affective properties of ideas per

mits the dislocation or mutability 5 replacement or fusion of the latter. 

Creation and fresh knowledge result.

Hope of knowledge is Breton’s objective in his relationship 

with Nadja: "Que faire si je ne la voyais plus? Je ne saurais plus.

J ’aurais done merite de ne plus savoir. Et cela ne se retrouverait 

jamais."^

Since given factors of the unconscious are in constant flux, 

moments of enlightenment are unique and not repeatable. Only during 

brief moments do enlightenment and knowledge occur, due to the presence 

of "the bird of divination," he adds. His appreciation of Nadja’s qual

ities, even after termination of their relationship, is a revealing one: 

he cites her clarity, lightness (previously associated in this study 

libert)originality, and depth.^

1. Ibid., pp. 145-146.

2. Ibid., p. 89.

3. Ibid., p. 69.

4. Ibid., p . 115.
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In both the preface and the postface Breton discusses the

question of creativity and creation as related to enlightenment of the

hidden, its emergence and clarification in a universe of possibilities.

Charico’s acknowledgment of the force of surprise and importance of

the transformation of subjective views is documented in detail:

Chirico a reconnu . . . qufil ne pouvait peindre que surpris 
(surpris le premier) par certaines dispositions d ’objets et 
que toute 1 v enigme de la revelation tenait pour lui dans ce 
mot: surpris. Certes 1 voeuvre qui en resultait restait
"liee d fun lien etroit avec ce qui avait provoque sa nais- 
sance," mais ne lui ressemblait quT "a la fa<?on etrange dont 
se ressemblent deux freres, ou plutot 1 ’image en reve dlune 
personne determinee et cette personne reelle. C'est, en meme 
temps ce n'est pas, la meme personne; une legere et myste- 
rieuse transfiguration s ’observe dans les traits."l

The creative process of discovery of silhouettes in textures,
2to which Breton devotes an entire page, likewise depends implicitly on 

desire for knowledge, desire which permits receptivity to suggestion and 

freedom for transfiguration into "other." Once perceived, this "other" 

joins and becomes reality. Breton documents this process of actualiza

tion in his observation concerning the role which strong impressions 

play in the unconscious:

. . . [!’] indication du role tres special, sans doute eminement 
revelateur . . . que sont appelees a jouer certaines impressions 
tres fortes . . ressenties "par-dela le bien et le mal" dans 
le reve, et par suite, dans ce qu’on lui oppose tres sommaire- 
ment sous le nom de realite.3

1. Ibid., pp. 13-14.

2. Ibid., p. 121.

3. Ibid., pp. 47-48.
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Throughout Nadja (Breton 1928) observations regarding creation 

support the notion of the integration of hysterical phenomena, as super- 

suggestibility, into the normal creative process. Temporary loss of 

the sense of what is real at any certain moment permits transposition 

into another reality. Nadja (Breton 1928) is thus seen to be a novel 

about creation which uses its own symbol (the imagination, the uncon

scious) as a real character.

These observations, as Nadja (Breton 1928) the work, serve as 

markings, a beacon, a password intended to indicate such creative pos

sibilities; they do not constitute dissection. Nadja, the unconscious 

and the imagination, the book’s heroine, carries a bounty of meaning.

Gracq (1972) seems justified in his appreciation of Breton as 

a myth-builder in this respect. The great myths of the past, he points 

out, came to us in the form of novelistic or tragic transpositions.

They invariably tended to confer on an imaginary hero the burden of an 

overly rich significance impossible to relegate to the confining con

tours of a person of mere flesh and blood. The need for transcendence 

seems to be a perpetual one, he adds. A work of mythical dimensions in 

the twentieth century, while continuing to serve only as a marking and 

a sort of beacon, would involve rooting its magic in reality. It is at 

this level, the level of the myth, that he believes the contribution of 

Breton in poetry and knowledge should be situated.^

1. Julian Gracq, op. cit., pp. 126-129.
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Nadja (Breton 1928)9 certainly9 is a work with its roots wholly 

in reality through the use of documentary techniques, and its magic in 

the poetry of suggestion and revelation.

Lexical Elements, Syntactical Aspects

A justification for Breton1s preoccupation with such techniques

is found in Les Pas perdus (1970), where he affirms that life tends to-
1ward its true accomplishment in domains related to art and literature.

As for form, that, he observes, " . . . doit renseigner sur la
2fonetion. Rien a chercher au-dela des sens." Focus on life is reiter

ated in the Second Manifeste (Breton 1930): 11 . . . le surrealisme

. . . plonge ses racines dans la vie, et, . . . dans la vie de ce 
3temps."

Life, for Breton, consists of that which is generally thought of 

as concrete reality and that of the dream state (including madness).

He considers, as noted earlier in this study, the apparent contradic

tion between the two to be an illusion. The perceptions of both states 

are equally valid: "L1absence bien connue de frontiere entre la non-

folie et la folie ne me dispose pas a accorder une valeur differente 

aux perceptions et aux idees qui sont le fait de I ’une ou de 1 1 autre.

1. Andre Breton, PP., p. 112.

2.  ___________ , M. , p. 79.

3. Loc. cit.

4. Andre Breton, N ., p. 137.
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Breton’s solution to the problem of documentation of both 

states is one of conciliation. Documentation of concrete reality Is 

careful and methodical. This is visible in the profusion of names and 

in the chronological structure of the recit. Documentation of the sug

gestible nature of the unconscious and its language, on the other hand, 

is simultaneously expressed in the freedom of syntax and in the effer

vescent, open direction of words and sentences. Proper nouns and their 

interplay, allowed and fostered by Breton, pre-date the games of decon

struction with which novelists today, sometimes amuse themselves. The 

combined documentation should be considered as an attempt toward a more 

total, all-encompassing documentation than that of literature in the 

nineteenth century; it is one which opens up and suggests significance 

rather than arbitrarily limiting it.

"Je persiste a reclamer des noms, a ne m ’interesser qu’aux

livres qu’on laisse battants comme des portes, et desquels on n ’a pas a 
1chercher la cle,TI Breton affirms in the preface.

Names abound. In the preface, twenty-four place-names occur. 

They run the gamut from names of cities to names of theaters, hotels, 

bars, streets, squares, a park, and include the name of a-flea-market$> 

the Electric Palace, and the Centrale Surrealiste. Twenty-three per

sons are mentioned by name, virtually all of them authors, artists, or 

Surrealists. Fourteen works of art are named, and one mythological ref

erence indicated.

1. Ibid., p. 17.
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In the recit 5 the number of place names (fifty) and names of 

persons (thirty-three) is doubled, with a similar range of variation.

The number of works of art indicated by name increases slightly 

(eighteen).

A decline in the number of names occurs in the postface. Eleven 

place-names, two works of art (including Nadja (1928)), and Nadja are 

noted. Two fictitious names also appear (M. Delouit and I 1lie du 

Sable).
1Jouanny emphasizes this documentary aspect of the book. How

ever, the analysis is not detailed and he fails to point out that such 

names often serve as springboards which lead, through suggestion, from 

the concrete to the abstract.

Such an incomplete understanding of the work is difficult to 

comprehend. It is true, however, that the humor inherent in many such 

instances of fortuitous Surrealist juxtapositions require a certain move

ment of imagination on the part of the reader. Breton's plays on words 

using concrete names, while suggestive, are never contrived or dogmatic

ally explained, since this would limit their magic, derived from sur

prise. It is precisely to this vulnerable, creative state of surprise, 

documented in the discussion on Chirico, that Breton invites the reader. 

Through the experience of perpetual, personalized surprise, an experi

ence particular and unique to Nadja (Breton 1928), the reader realizes 

he is not reading a traditional novel but a Surrealist one.

1. Robert-A. Jouanny, op. cit.
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Names associated with fish and royalty (Breton is a Pisces, and 

as mentioned earlier, associates himself with the dolphin of the double 

meaning of dauphin) are easily recognizable in their humorous suggestion 

of that which is abstract. Notations of the Faubourg Poisonniere, of 

the Place Dauphine and the Bar Dauphin, of the Restaurant la Regence, 

and of the Jardin du Palais-Royal all remind the reader that coincidence 

and fortuitous chance are ever-present in daily life. They also remind 

him of the presence of Breton and the unconscious throughout the book.

Names such as the Librairie Dorbon and the Brasserie Zimmer, 

given the Surrealist context, provoke a smile. A number of names, how

ever, call for another step, an active one, on the part of the reader.

Breton hints at this type of word-play in his notation !fune lampe 
1’Mazda’ (Nadja)." A simple rearrangmenet of letters provides a new, 

fresh dimension of meaning, a fresh reality. To this group the reader 

brings his imagination, which must strike out occasionally in the direc

tion of auditory associations. The illustrations of "Sugar" offer the 

possibility of "suggere"; Monsier Delouit offers the possibility of Mon

sieur de 1 ’ouie. Word division permits "Solange" to be seen as concil

iation of "sol" and "ange." Less probable, yet worthy of mention, is 

the reference to the train-stop at "Vesinet" seen as an auditory allu

sion, "v’s innes." Breton does refer to the speeds of automatic writing 

by employing notations v ’, v ’’’’’, etc., as mentioned earlier in this 

study.

1. Andre Breton, N ., p. 124.
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The reading background of the reader acquires importance since 

it increases the probability of association. For instance "Lena , 11 

which is the name Nadja’s American friend called her, brings to mind 

Helene, of the episode in "Poisson soluble." This in turn recalls 

Edgar Allen Poe's "To Helen," written in memory of a friend, and his 

"Eleonora." Breton's familiarty with Poe, through the French transla

tion of Mallarme, is documented in Les Pas perdus (1970); Poe is the 

only American author cited in that work.

Mention of the Sphinx-hotel recalls mention, earlier that day, 

October 6 th, of the sphinx of the article "L'esprit nouveau" in Les Pas 

perdus (Breton 1970). The shop "Camees durs" (closed) and the proposed 

"Madame Camee" seem to suggest Gautier's Emaux et Camees (1852) espe

cially in view of the contrast between Nadja's dance and freedom of 

movement (Surrealist vitality and liberation from restraint) and the 

chiseled-effect criterion of the Gautier work. Even such a nondescript, 

obviously fictitious place-name as 1 ’lie de Sable suggests Jarry's 

Minutes de sable memorial (1894) to certain readers.

Plays on words which involve going from the concrete to the ab

stract , through suggestion, are not limited to place-names and proper 

nouns. Descriptions of Nadja, for instance, often suggest due to their 

very concreteness the other realities of Nadja; Nadja the unconscious, 

Nadja, the advent and language of Surrealism. Such notations as "elle 

tremble, mais litteralement, 'cbmme une feuille'"^ and "elle voulut bien

1. Andre Breton, N_. , p. 103.
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passer a d ’autres exercices 9 car il n fetait bien sur pas question 

qu’elle devint naturelle,!̂  belong to this category.

These examples indicate that the documentary technique in Najda 

(Breton 1928) is a Surrealist one complementing Surrealist themes within 

a Surrealist structure. In contrast, Joanny’s (1972) concept of the 

documentary technique remains unaccountably similar to that of the in-
2formational style which Breton belittles and discards in the Manifeste 

(Breton 1924). In that passage Breton affirms the need to allow for the 

discretionary power of the reader, and elsewhere in the Manifeste 

(Breton 1924) he praises the character of Mathilde as less a character 

than a continuous temptation. What else is a character if not that, he 

adds.

Nadja is a character of temptation in the sense that she pro

vides Breton and the reader with the situation of mental seduction. 

uSe peut-il qu’ici cette poursuite eperdue prenne fin? Poursuite de 

quoi, je ne sais, mais poursuite, pour mettre ainsi en oeuvre tous les 

artifices de la seduction mentale,"^ Breton comments as he ponders his 

decision to terminate their relationship. Nadja’s name is stressed as 

the beginning of the word hope. It is chosen-because it is only the

1. Ibid., pp. 125-126.

2. Andre Breton, M . , p. 25.

3. Andre Breton, N . , p. 109.
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beginning"*" and because her activity and her objective, even, are
\2admired as departure, not arrival.

Certainly the reader’s discretionary power is called into play 

in the consideration of Nadja’s mental attractions. Neither she nor 

any of the persons are clearly defined or limited. Breton prefers to 

use nouns and verbs more frequently than adjectives. We know of Nadja’s 

movements to some extent; we remain ignorant of the color of her hair. 

Not only does this spare the reader the coercion of his own imagination, 

of his own discretionary powers, but nouns and verbs have more force 

than adjectives. The explosive power of the documentation gains.

Often closing a sentence or paragraph with a name, Breton thus 

places stress on it. To all appearances such sentences or paragraphs 

are closed. In reality, due to suggestive associations surrounding the 

name, they serve instead to create an open-ended situation in which the 

concrete suggests the abstract, as noted above.

Similar conciliation occurs through the chronological structure 

of the recit. Rooting the work in temporal reality as it is generally 

accepted, this structure serves to support the presentation of the in

temporal properties of the unconscious through the hysterical behavior 

of Nadja. Particularly evident in the account of the events of October 

6 th, this is seen in the accounts of other days as well. Conciliation 

of the apparent rigidity of the structure is provided by the fluidity of

1. Ibid., p. 62.

2. Ibid., p. 111.
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alternating long accounts (October 4th, 6 th, 7th, 10th, and 12th) and 

short (October 5th, 8 th, 9th, and 1 1 th) of the days? events.

Interspersion and juxtaposition of psychological terms with 

poetical ones facilitates conciliation of these terms. They are seen 

to be as equally valid perceptions. Conciliation of the real, as gen

erally accepted, with the imaginary is thus accomplished. The affective 

dynamism which results from the confrontation is the dynamism of lan

guage, and thus that of the book. The following are examples of such 

juxtaposition:

. . . certains concours de circonstances qui passent de loin 
notre entendement, et n'admettent notre retour a une activite 
raisonnee que si . . . nous en appelons a 1 T instinct de con
servation. On pourrait etablir quantite d ’intermediaires 
entre ces fait-glissades et ces faits-precipices . 1

. . . un reve . . . que je n ’eprouve pas le besoin de tran- 
scrire ici, parce qu?il precede pour une grande part de con
versations . . . tout a fait exterieurement a ce sujet. Ce 
reve m Ta paru interessant dans la mesure ou il etait sympto- 
matique de la repercussion . . .  II est remarquable . . .  
dlobserver que le reve dont il s ’agit n ’accusait que le cote 
penible . . . il derobait . . . tout ce qui . . . fait pour 
moi le prix fabuleux, comme d ’un extrait d ’ambre ou de rose 
par-dela tous les siecles . 2

. . . il y a la 1 ’indication du role tres special, sans doute 
eminemment revelateur, au plus haut degre "surdeterminant" au 
sens freudien, que sont appelees a jouer certaines impressions 
tres fortes . . . Le pouvoir d ’incantation que Rimbaud exer^a 
sur moi vers 1915 . . .3

1. Ibid., p. 20.

2. Ibid., pp. 45-46.

3. Ibid., pp. 47-48.
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* o . il me parait tout particulierement impossible d ’etablir 
o «, . une correlation rationnelle • » . J Tespere . . . que la 
presentation . , . sera de nature a precipiter quelques hommes 
dans la rue . . . 1

Occasional juxtapositions of psychological terms with casual

expression also contribute to a dynamics of encounter and surprise:

. e , je profiterais d fune remission que me laisserais mon 
delire » . „ On me ficherait peut-etre la paix.2

o o o cet instinct de conservation , . , qui fait qu’apres 
tout • . * nous nous tenons bien . , ,3

Biblical tone creates further contrast and it 9 too, contributes 

to such dynamics. Its reappearance in new procedures of writing, ac

cording to Breton, may be attributed to a situation of little or no in

tervention of the personality of choice: "De meme en poesie commence a

reapparaitre le ton biblique. Je serais tente d ’expliquer ce dernier 

phenomene par la moindre ou la non-intervention, dans les nouveaux 

precedes d'ecriture, de la personnalite du choix.

References to the marvelous and to the "Profanation de Vhostie" 

are examples of such free expression. Another example is the para

phrase of the baptismal formula of the Catholic Church, the renunciation 

of Satan, which follows and confronts the already explosive passage, 

"remission . . . me ficherait . . .  la paix: Le mepris quven general

1. Ibid., p. 54.

2. Ibid., p. 133

3. Ibid., p. 136.

4. Andre Breton, PP., p. 78.
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je porte a la psychiatrie 9 a ses pompes et a ses oeuvres . . „ .  

Biblical tone continues to be in evidence in the concluding pages of the 

book. The passage directed to the nouvelle amie acquires the rhythm 

and force of a litany 9 due to its repetition and arabesques 9 and to the 

presence of terms of intercession and faith such as the following:

. . . es intervenue » . .

. . . qui ne parais avoir ete mis sur mon chemin que pour . . .

. . . au nom duquel . . .

. . . je crois aveuglement a . . .

. . . quelques . . . intercesseurs qui me sont apparus sous 
ce signe . . .

. . . rien ne t'est substituable . . .

. . . c'etait de toute eternite . . .

Documentation of the suggestible nature of the unconscious and 

language thus appears in Nadja (Breton 1928) in the spontaneous juxta

position of concrete and abstract 9 psychological 9 poetic 9 casual 9 and 

Biblical terms. It is further facilitated through freedom of syntax 

and the open direction of sentences and words. A glimpse of the Sur

realist background in this research will enhance our understanding of 

the situation in Nadja (Breton 1928).

A passage from Anicet (1921) by Aragon provides a glimpse of 

the disdain in which the Surrealists held those overly fond of constric

tive use of grammar. They were particularly critical of such use as it

1. Andre Breton9 N .9 p. 133.
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tends to set forth preconceived structures of time outside of and

differing from the free flow of the unconscious«, and is consequently /

inauthentic: n . . . l a  seule syntaxe sacre I ’homme esclave de ce con-
1cept du temps . . . son cerveau n ’est au fond qu’une grammaire.^

In the same vein, Breton observes that constraint and domina-
2tion alone [of such forms] constitute mere lures* He would discard ab

surd selections and the artificial order of ideas 9 replacing them with

"poetry9" the poetry which infuses the life of the Surrealists and which
3he would have prevail 9 being that which informs one to the fullest.

Breton dreams 9 in fact 9 of the poetic prose proposed by Baude

laire: "Le voeu de Baudelaire: vQui n Ta reve le miracle d vune prose

poetique 9 musicale 9 sans rythme et sans rime 9 assez souple9assez heurtee 

pour s ’adapter aux mouvements lyriques de l*ame 9 aux ondulations de la 

reverie 9 aux soubresauts de la conscience?’"^ He would seek its real

ization., however 9 outside of the framework of the poem.

The supple prose suggested by Baudelaire and the awareness on 

Breton’s part of the value of dislocation (indicated in the section on 

"Liberty and Creation" in this chapter) lead to a highly original pres

entation of syntax in Nadja (Breton 1928). Three syntactical phenomena

1. Louis Aragon 9 Anicet ou le Panorama (Paris: NRF 9 19219
p. 9).

2. Andre Breton 9 PP.. 9 p. 22.

3. ____________ M. 9 p. 28.

4. ____________ PP. 9 p. 84.
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will be mentioned here: the syntax of long sentences» the use of

italics 9 and the use of suspension points.

The sentence beginning "Tout recemment encore9" on page 48, 

provides an excellent example of the stretching of syntax which Breton 

employs throughout the book. Extending over twenty-five lines, it in

cludes a parenthesis seventeen lines long. In the parenthesis documen

tation of the thought continues through elaboration of adjectives often 

followed by prepositional phrases. Furthermore, no less than four 

tenses surface within the sentence: the pluperfect, the imperfect, the

present and the present participle.

In the seventeen line sentence beginning "Rien— ni . . ." on 

page 109, dashes and repetition of "rien" similarly permit elucidation 

of Breton’s thought. Use of a colon then serves to focus the attention 

of the reader on the crux of the thought and its ultimate power, after 

it has been allowed to run its course.

Use of dashes and the parenthesis, as well as an exclamation 

point, question mark and italicization, offers room for similar expan

sion in the principal sentence of nineteen lines on page 113. Similar 

liberty occurs in the principle sentence of pages 128-129. In this 

sentence an imaginary conversation seven lines in length is allowed to 

materialize.

On pages 144-145 Breton permits initial elaboration of his 

thought during the first fifteen lines. Then, repeating the introductory
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preposition, he allows it to document the real situation as opposed to 

the ideal revolutionary solution expressed initially.

Repetition again permits liberty of thought in the sentence be

ginning, MJe laisse a 1'etat d'ebauche," p. 146, and in the sentence 

beginning MNullement statique." In the latter the three nc ?est-a-direMs 

serve to open the sentence to its elaboration. In this case the colon 

effects the demarcation, as Breton is wont to do, of blunt expression 

of the fundamental driving force behind the sentence.

Not only repetition, but italics serve to communicate and docu

ment the power latent in Breton’s thought. They are employed liberally 

throughout the text. Of the fifty-eight instances in which they are 

used, nineteen occur in the preface, thirty-one in the recit, and ten in 

the postface.

Several of these reflect the importance of the problem of self- 

revelation. In the opening paragraph, Breton speaks of his becoming 

himself: n . . . ce qu’il a fallu que je cessasse d ’etre, pour etre

qui je suis.M^ This is re-emphasized a few pages later, with all three
/s 2words italicized: ” . . . ou qui je suis m ’apparaitra . . . "

In other instances fuller meaning is stressed through repeti

tion. Italicization of the final repetition sometimes indicates a more

open signification of the word. One such example is that of l!des
3eclairs qui feraient voir, mais alors voir . . . "  Sometimes it has a

1. Andre Breton, N., p. 7.

2. Ibid., p. 18.

3. Ibid., p. 19.
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clarifying effect as in "cette legerete que je n ’ai vue qu'a elle,

cette liberte peut-etre precisement « . . In still other instances

it provides graphic illustration and stress simultaneously9 as in "Se

peut-il qu'ici cette poursuite eperdue prenne fin? Poursuite de quoi,

je ne sais, mais poursuite, pour mettre ainsi en oeuvre tous les arti-
2fices de la seduction mentale.M Finally 9 with the adept italicization ,

3of his original expression, "la non-folie," Breton suggests not only 

contrast with, but gives positive valuation to its opposite, la folie.

The presence of italics in Nadja (Breton 1928), then, is any

thing but haphazard. Like the spontaneous juxtaposition of concrete, 

abstract, psychological, poetic, casual and Biblical terms, the freedom 

of syntax and the open direction of sentences and words, italicization 

constitutes an effective part of the documentary technique of Breton.

As lexical elements and syntactical aspects, all these serve, together 

with the physical and thematic structures, to document the confrontation 

of the real as generally accepted with the reality of the unconscious.

In this way Breton attempts to create the convulsion proposed in the 

final line of the work.

1. Ibid., p. 69.

2. Ibid., p. 109.

3. Ibid., p. 137.
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STRUCTURES WITHIN L ?AMOUR FOU

No less than fifteen works of considerable note, among which 

figure the Second manifeste du surrealisme (1930), Les vases communi

cants (1932), Position politique du surrealisme (1935), and De 1 * humour 

noir (1937) were written by Breton and appeared during the interim be

tween the publication of Nadja (1928) and that of 1/ Amour fou (1937). 

Breton, a communist party member as of 1927, grappled during this period 

with the problem of elaborating revolutionary principles of an essen

tially Surrealist nature, despite party doctrine and discouragement. 

Always a prolific author of articles, he edited Le Surrealisme au Ser

vice de la Revolution from 1930-1933.

His divergence from the party doctrine of the 1930’s is revealed 

in a line from the article "Rapports du Travail Intellectual et du 

Capital" despite the terminology: "Le producteur intellectuel qu?ab

straction faite de celui-ci je veux considerer est celui qui, par son 

produit, cherche a satisfaire avant tout le besoin personnel de son 

esprit."^

1. Le Surrealisme au Service de la Revolution, N o ’s. 1-6 (1930- 
1933. Reprint. New York: Arno Press, p. 2).
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Explicit Intentions 

In L*Amour fou (1937) Breton expresses this highly individual

istic need explicitly in references to his own intentions and to the 

documentary method to be employed in its realization. Elaboration of 

the liberation of the unconscious, which has been shown to be the under

lying theme and raison d'etre of Nadja (1928), is further explored as 

experienced and incarnated in the encounter. It is particularly ex

plored as love between man and woman and to a lesser degree as camarad

erie of action. Such elaboration constitutes the main objective of 

writing the book.

The source of such encounters is revealed to be humor, sole 

force capable of breaking through the causal series dominated by the

principle of determinism. As examined in the Anthologie de 1'humour 
1noir this concept provides valuable insight into Breton's orientation

in L'Amour fou (1937).

In the preface to the Anthologie (1972), Breton distinguishes

humor from simple sentimentality or the traditional meaning of wit.
2Elsewhere he distinguishes it from trivial gaiety and sarcasm. Instead, 

he offers the view of M. Leon Pierre-Quint, which defines it as surpass

ing the absolute revolt of adolescence and the interior revolt of adult-
3

hood, being a superior revolt of the mind.

1. Andre Breton, Anthologie de 1'humour noir (Paris: Pauvert,
1972).

2. Ibid., p. 133.

3. Ibid., p. 12.
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Hegel 9 he continues 9 contributed to human knowledge when he 

raised this concept to that of objective humor. Quoting Hegel at 

length he then proposes the existence of an intimate relationship be

tween such objective humor and objective chance:

v . . . Mais 9 maintenant 9 si cet interet va jusqu’a faire que 
1 Tesprit s ’absorbe dans la contemplation exterieure 9 et qu’en 
meme temps 1 ?humour 9 tout en conservant son caractere subjectif 
et reflechig se laisse captiver par 1 ’objet et sa forme reelle) 
nous obtenons dans cette penetration intime un humour en quel- 
que sorte objectif.' . . . Nous avons annonce d 1autre part 
que le sphinx noir de 1 ?humour objectif ne pouvait manquer de 
rencontrer 9 sur la route qui poudroie, la route de I'avenir, 
le sphinx blanc du hasard objectifg et que toute la creation 
humaine ulterieure serait le fruit de leur etreinte.l

Freudian evaluation of humor as a liberating force involving an

element of the sublime and elevated which is not one of the intellect,

but rather of the ego, the narcissistic self, is accepted. Although

Breton notes his reservations concerning the arbitrary aspect of the

Freudian terminology itself, he points out Freudian insight regarding

humor and pain, insight which should be kept in mind not only during

study of L 1Amour fou (1937), but in relation to the Osirian theme in

Arcane 17 (1945), as well:

On salt qu'au terme de l fanalyse qu’il a fait porter sur 
I'humour, il declare voir en celui-ci un mode de pensee 
tendant a I ’epargne de la depense necessitee par la douleur.
’Nous attribuons a cet assez faible plaisir— sans trop savoir 
pourquoi— un caractere de haute valeur, nous le ressentons 
comme particulierement apte a nous liberer et a nous exalter.
Selon lui, le secret de I 1attitude humoristique reposerait 
sur I 1extreme possibilite pour certains etres de retirer, en t

1. Ibid., p. 13.
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cas d ?alerte grave 5 a leur moi 1 Taccent psychique pour le 
reporter a leur surmoi . . . 1

Elsewhere in the Anthologie (1972) he states that black humor in

the work of Baudelaire reveals its integral position within the organic
2depths of the human being. More specifically, the introductory, cre

ative potential of humor is examined in the article on Raymond Roussel: 

T,Au dire meme de Roussel ?le propre du precede etait de faire surgir 

des sortes d ?equations de faits qu'il s ’agissait de resoudre logique-" i -
3ment’o" Breton then criticizes the misunderstanding on Janet's part,

admiring the original literary invention and contribution of Roussel

in this regard:

La magnifique originalite de l foeuvre de Roussel oppose un 
dementi lourd de signification et de portee, inflige un affront 
definitif aux tenants d'un realisme primarie attarde . . .
'Martial . . .  a une conception tres interessante de la beaute' 
litteraire, il faut que 1 'oeuvre ne contienne rien de reel 
. . .  rien que des combinaisons tout a fait imaginaires: ce
sont deja des idees d ’un monde extrahumain.'^

Breton ponders the origin of such combinations and co-ordinates,

as regards the situation of pure psychic automatism: " . . .  il arrive,

a partir d ’un certain point, qu'il se trouve actionne par un moteur

d'une force insoupqonnable, qu'il obeisse mathematiquement a une cause

de mouvement d'apparence cosmique qui lui echappe . . .

1. Ibid., p. 15.

2. Ibid., p. 135.

3. Ibid., p. 291.

4. Ibid., pp. 291-292.

5. Ibid., p. 290.
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In both L yAnthologie (1972) and L*Amour fou (1937) Breton 

suggests that psychic energy (he employs the terms desire 9 sympathetic 

attraction, antipathy, etc.) serves as a facilitating spring. He en

visions it as switch which permits or at least favorizes, through its 7

existence as a second finality in search of its object, the powers of 

objective chance to function more freely. Striking encounters of phe

nomena belonging to causal series are thus created.

Definition of the character of certain encounters in Breton's 

personal experience which have desire- as their common denominator, and 

clarification of the law of their appearance comprise an integral part 

of the objective of writing L'Amour fou (1937). Breton expresses par

ticular determination to show the extremes to which desire in the uncon-
1scious will go in order to cause its objective to be known consciously.

Detailed discussion of his intentions and their implementation 

is found in the opening pages of the fourth chapter. Here, as else

where in the text, Breton asserts that the unusual, irrational, mysteri

ous , and revelatory aspects of such encounters merit attention. In 

L'Amour fou (1937) he intends to thoroughly examine all apparent aspects 

of the question. This includes consideration of the value of condition

ing prior to an encounter and of the "dark instants" which temporarily 

afflict couples in love. Breton's purpose in considering the latter is 

to uncover the origins of such instants. This will prevent love from 

being unjustly incriminated and enable men to reduce the frequency of

1. Andre Breton, AF., pp. 26, 31.
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1such moments. In all this, an overriding concern with as complete a

2documentation as possible prevails. Unlike Nadja (1928), in which 

Breton carries out detailed documentation while professing little con

cern with possible error or ommission, L TAmour fou (1937) stresses the 

attempt made to avoid error and ommission. Nothing takes precedence in 

Breton's mind over accurate documentation.

Such rigorous requirements notwithstanding, Breton evidences far 

fewer doubts concerning his effort and presentation of material than in 

Nadja (1928). As guide to his daughter, and seer in the rimbaldian 

sense, Breton appears virtually everywhere sure of his domination of the

problem and work. Seriousness of purpose reflects his goal of raising
3love to a poetic consciousness of itself. "Si je veux que le monde 

change , 11 he proposes, "si meme j 'entends consacrer a son changement tel 

qu'il est con<ju socialement une partie de ma vie, ce n'est pas dans le 

vain espoir de revenir a 1 'epoque de ces contes mais bien dans celui 

d'aider a atteindre 1 'epoque ou ils ne seront plus seulement des

contes."^ Like Nadja (1928), L'Amour fou (1937) is a work essentially

serious and revolutionary in nature. It is, however, the work of a

more determined, more mature Breton, who continues to propose and docu

ment the liberation of the unconscious.

1. Ibid., pp. 115, 127.

2. Ibid., pp. 47, 51, 73.

3. Ibid., pp. 134-135.

4. Ibid., pp. 96-97.



Physical Structures 

The principal structure is one of division into seven chapters. 

These are indicated by numerical chapter headings centered in blank space 

covering approximately one-third of each initial page. This division 

sets the first three (introduction, definition of objective chance and 

L*Amour fou (1937) as clarification, the find as solution) and final 

two chapters (further elaboration of the problem with documentation and 

letter to his daughter) around the central documentary chapters. The 

latter constitute almost one-half of the text. Scattered through 

L ?Amour fou (1937) are twenty illustrative plates which will be consid

ered after study of the seven main divisions.

The secondary structure, one of paragraphing, presents separa

tions by double spacing. There are, as well, a number of blocks of up 

to four unseparated paragraphs and in Chapter IV, three principal sec

tions of thought are delineated by means of suspension points.

A block of four unseparated paragraphs opens the introduction as 

Breton presents the statement of the question. Single paragraphs fol

low as he presents the exposition of the problem, his theory regarding 

the progressive subjectivity of desire and thoughts. This is illus

trated with examples concerning conditions of beauty. The following 

block of three paragraphs contains Breton’s consideration of revelation 

as the ultimate condition for the find. In a type of structure which 

we have observed earlier, in Nadja (1928), he follows this block of 

paragraphs with a single unequivocal exclamation.
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In Chapter II photographs comprise half of the space utilized; 

the text of this chapter is the briefest of the work. Three blocks 

of paragraphs serve to present a definition of objective chance and to 

announce clarification of the encounter as the raison d'etre of 1 / Amour 

fou (1937).

Alternation, to some extent, of blocks of one and two para

graphs , allows Breton in Chapter III to discuss the find and to present 

brief glimpses of encounters as solution and evidence of objective 

chance. The addition of a first (1934) and second (1936) postscript 

permits further documentation of this evidence.

Chapter IV, in which there is elaborate documentation of an en

counter as clarification of objective chance, enjoys a free-flowing 

structure. Its twenty-nine paragraphs are interspersed with the poem 

"Tournesol" italicized alone on one page, and four single sentences, one 

of which concludes the chapter with, once again, a startling unequivocal 

statement. Suspension points divide this chapter into three sections. 

First, there is narration of the event. Second, there is reflection on 

his revolutionary concept of love and documentation of problems and reve

lations of the poem, "Tournesol." Finally there is reflection on the 

value of self-analysis in regard to the content not only of dreams but 

of real events, and documentation of his marriage.

After such a non-rigid structure Chapter V seems extremely regu

lar. In this discussion of love as solution and reconciliation of the 

mind of man with nature, Breton documents his experience at Tenerife in 

three blocks of two paragraphs and in twenty-one single paragraphs.
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In Chapter VI consideration of the possibility of machinations 

of adverse powers provocative of discord in love and documentation of 

the Fort-Bloque situation as such a trap are facilitated by division 

into four blocks of three paragraphs and three single paragraphs.

The format of an open letter to his daughter is employed by 

Breton for Chapter VII. The technique of addressing another person re

minds one of the final pages of Nadja (1928). However» the two blocks 

of three and four paragraphs provide a structure quite different from 

the single line litany of the earlier work. Breton nevertheless again 

employs an isolated closing line to affirm the premise of the work. In 

it the development of his thought is clearly marked. From preoccupa

tion with the convulsive beauty of the unconscious Breton has advanced 

to the concept of mad love as its greatest gift to the human race.

(For a more detailed analysis of this entire work see Table 2).

The illustrated structure of L yAmour fou (1937) forms an inte

gral part of the work, as in Nadja (1928). It is not, however, dis

cussed, as in the earlier work. Twenty plates appear in the 1970 

edition. Although a Table of Gravures, or Illustrations is not present,

as it is in Nadja (1928), place valuation, even if not visually indi-
1cated, is given and referred to, even, on one occasion. Furthermore, 

a page reference is provided under each photo to help orient the reader.

Diversity of photographs is again in evidence. Seven photos are 

attributed to Man Ray, four to Brassai, one to Dora Maar, one to

1. Ibid., p. 33.
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Structural Analysis Total Pages

Chapter I: Introduction 15

Statement of question: self-identity within the context 
of love. Breton as he would be having loved the women 
of his mental theater. Need to cast off notion of time 
and memories. 2 %

Exposition of problem: love for one person an illusion. %

Theory: due to progressive subjectivity of desire, the
last person is the one loved. i

Condition of beauty: receptivity. Erotic aspect.
Example: shiver. 2

Condition of beauty: convulsive aspect. Focus on 
spontaneity, not culmination. Example: calcium for
mation. Example: crystal. h

Condition of beauty: the inanimate touching on the
animate. Example: coral. l

Condition of beauty: revelation. Consideration of la 
trouvaille (the find), which comes from other than 
logical means. Orientation through lures. !lL T0ndine! " 
incident. 4

Examation: conditions for convulsive beauty.

Chapter II: Definition of Objective Chance. Intent of
L ’Amour fou: Clarification of an Encounter 1 0

Questions presented in Surrealist survey concerning the 
encounter.

Provisional conclusions regarding survey. Discussion
and definition of objective chance. 3 3/4

Intention of L'Amour fou: to clarify the character
istics surrounding the encounter. 1
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Table 2.— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Chapter Ills The Find: Solution to Evident or
•Non-evident Problems. Obstacle: Self-Censorship.
Life and Death Instincts as Aspects of Preservation. 15

Value of continuous receptivity beyond practical
application of solutions. 1

Problem: Giacommetti statue incompletely realized

Flea market. Giacommetti finds mask, Breton, spoon.
Solution emerges for Giacommetti. The find seen to
fulfill same liberating function as dream; enables to
surmount obstacle. 2 ^

Catalysing role of find further demonstrated in Breton's
recognition of spoon as solution to a necessity long
obscure. Promenade by two persons is seen to provoke
action. 3/4

An initial solution provided by the spoon: an answer
to prior need for construction of artistic object.
Cinderella associations. 1 %

Friendship and love seen to facilitate encounters. 1

P. S. (1934): Self-censorship seen as obstacle.
Sexual content of spoon revealed. ih

2nd P. S. (1936): Mask further revealed as symbolic
death instinct. Implications of unknown encounter at
flea market: symbolic of life and death instincts,
the two sides of the force of preservation. 2  .

Chapter IV; The Adventure. Documentation of an
Encounter as Clarification of Objective Chance 1 1 %

The event.

Tone of medical observation for documentation pro
posed. Discussion of objective chance. 3

First encounter with young woman. Breton receptive. 2
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Table 2. L ?Amour $ou: Structural Analysis— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Second encounter. Description of young woman and
of walk. Breton discards past for liberty. 2

Continued description of walks Hailes market.
Contrast of workers with rich. Possibilities can
be lost. Breton discards past for future. 1

Continued description of walk: La Tour St-Jacques,
le Quai aux Fleurs. Conjunction of organic with
inorganic of city. The parallel between emotional
and exterior sensations presented as a sign. 3

Reflection on revolutionary concept of love. Documen
tation of problems and revelations of poem 9 "Tournesol." 12^

Concept of love: close rapport between real and
the imaginary. Distinction between the subjective 
and objective seen as invalid. Need for considera
tion of personal experience.

Preoccupation with a poem from Clair de Terre (1969)
emerges as a source of discoveries a few days after
encounter and walk. - 2

Poem: "Tournesol." 1

Reflection on circumstances surrounding the writing 
of the poem. Breton intends to confront the imag
inary adventure of the poem with the encounter men
tioned 9 "of life." 2

[Seventeen isolated paragraphs follow, documenting 
problems and revelations of lines from "Tournesol" 
in relation to the real-life encounter and walk.] 6

Reflection on value of self-analysis in regard to the 
content not only of dreams, but of real events._ Fresh 
view of "lfOndine!" incident. Documentation of
marriage. 3
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Table 2.— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Value of self-analysiso Breton believes that there
is nothing in "Tournesol" which does not announce
the adventure in 1934. 2

The ,fl ?Ondine ! 11 incident seen as a summons to the 
1934 encounter.

Documentation of Breton's marriage to the young 
woman.

Chapter V: Love as Solution and Reconciliation of the
Mind of Man with Nature. Documentation of Experience
at Tenerife, Canary Islands. 32

The Teide volcano: identified with sexual necessity.

Young women of Tenerife: identified with presence of
the sexual unconscious. 1

The bullfight: symbol of sexual necessities, echoed
in children's affront of cactus. 1

Black aspect of landscape: identified with emotion
of sexual culmination. 1 -

Dialectic of the location: identified as that of re
generation, the barren touching on abundance.

The garden of Orotava. Parallel of the regenerative 
force of the sempervivium with the will of human subjec
tivity and the Surrealist will to operate at any given 
moment the synthesis of the rational with the "real," 
enlarging it as necessary with that temporarily consid
ered as irrational. 2

The garden described as the heart of reconciled Nature.
Breton's love itself similarly identified. 2

Love proposed as principle of moral.and cultural pro
gress. Engels, Freud. Poetic activity seen as means 
of fixation while also a permanent force of anticipation. 1
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Table 2. 1/Amour fou; Structural Analysis— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Discussion of 11V A g e  d ?orTI and its misinterpretation by 
communistso Total love., requiring engagement (commit
ment), proposed as principle.

Obstacle to love: preoccupation with material neces
sities. Generosity of Nature inexhaustible. Concil
iatory myth of the bread-tree. The young woman seen as 
always another, another "herself." 2 ^

Regeneration, due to receptivity of the senses, is the
bridge of love to the infinite. 1 %

Rationalist thought seen to be ultimately confounded by 
sensation in its extreme manifestations. The phenomenon 
of surprise, existing only in the intricate concilia
tion, in a single object, of the natural and surnaturel, 
is seen to warrant search. 1 %

Due to the receptivity of the senses, the human being, 
in itself an insignificant cause, of its change, is 
seen to acquire critical importance inasmuch as the ef
fect , which is universal and eternal, hinges on it. 3/4

The lesson of de Vinci: consideration of a wall. Pro
posal: man must similarly direct himself allowing only
desire to enlighten him as to the meaning of his own 
future. The powers of objective chance will then oper
ate. 2h

Interpretation of visual illusions and verbal images 
can be communicated and pleasure thus experienced.
Acts are envisioned as also able to emerge in this way
as of the time when they can be considered freely,
without logical or moral preoccupation. 1

Breton considers the room in which he seeks his love as
one of cloud and phantoms. He allows his desire to
lead him. Physical love: a bridge. 1

The "jardins gobe-avions" of Max Ernst seen to resemble 
the disquieting aspect of the countryside. Implica
tion. 1
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Table 2.— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Social (economic atmosphere of little choice) and moral 
(unwillingness to abandon self 9 idea of sin) obstacles 
to love. Breton posits absolute, non-guilty innoscence. 2

The room communicates without obstacle with Nature.

Evidence of terrestrial magnetism. One of poles seen 
by Breton to be in the mind of man, the other, in 
Nature. 1

Proposal that due to the union with Nature, it should 
.be considered with neither adoration nor horror.

Breton addresses the Tiede, identifying it with his 
love, as a route to the infinite.

On the edge of the abyss a new way of life and phil
osophy opens.

Chapter VI: The Trap: Machinations of Obscure Adverse
Powers Provocative of Discord in Love. Documentation
of the Fort-Bloque Situation as a Trap. 19

Implications of the Venus myth: love triumphs at the
price of a wound exacted by adverse powers. 1

Occasional perils of discord encountered by those who 
love fully. Love should not be incriminated in occa
sions which present characteristics of traps; the phe
nomenon should be considered as a fault of life itself.
Need for examination. 2^

Breton and the young woman walk to the Fort-Bloque.
Inhospitable aspect of site. Inexplicable communica
tion barrier emerges. Breton experiences lugubrious 
emotion, unreasonable despair and panic upon seeing a 
metal trellis by uninhabited house. At a distance from 
the house these emotions dissipate. 3h

House revealed as that of Michel Henriot. Mediocre 
halo aspect surrounded house according to Breton.



Table 2, L yAmour fou: Structural Analysis— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Cezanne and the phenomenon of the halo. Definition of 
situation of halo: as if one is in presence of pe
culiar phenomenon of refraction, where the non
transparent milieu is constituted by the mind. lh

Purely exterior circumstances can play temporarily 
destructive role in situation of total love: 3

Possible determining role of two books in the Fort-
Bloque phenomenon. Importance of dismantling such
contrived machinations which provoke affective states
in total contradiction with real feelings. 1

Breton checks situation in which he saw wire trellis; 
a high cement wall exists there. Wall had been 
transparent, on prior occasion, to Breton.

Chapter VII; Letter to Daughter 9

Breton addresses daughter as she will be when sixteen.
Explains his poverty as ransom for his non-slavery to 
life, his self-expression. Daughter is from poetry.
Breton sees himself as a guide in the direction of love*
attempting to raise it to poetic consciousness, in order
for it to win. 4

The birth of the daughter is seen as a "becoming."
Birth of a child with its new aspirations is seen as 
justification of 1 ?amour fou (absolute love), the 
single principle of selection which corresponds to the 
non-vanity of the human passage. 1

Breton’s personal conflict, in 1936, regarding the 
Spanish civil war. Idea of family deplored. Daughter 
seen as accomplishment (conciliation) of natural
necessity and human, logical necessity. lh

Breton wishes for his daughter that she be loved ab
solutely.
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Rogi-Andre, one to the Galerie Simon, one to Henri Cartier-Bresson, and 

one to the New York Times. Of the remaining four of anonymous origin 

three appear to be paintings.

As in Nadja (1928), the two principal subject categories are 

those works of art (now centered around objects, however), of which 

there are eleven illustrations, and of place (five photos). Of the re

maining four photos, three seem to fall somewhat into the first category. 

Only a single photo, that entitled "Tous les petits enfants des mili-

ciens d ’Espagne . . . seems primarily documentary in a traditional 

sense.

Again this innovative photographic enterprise goes well beyond 

coquetry. As an integral extension of the structure it provides docu-" 

mentation of a suggestive nature . designed to attract the interest of 

the discretionary powers of the reader as he forms his own evaluation.

Thematic Structures

Objective Chance

L TAmour fou is a reaction to the malaise and general sense of 

malediction hovering over Europe in the period between the two wars, 

sharpening into conflict in the 1930v s. Throughout the book Breton 

disparages the situation of the epoch and that of the preceding century. 

In contrast to the possibility of a golden age, he rages, an age of mud 

prevails. Symptoms of the illness of society (stupidity, hypocrisy, 

egoistic calculation, preoccupation with material necessities) are con

sidered to be only manifestations of a larger, more imperturbable abcess.
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Breton does not elaborate and explain the origin of the 

maledictiono Religion is laid partly to blame. Religious education is 

described as an historical relic which encourages postponement, of the 

possession of truth and happiness to the au-dela (that which is be

yond) c Breton views this as prevention of such possession in the here 

and now.'*" The dualism of good and evil which Breton learned as a child 9

and its form as the Christian idea of sin, are singled out for particu- 
2lar condemnation.

It is nevertheless the failure of Rationalist and contemporary 

"logical" thought which receives the brunt of the blame: "Cette in

quietude traduit . . . le trouble actuel, paroxystique, de la pensee 
3Ibgique . . . "  " . . .  Une solution plus que suffisante . . . peut

etre toujours attendue de 1 ?abandon des voies logiques ordinaires,

The effectiveness of absolute or statistical determinism of 

science is also rejected. Breton lacks interest in the scientific en

counter inasmuch as it does not presume communication between men, but 

mere shock, repercussions and interactions without psychic penetration.

He is fascinated by the find in daily life in which an apparently 

gratuitous element prevails.^ Referring to his frequent use of a fetish,

1. Ibid., p. 61.

2. Ibid., pp. 8 6 , 105.

3. Ibid., p. 23.

4. Ibid., p. 51.

5. Ibid., p. 16.
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he mentions probability theory as an impotent obstacle to the
1expression of his personal observations» In another passage he

claims that the probability of a person encountering another capable of

helping him discover life in its totality is astronomically slim, but

indicates, through the presence of the young woman, that it can occur,
2however unexpectedly,

A new orientation, a radical departure from Rationalist, log

ical thought, and sidestepping scientific determinism is proposed. For

mulation of the content of the problem and proposal within the context
3of objective chance is articulated in the second chapter.

The impasse of logical thought, Breton indicates in his most 

direct statement on the subject, arises from its position that order and 

the end, for example, in nature, are not identified objectively with 

that which they are in the mind of man.^ When confronted with the oc

currence of situations in which natural necessity becomes one with human 

necessity in such an extraordinary, agitating manner that the two deter

minations appear indiscernable, logical thought is at a loss for an ex

planation* Definition of chance as the encounter of an external 

causality and an internal finality, when applied to an encounter which

1. Ibid., p. 20.

2. Ibid., p. 55.

3. Ibid., pp. 22-31.

4. Ibid., p. 23.
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is subjective to an extreme degree does not 9 however^ Breton observes, 

lead to a situation of petitio principii.

Passing over historically accepted notions of the concept of 

chance, Breton pauses at that of the modern materialists in a rough at

tempt at conciliation of Engels and Freud. Chance is the form of mani

festation of exterior necessity which effects a path in the human 

unconscious.^ Breton suggests, rather, that documentation of an en

counter subjective to an extreme degree will indicate that the occur

rence of circumstances presiding over such an encounter is in no way 

inextricable. Such a concurrence reveals interdependent bonds which 

link the two causal series (natural and human). These are bonds, he 

adds, which in the present state of human knowledge appear subtle, 

fleeting, and troubling:

Nous comptions sur toutes observations . . . qui eussent pu 
etre faites sur le concours de cirConstances . . . pour faire 
ressortir que ce concours n ’est nullement intextricable et 
mettre en evidence les liens de dependence qui unissent les 
deux series causales (naturelle et humaine), liens subtils, 
fugitifs, inquietants dans iVetat actuel de la connaissance, 
mais qui . . . font parfois surgir de vives lueurs.

Breton emphasizes that the distinction between the subjective 

and the objective is poorly established and does not take into consid

eration the evidence for the relationship between the real and the 

imaginary. He again questions the whole idea of causality and

1. Ibid., p. 25.

1. Ibid., pp. 25-26.
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underlines the importance of the coincidence of two series of facts

held to be strictly independent from one another:

C ’est seulement par la mise en evidence du rapport etroit 
qui lie ces deux tertnes^ le reel, 1 'imaginatif, que 
j'espere porter un coup nouveau a la distinction, qui 
me parait de plus en.plus mal fondee, du subjectif et de 
Vobjectif, C ’est seulement de la meditation qu'on peut 
faire porter sur ce rapport que je demande si 1 ’idee de 
causalite ne sort pas completement hagarde, C ’est seule
ment, enfin, par le soulignement de la coincidence continue, 
parfaite, de deux series de faits tenues, jusqu’a nouvel 
ordre, pour rigoureusement independantes', que j ’entends 
justifier et preconiser . . . le comportement lyrique 
. . .  1

In order to provide examination of his hypothesis, he considers 

the example of his immediate experience as documentation of a type of 

experience. It can then be generalized with other human lyrical experi

ence such as love. Once generalized, it can be seen to block non

questioning acceptance of the all-encompassing notion of chance as 

summed up in the essentially Rationalist context of the modern material

ists :

[Quant a] la representation anterieure que j ’en aie eue 
. . . il n ?y avait aucune probabilite a ce qu’elle trouvat 
jamais de corroboration sur le plan reel: a plus forte
raison de corroboration continue, impliquant entre les evene- 
ments que 1 ’esprit s ’etait plu a agencer et les evenements 
reels un incessant parallelisme. Pour si rare et peut-etre 
si elective qu/elle puisse passer, une telle conjonction est 
assez troublante pour qu?il ne puisse etre question de passer 
outre. Rien ne servirait, en effet, de se cacher qu1une fois 
etablie elle est susceptible a elle seule de tenir en echec, 
jusquVa nouvel ordre, toute la pensee rationaliste.2

1. Ibid., p. 61.

2. Ibid., p. 48.
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Since Breton views such conjunctions as the beginning of a 

contact by man with the world of things, he not only believes that the 

characteristics of the phenomenon should be explored and defined but 

that similar phenomena should be provoked. .

Such contact by man with the world of things is seen in Breton's 

comment regarding the conciliation of man and Nature: ” . . . le mag-

netisme terrestre, dont la consideration entraine a placer un des poles 

aimantes dans 1 Tesprit de 1'homme et 1 'autre dans la nature . . .

S'assurer qu'en tout cas ce magnetisme existe, permet, jusqu'a un cer

tain point, de passer outre a la question de savoir si les deux poles 

sont de noms contraires ou de meme nom.

The theme of the magnetic aspect of the force of Nature, ex

pressed in terms of seduction and attraction, is seen to provide a ve

hicle for the expression of just such conciliation in the description of 

the Quai aux Fleurs. Before noting the progressively conciliatory obser

vations of that description, however, a number of indications in the 

paragraphs just preceding it, which suggest the extent of that force, 

should be mentioned. The image of the young woman as a squirrel holding 

a green hazelnut, the account of Breton's emotional state during the 

walk, and notation of his sense of loss when forced to relinquish tem

porary physical closeness, to note only the more obvious examples.

1. Ibid., pp. 107-108.
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contribute to the cumulative effect as a sensory one. Breton conceives 

of sensation as a bridge performing the function of the hyphen between 

events of the mind and those of Nature. In a key passage of the fifth 

chapter he discusses this bridge in terms of that which is sensitive.

He insists on the interlocking aspect of the individual sensory experi

ence with the universal and the resultant force latent in sensory con

tact. The image of the branch is employed. ffUn contact qui n*en a pas 

meme ete un pour nous, un contact involontaire avec un seul rameau de 

la sensitive fait tressaillir en dehors de nous comme en nous tout le 

p r e . C e r t a i n l y  the last part of this statement cannot be overempha

sized. Breton then reiterates the inviolable aspect of universal laws, 

the tendency of the effect toward the infinite and, most importantly, 

his personal situation as a cause.

In this way the preoccupation with expansion toward the infinite, 

evident in the thematic structure of Nadja (1928), continues to evolve 

as an integral part of the theme of objective chance in 1 / Amour fou 

(1937). The theme of surrealist space as one of magnetic forces is also 

present. It is essential to development of the concept of conciliation 

within the notion of objective chance. It emerges clearly in a descrip

tion several pages later. This description offers an abundance of 

terms suggestive of the concentrated will of seduction of the profusion 

of flowers. - ~

1.. Ibid. , p. 97.



This passage is one of the most intensely lyrical of the book.

In it one is reminded of the Hegelian premise quoted by Breton: 

nL ?esprit n'est tenu en eveil et vivement sollicite par le besoin de se 

developper en presence des objets qu*autant qu'il reste en eux quelque 

chose de mysterieux qui n ’a pas encore ete r e v e l e . S i n c e  Breton com

ments that the flowers are willfully combining their force as if. to pro

vide him with all the freshness of sensation 9 the freshness of desire: 

"Toutes les fleurs, a commencer meme par les moins exuberantes de ce

climat 9 conjuguent a plaisir leur force comme pour me rendre toute la
2jeunesse de la sensation.t! He then speaks of his desire. Both the 

adjective "touts" and repetition stress this: "Fontaine clair ou tout

le desir d T entrainer avec moi un etre nouveau se reflete et vient boire 9 

tout le desir de reprendre a deux . . ."

Sensing a reciprocal response in the young woman 9 " . . . vous 

vous penchez longuement sur ces fleurs . . . comme si c'etait moins pour 

les respirer que pour leur ravir leur secret et un tel geste a lui seul 9 

est la plus emouvante reponse que vous puissiez faire . . .  9 "^ Bretons 

echoing the Hegelian premise 5 interprets the situation as that of an 

abundance of advances which life offers him through her. His conclusion 

is in appearance a most banal one 9 an appreciation of her physical at

traction and the observation that she.is as one with the very display of

1. Ibid.9 pp. 49-50.

2 . Ibid . 9 p. 59.

3. Ibid . 9 p. 60.
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flowers. The juxtaposition within the sentence, however, provides the 

same sort of emphasis as italics, and serves to demonstrate Breton’s 

idea of causality. The presence and potential of the life force which 

dominates the scene on pages 107-108 is seen to be the same which leads 

Breton and the young woman, through exterior realities and interior 

necessity, desire, a force of conciliation and pleasure.

The potential of interior necessity— desire— is explored more 

specifically as a causal factor in the fifth chapter, pages 98-102. In 

this discussion Breton points out that the lesson of de Vinci is more 

than a matter of technique. He concentrates on the process involved.

The placement of this discussion between the documentation of the per

sonal experience and before the ten-page eulogy of the force of desire 

serves to clarify arguments against causality as either a purely exter

nal factor or a subjective one. It demonstrates.that the distinction 

between subjectivity and objectivity is invalid: "Tout le probleme du

passage de la subjectivite a 1’objectivite y est implicitement resolu 

et la portee de cette resolution depasse de beaucoup en interet humain 

celle d ’une technique . . ."^

All activities which produce new associations, comments Breton, 

have in common the need of a background of a particular texture. A 

situation of passivity is also required. This allows a solution to 

emerge which to the exclusion of all else embodies that which the person 

needed to experience. The key word, of course, is "needed." The

1. Ibid., p. 99
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example given is that of the poet, where the almost magical creation of 

a sentence is seen to derive from internal necessity— desire— and ex

ternal necessity— the word: 11 » , . un son persistant et vague

vehicule, a I ’exclusion de toute autre, la phrase que nous avions besoin 

d f entendre chanter." Breton is, in effect, reiterating the rationale 

of automatic writing which evolved as freedom of syntax and openness of 

the direction of sentences and words in Nadja (1928). This is discussed 

in this study in the section on lexical elements and syntactical aspects 

in Nadja (1928) .

Such a situation is enlightening as it reveals the nature of

reality, Breton implies. One of his clearest statements on reality is

found in this discussion:

Les objets de la realite n v existent pas seulement en tant que 
tels: de la consideration des lignes qui composent le plus
usuel d ’entre eux surgit— sans meme qu’il soit necessaire de 
cligner des yeux— une remarquable image-devinette avec 
laquelle il fait corps et qui nous entretient, sans erreur 
possible, du seul objet reel, actuel, de notre desir.l

The observation is extended to include verbal imagery and acts 

themselves. The article "L’Objet fantome," extracted from Les Vases 

communicants (1955), with illustration, in Le Surrealisme au Service de

Revolution, No. 3, 1930-31, p. 20, is also enlightening.

The objective chance and happiness involved in such discovery 

should not be considered to be an isolated, individual matter, Breton 

advises. They constitute, rather, an integral part of man’s essence.

1. Ibid., p. 101.
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With the forces of objective chance at his disposal and logical 

principles in flight in such situations, even the possibility of man’s 

knowledge of his own potential future, his own potential "becoming,11 ap

proaches reality, claims Breton. All that is needed, he proposes, is 

man’s undivided consideration of the screen of his life, upon which all 

he wants to know is written in phosphorescent letters, "in letters of 

desire.

Suggestion of the annunciatory value of such passive self- 

analysis , with desire as the directive force, appears in the fourth 

chapter also: " . . .  1 ’auto-analyse [peut] parfois epuiser le contenu

des evenements reels, au point de les faire dependre entierement de
y. 21’activite anterieure la moins dirigee de 1 ’esprit." It is important 

to keep the differentiation between annunciatory value and valuation of 

desire as an independent causal series well in mind. Once again recog

nition of the Hegelian element in Breton’s thought may prove useful. 

Articles concerning Hegel in Le Surrealisme au Service de la Revolution 

(1930-31), notably "Georg Hegel" in No. 3, and "En Lisant Hegel" in No.

6, contribute to a fuller understanding of this element.

Throughout the book there is a clear dialectical suggestion that 

emptiness, or in other words, a problem, be this in the mind of man or 

in Nature, tends to elicit abundance and solution. In the fifth chapter, 

for instance, it is implied that the dialectic of the place is that of

1. Ibid., p. 100.

2. Ibid., p. 73.
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regeneration and that this dialectic corresponds through objective 

chance.to Breton’s personal dialectic at the moment.^ This is presented 

in a poetic, descriptive manner; explicit discussion of dialectical pro

cess is absent. -

Breton's concern with mental and emotional conditioning as 

it affects such a process seems to be more evolved, more emphasized in 

L'Amour fou (1937) than in Nadja (1928). In the latter it was hinted 

at and suggested but hot discussed and elaborated at length. The

"L'Ondine!" incident and the poem "Toumesol" are cited specifically as
2instances of such conditioning. Personal use of the Tarot and fetishes 

is also suggested.

Preoccupation with the occult, furthermore, continues to be 

documented. The mythology of ancient Egypt is mentioned in several pas

sages and continuing and growing preoccupation with astrological in

fluences is revealed throughout the book. Although not always stressed 

as a means of conditioning, their value as such is implied, due to the 

number of times and situations in which they are mentioned.

References to ancient Egypt, however peripheral, do in fact 

foreshadow structures which will emerge and acquire importance in 

Arcane 17 (1945). Isis, the phoenix, and the pyramid are noted, as well
3as ancient Egypt itself.

1. Ibid., p. 82.

Ibid., p. 77.

3. Ibid., pp. 12, 79, 103, 50.
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Astrological references are frequent. These were hinted at in

Nadja (1928) in the thematic structures related to Breton’s self-concept

as a Pisces. In L ?Amour fou (1937) specific references to astrological

events receive special emphasis. Not only knowledge of his birth chart

is revealed when he refers to the conjunction of Venus and Mars at the

time of his birth, but personal, continued reference to it is revealed

when he observes that this may be the cause of the frequent occurrence

in his life of the barbs of discord within a love relationship. An

active interest in astrological events is revealed in his notations

that Venus was in full occultation with the moon at the .time of the

flL TOndine!n incident and that the sun was in Cancer on the day of the

first walk to the Fort-Bloque. Breton’s ability to perceive the coin-
2cidence inherent in the plaque in FlamelVs arcade with the eclipse of 

April 10th, as well as his awareness of the coincidence between the past 

history of alchemy as carried on in the vicinity of St-Jacques and the

chemical meaning of "toumesol,11 litmus paper, is due to related condi-
_  . 3tionmg.

The notion of occult, magical powers also finds acceptance. 

Mention of communications or messages conveyed to man by such powers,

1. Ibid., p. 113.

2. Ibid., p. 68. Note that Flamel is mentioned, as well, in 
the narration of an even greater coincidence, in Arcane 17 (1945). 
(Part III of the "Ajours").

3. Ibid., p. 56.
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and of mysterious communication between persons appears explicitly

throughout the book: n . . » qu? on tente de provoquer le plus grand

nombre de communications , . , .  ma seule disponibilite e . .

me maintient en communication mysterieuse avec les autres etres dis-

ponibles comme si nous etions appeles a nous reunir soudain . . .

Use of the noun "puissances9n "powers9n is often ambiguous9 as,

for instance9 during description of the exposition of the blank screen

by which man can come to know the direction of his acts: "La . . . tous

les principes logiques, mis en deroute, se porteront a sa rencontre les
3puissances du hasard objectif qui se jouent de la vraisemblance,"

In the discussion of the walk to the Fort-Bloque and the villa 

du Loch, Breton in fact considers the possible presence of emanations, 

curses, obscure powers, and machinations of such powers. He comments on 

the possible causes of the emotional disturbance experienced during the 

walk: "Tout s'etait passe comme si j ’avais subi, je n ’avais pas ete

seul a subir, precisement de 1'un a 1 ?autre, les effets d ’emanations 

deleteres, d ? emanations s ’attaquant au principe meme de la vie morale. 

Fallait-il admettre que la malediction etatit tombee sur ce lieu . . .

The proximity of two books is also seen to have played a deter

mining role in conjunction with the house, the stream, and the fort

1. Ibid., p. 49. 

.2. Ibid., pp. 32-33. 

3. Ibid., p. 100.

4. Ibid., p . 126.
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itself 9 in respect to the emotional state of the couple. He 

observes:

. . . ces deux livres semblent bien . . . .  avoir joue un role 
surdeterminant des plus decisifs.. Par quel mystere parvinrent- 
ils a entrer en composition avec d v autres elements tels que 
cette maison, ce ruisseau— le Loch lui-meme— ce fort . . . 
pour provoquer chez nous simultanement un etat affectif en 
totale contradiction avec nos sentiments reels?!

After having attributed provocative power to such elements,

Breton suggests not only the existence of very obscure powers, but their

interference and machination in human affairs: "Tout se passe comme

si, en pareil cas, V o n  etait vietime d 1une machination des plus

savantes de la part de puissances qui demeurent, jusqu’a nouvel ordre,
2fort obscures.11 He then notes the discrepancy of the scene which he 

saw the day of the walk with that of his return to the Fort-Bloque. 

Standing where, to his mind, there had been a metal trellis, there was, 

upon his return, a concrete wall of a height which would have prevented 

Breton from seeing beyond it. Breton, thus concluding the sixth chap

ter, the final one before the letter to his daughter, matter of factly 

documents this situation of his personal realities. It is a situation 

of the clairvoyant, of the seer.

Whereas in Nadja (1928) such powers were imputed to Nadja but 

not to Breton (the Bois-Charbon hallucinations falling into another

1. Ibid., pp. 126-127.

2. Ibid., p. 127.
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category) 9 in L ?Amour fou (1937) Breton unequivocally declares himself 

a seer. Again, a power is held accountable: " . . . je m ’etais as-

treint en consequence a ne pas demeriter de la puissance qui, dans la
> 1 direction de 1  - amour eternel, m ? avait fait voir . . . 11

Thus the question of objective chance as expressed in L ?Amour 

fou (1937) is a complex one. Based on the creative force inherent in 

objective humor, the notion is nevertheless nuanced by Breton’s constant 

preoccupation with occult, magical, and astrological influence. Such 

complexity is a part of the inclusive nature of Surreal thought, a rad

ical departure from compartmentalized ways of perceiving, experiencing 

and acting.

The Encounter

In L ’Amour fou (1937), the person who has a sense of surreality 

is shown to create, in a world where there are causalities, encounters. 

As in Nadja (1928), documentation of such encounters forms a central 

preoccupation and structure of the work.

Conditions for the encounter remain essentially the same in the 

two books. Its characteristics are explored in greater depth, however,

1. Ibid. , p. 134. Breton then adds, 11 . . . et accorde le 
privilege plus rare de faire voir. The adjective "rare” is virtually
absent from Breton’s prose. Its use in this passage of the conclusion, 
wtihin the context of Breton, seer, may be seen to foreshadow its use in 
the concluding passage of Arcane 17 (1945), where it acquires critical 
importance in the revelation of the geai rare as Gerard (de Nerval), 
and of Breton’s identification with Nerval.
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and three types of encounters emerge; that of the subject with an 

object 3 that of a subject with a subject and that of a subject with 

language.

The conditions of relaxation and openness to chance emerge in

association with the conditions of availability and wandering. Breton

emphasizes his reliance on these to provide him with encounters 9 in

terms of desire:

, . . . je n 1attends rien que de ma seule disponibilite,
que de cette soif d ’errer a la rencontre de tout . . .^

Je sentais me posseder peu a peu le tourment d ?une interro
gation qui s faccommodait mal de rester muette . . . Je sais 
si peu ce qui me guidait . . .  2

. . «, il me semble que j ?ai ete emporte a mon tour comme 
les figurants de la premiere scene . . .3

Future possibilities are seen to depend on such a predisposition:

11 . . . cette nuit-la, je me reprends a lire dans 1 ?avenir ce qui pour-

rait <, ce qui devait etre si le coeur disposait.I?

The conditioning which waiting and attentiveness to manifesta

tions provides is described in the first chapter in the discussion of 

Breton's personal use of fetishes and Tarot cards.^ It is also sug

gested in the description of Tenerife in the fifth chapter. In this 

description Breton describes the latent potential of adolescent

1 . Ibid . 9 p. 32.

2 . Ibid . 9 p. 52.

3. Ibid . 9 p. 54.

4. Ibid . 9 pp. 19-20.
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sexuality: " L a  pierre incandescente de 1 ’inconscient sexual 9

departicularisee au possible, tenue a 1 'abri de toute idee de posses

sion immediate . , .IT̂

Another aspect of waiting and attentiveness which receives spe

cific attention is that of the situation of two persons associated with 

a single desire which is more or less conscious and revolves around 

typical preoccupations in common, Breton proposes that this is likely 

to facilitate a find, one of the three principal types of encounters, 

due to creation of a fresh necessity for equilibrium. This is illus

trated through a metaphor in which electrical imagery is used in a man-
oner similar to that in the Manifeste (1924) and Nadja (1928) and 

reiterated in relationship to understanding-between two or several per

sons in terms of causality:

Cette sympathie . , , serait . , , de nature a faire passer 
dans le domaine du hasard favorable , , . des rencontres qui 
lorsqu’elles n ’ont lieu que pour un seul ne sont pas prises 
en consideration, sont rejetees dans 1 ?accidental. Elle 
mettrait en jeu a notre profit une veritable finalite seconde, 
au sense de possibilite d'atteindre un but par la conjugaison 
avec notre volonte . . . d ’une autre volonte humaine . . .
Sur le plan individual I ’amitie et 1 ?amour, comma sur le plan 
social les liens . . . sont seuls capables de favoriser cette 
combinaison brusque, eclatante de phenomenas qui appartien- 
nent a des series causales independantes.3

The encounter is characterized as actualization of inner neces

sity and desire in several passages. This occurs in Breton’s

1. Ibid., pp. 78-79.

2. Ibid., p. 37.

3. Ibid., pp. 41-42.
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reflections 9 for example, on the implications of his need for a 

replica of the slipper of Cinderella: " . . , au moment ou j'ai congu

le desir de sa realisation et de sa possession, je n Tai aucune peine a 

comprendre qu'elle symbolisait pour mol une femme unique, inconnue, mag-

nifiee et dramatisee par le sentiment de ma solitude et de la necessite
, j.imperieuse d'abolir en moi certains souvenirs.n

A characteristic suddenness announces the encounter in Nadja

(1928). In 1/Amour fou (1937), there is a new emphasis on the latent

aspect of revelation as an integral part of such suddenness. In the

second postscript (1936) to the third chapter, Breton notes the delay,

then sudden revelatory interpretation of the mask. By confronting the

poem "Tournesol," published in 1923, with the real-life adventure of

1934, Breton attempts to demonstrate that the latter is seen to be the
2delayed actualization of the former.

Similarly, to the related characteristics surprise and aston

ishment in the encounter frequently documented in Nadja (1928), is 

added, in L TAmour fou (1937), a preoccupation with its gratuity and its 

ability to satisfy far beyond that initially imagined to be the solu

tion. An example of this is the case of the glass slipper. In this 

observation the latent aspect is also noted: " . . . il devenait clair

que l f objet que j * avals desire contempler jadis s T etait construit hors

1. Ibid., p. 44.

2. Ibid., p. 6 6 .
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de moi, tres different 9 tres au-dela de ce qu1eusse imagine 9 et au 

mepris de. plusieurs donnees immediates trompeuses.

The progressive affective configuration which emerges from 

circumstances (and the concurrence of circumstances surrounding the en

counter) also emerges as characteristic of the encounter. A new term 

is employed in this regard, "magical-circumstantial." Breton comments: 

"Le ’magique-circonstanciel 1 . . . ne peut, par definition, se manifest

er qu’a la faveur d ’une analyse rigoureuse et approfondie des circon-
2stances du jeu desquelles il est issu."

Such a revelation demonstrates a catalyzing force in the en

counter which causes it to exist subsequently in the subject’s mind as 

a more unified reality than initially perceived. Certitude is con

ferred, in this sense, as stressed in the discussion of Giacometti’s 

find, the mask, in relation to his completion of the sculpture: "II me

semble impossible de sous-estimer son role, lorsque je me rends compte 

de la parfaite unite organique de ce frele et imaginaire corps de femme 

que nous admirons aujourd’hui.

Finally, concrete physical aspects of the encounter also receive 

specific documentation and elaboration to a greater extent than in Nadja 

(1928). Sensory contact is appreciated in the description of the finds

1. Ibid., p. 41.

2. Ibid., p. 26.

3. Ibid., pp. 36-37.
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at the Flea Market9 for instance9 and in that of Breton's first walk

with his second wife:

Les deux objets, qu'on nous avait remis non enyeloppes . • . 
et qui nous imposaient avec eux ce contact sensoriel anorm- 
alement prolonge, nous ramenaient sans cesse a la considera
tion de leur existence concrete . . .1

II me deviendrait peut-etre brusquement impossible de faire 
un pas, sans le secours d'un bras qui vient s'unir a mon 
bras et me rappeler a la vie reelle en m'eclairant de- 
licieusement de sa pression le contour d'un sein.^

Encounters, as they emerge in L 1Amour fou (1937), fall, as has

been stated, into three main categories: that of the subject with an

object; that of a subject with a subject; and that of a subject with

language.

Breton's preoccupation of the encounter with an object evolves 

more explicitly in L'Amour fou (1937) than in Nadja (1928). It is ex

plored briefly in relation to the Hegelian notion of attraction to ob

jects in terms of their unrevealed mystery and strangeness, as mentioned 

earlier. In what appears to be intentional opposition to the term

deja v u , Breton employs the term jamais vu in the latter respect.^ In
• (

encounters of this type, Breton focuses primarily on his encounter with 

the spoon and that of Giacometti with the mask.

The critical role which objects play in providing encounters for 

him in his daily life is documented. Describing certain personal

1. Ibid., p. 36.

2. Ibid., p. 54.

3. Ibid., p. 35.
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procedures«, he recounts having sought encounters by opening books, by

placing objects in bizarre or central positions, and by creating 
1objects.

The notion of the person encounter emerges primarily in the cen

tral documentation of the encounter of Breton and his second wife. Un

like the thematic structure in Nadja (1928), the structure of L *Amour 

fou (1937) focuses on this single personal phenomenon, there being no

brief descriptions of such personal encounters as there are in the

preface of Nadja (1928). The one exception is that of the encounter, 

with several others, in the form of an X at the Flea Market.

Suggestion of potential encounters of other selves with other 

theoretical beings occurs in the description of Breton’s mental 

theater. There is thus expansion of the notion of the encounter with
/s 2the self beyond the notion of uEst-ce moi-meme?" of Nadja (1928).

The potentiality of the occurrence of such encounters in daily life, he 

suggests, depends on his availability. This is a condition which as

sures him of being held in mysterious communication with others also
3available, as if they might be called to reunite suddenly.

The third category of encounter, that of subject with language, 

is mentioned more explicitly than in Nadja (1928), although within a 

similar frame of reference. Breton notes the Surrealist attraction for

1. Ibid., pp. 19-20.

2. Andre Breton, N ., p. 138.

3. ______________ , A F . , p. 32.
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word games in which unforeseen words serve to confront and complete 

others such as "qu'est-ce que9n "si," and "quand," creating images 

unable to be found otherwise.^

Exposition of the potential of such encounters of language, 

pages 90-91, indicates Breton's intense preoccupation with this cate

gory and substantiates his position as one of the earliest writers of 

the twentieth century to anticipate a new vision of language and

language-play as a vital part of life and literature.

In this passage, kinship between language-play of children and

the technique of Raymond Roussel is acknowledged. The technique, Breton

observes, seems to have put Roussel in possession of the very keys of 
2the imagination. After having described Roussel's process as one of 

choosing a word, then joining another to it by the preposition "a," he 

adds that it suffices to join any substantive to any other for an in

finite world of new representations to arise. He nevertheless stresses 

that Roussel's process dominates all others, due to the fact that it 

provides evidence of the myth of inexhaustible generosity of nature, 

able to meet the most diverse human needs throhgh the conciliation of 

the pleasure and reality principles.

The valuation of work and the inhibiting moral constrictions 

imposed by adulthood are then violently rejected. Breton stresses his 

regret for the consequent loss of enjoyment which games and love

1. Ibid., p. 42.

2. Ibid., p. 90.
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provide. Breton sees these (games and love) as naturally provided for 

through the force toward conciliation of the pleasure and pain (real

ity) principles. He focuses for a moment on the inestimable quality
. c

within the very syllables of a noun. As he pursues the notion of

V arbre a pain a brief display of the potential inherent in language-

play emerges. Unexpected encounters are seen to create fresh encounters9

black humor and childlike delight:

Ce qu'exige aprement 1 Yentretien de cette vie perd toute 
valeur au passage des grands arbres de reve dont chacun de
cline pour 1 ?homme une qualite inappreciable incluse dans 
les syllabes meme de son nom. L ’arbre a pain, 1 Tarbre a
beurre ont appele a eux 1 ?arbre a sel, V  arbre a poivre:
c ’est tout un dejeuner frugal qui s Timprovise. Quelle faim!
L ’arbre du voyageur et l farbre a savon vont nous permettre 
de nous presenter a table les mains nettes. C ’est la bonne 
auberge rimbaldienne, je crois.^

A new vision of language discovering and revealing itself ap

pears in this passage. It is one which continues and expands that of 

Rimbaud and Roussel. It suggests, through its elaboration and presence

in the text, the dynamic force ready to be tapped and enjoyed in twen

tieth century literature.

L ’Amour fou

It is as seer and guide, above all, that Breton considers him-
2self qualified to write of love. Claiming that certain powers seem to 

have conferred that privilege on him, he maintains that the notion of

1. Ibid., p. 91.

2. Ibid., p. 134.
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love should be raised to poetic consciousness. He insists, in fact,
2that the whole modern concept of love be recast.

Traditional concepts of love are examined in the light of 

Bretonvs personal experiences. They are attacked, discarded or mod

ified by him. A new concept of a dialectical nature emerges which 

Breton terms l yamour fou, mad love. In the thematic structure of the 

book, this emerges as Breton elaborates new proposals, particularly in 

the consideration of two problems. The first is that of the romantic 

concept of the object of love being that of a single love (Chapter I). 

The second is that of the concept that love is subject to deterioration 

with time and circumstance (Chapters IV, V, VII).

In the attack on the first concept, Breton maintains that the 

cases of Shelley, Nerval, and Arnim illustrate the ever-increasing con

flict due to this problem. While the mind ingeniously attempts to envi

sion the object of its love as the only one, he observes, social
2conditions in most cases inevitably destroy such an illusion. He pro

poses a synthesis of this idea and its negation. The parallelism of 

the two rows of theoretical beings showed them only arbitrarily equal in 

number, he reveals, adding that actually the man would recognize only 

his own self and only one face from the row of women. This is the last 

face loved, he maintains.

1. Ibid., pp. 66, 134-135.

2. Ibid., p. 9.
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He then elaborates the basis for his hypothesis; his belief in 

the ever-increasing subjectivity of desire. Beneath the disparate ap

pearances of the faces in his mental theater, he suggests, there is 

present with continually increasing precision a highly exceptional 

trait or attitude in common. This is one for which he experiences 

great need, arising in fact from a sense of deprivation. This game of 

substitution provides strong corroboration, he adds, that both physical 

aspects and a number of particularly appreciated qualities were present 

to some degree in the others loved previously. Furthermore, it verifies 

the popular notion, which is, however, of only limited dogmatic form, 

that there does exist a certain type of man or woman for a certain in

dividual.^

Breton, however, emphasizes the significance in his concept of

the real choice of the two individuals of the couple, " . . .  deux etres
2qui se sont reellement choisis," since they experience love and passion 

at a moment when this is essential for both. In this they are guided 

by their desires rather than by external determinations. It cannot be 

over-emphasized that Breton does not envision a man and woman predes

tined for one another. Instead, he sees the two as becoming absolute 

for one another at a certain moment. It is this critical importance of 

the moment which is underlined in a reference, reminiscent of the image

1. Ibid., p. 10.

2, Ibid., p. 11.
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of the mental theater, to the young woman during their walk along the

Quai aux Fleurs:

Fontaine claire ou tout le desir d ’entrainer avec moi un 
etre nouveau se reflate et vient boire, tout le desir 
de reprendre a deux, puisque cela n fa encore pu se faire, 
le chemin perdu au sortir de 1 ’enfance et qui glissait, 
embaumant la femme encore inconnue, la femme a venir, entre 
les prairies. Est-ce enfin vous cette femme, est-ce seule- 
ment auj our.d1 hui que vous deviez venir? 1

The second concept which Breton attacks is that which views 

love as inevitably subject to deterioration with time and circumstance. 

Included in this concept is the notion that sexual culmination is in

variably followed, by a decline in the love potential between the two 

persons. Breton notes that, taken to its logical conclusion, the lat

ter notion would have culmination and realization of love lead to its

own ruin, since mutual insufficiency would result, and finally, through
2their lack of mystery for one another, extinction of attraction.

Breton takes specific issue with the notion that love is merely
3the function of a lack of acquaintance in several key passages. He 

particularly berates the excuses of one's being over-used to the part

ner, and lassitude. Two causes are indicated for such a moral error in 

thinking. Social influences are seen to hinder true freedom of choice. 

He believes that this general situation can be changed only by

1. Ibid., p. 59.

2. Ibid., p. 104.

3. Ibid., pp. 60-61, 104-105.
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destruction of the economic bases of present society. Nevertheless he 

envisions victory on the part of love.

The moral error in thinking lies specifically, however, in the 

lack of liberation of one's self, in love, from all extraneous preoccu

pations. Religious education and the idea of sin are blamed at length. 

According to Breton, these create fear and lack of self-confidence, 

inhibiting the abandon and commitment necessary: !,Une telle entreprise

ne pourra etre menee entierement a bien tant qu'a I'echelle universelle' 

on n'aura pas fait justice de 1 'infame idee chretienne du peche.M^

There has never existed any forbidden fruit, he claims, adding that 

temptation alone is divine. Temptation for Breton, of course, involves 

ever-increasing reliance on the perception of one's own desire. Through 

this process the loved one acquires infinite dimensions: "L'amour re-

ciproque, tel que je 1 'envisage, est un dispositif de miroirs qui me 

renvoient, sous les mille angles que peut prendre pour moi 1 'inconnu,

1 'image fidele de celle que j'aime, toujours plus surprenante de divina-
2tion de mon propre desir et plus doree de.vie."

Further clarification of the relationship of desire to the 

dialectical nature of Breton's concept of love occurs in the conclusion 

to Chapter III. In this discussion Breton states that both the sexual 

instinct and the death instinct operate like survival instincts. In 

his evaluation of the total encounter at the Flea Market, he remarks

1. Ibid., p, 105.

2. Ibid., pp. 105-106.
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ithat the situation in which these instincts played so clear a role 

contributed not merely to his continuing to live, but to his ability to 

love again.

Inner devastation and absence of love are not seen as betrayals 

of nature since the principle of renewal remains ever present. Breton 

emphasizes this when he considers the emotional state he was in before 

having met his second wife: !,J ?ai connu, en 1 Tabsence de cet amour, les

vrais ciels vides, les flottaisons de tout ce que je me preparais a 

saisir sur la mer Morte, le desert de fleurs. La nature me trahissait- 

elle? non, je sentais que le principe de sa devastation etait en moi.

II ne manquait qu’un grand iris de feu partout de moi pour donner du 

prix a ce qui existe." The constancy of the process of formation and 

destruction described in Chapter I in the description of coral forma

tions finds an echo in Chapter VI as well. Breton expresses his fasci

nation with the myth of Venus in the passage: "Que ce rnythe de Venus 

est done a la fois cruel et beau! D ?un amour mort ne peut surgir que 

le printemps d ’une anemone. C ’est au prix d'une blessure exigee par

les puissances adverses qui dirigent I ’homme que triomphe 1 ?amour 
2vivant."

Carnal love is in fact stressed in the description of Venus and 

the shepherd and throughout the book. Even the expression of Almani is 

seen as one possible manner (however wild) of loving Nature. The

1. Ibid., p. 108.

2. Ibid., p. 113.

/
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benefits 9 nevertheless 9 attributed to love as it answers the prodding 

of desire are seen to be diverse, answering complex needs.

Love is seen to facilitate problem solving, to liberate the
1self from the past and to transform determinations into possibilites.

2Individual focus acquires the potential of a multitude of couples. 

Consequently, the sense of duration disappears and a sense of timeless

ness prevails. Although difficulties appear even when love is most
3sure of itself, these must not be imputed to love, Breton cautions.

He centers Chapter VI around one such instance.

To sum up: love, as Breton conceives it, is absolute, inasmuch 

as it is a blind aspiration toward that which is better. It is envi

sioned as the sole principle of physical and moral selection able to
4stand as a sign of the validity of the human passage.

Woman and Child: Liberating, Creative Forces

Just as in the 1928 work Breton explores the integrative power 

of Nadja in the creative mental experience, in L 'Amour fou (1937) he 

focuses on the integrative power of woman in the creative love experi

ence. In both works he documents the ability of woman to construct 

possibilities of objective chance through her incarnation and libera

tion of the natural life forces of desire.

1. Ibid., pp. 54-56.

2. Ibid., p. 102.

3. Ibid., pp. 113-115.

4. Ibid., p. 136.
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The force of this common denominator 9 desire, is clearly 

situated in the unconscious, he believes. It is revealed through the 

presentation of hysterical behavior and resultant creative originality, 

in the case of Nadja. It is in general revealed in the preoccupation 

with expression of the eternal normal sexual impulses and instincts. 

Breton pays particular attention to these as they are associated with 

birth, childhood, adolescence, and, in the case of Breton1s second 

wife, with carnal love. Thus the very pathological nature of the un

conscious , due to its natural tendency toward dissociation and rebel

lion against rigidly fixed norms, is ever more clearly valued in 

'Breton1s thought. As indirectly suggested in the conclusion to the 

preceding section on mad love, it is considered the essential resource 

for continuation of a healthy society. This preoccupation is found 

throughout Arcane 17 (1945).

Breton, as has been shown in the thematic study on Nadja (1928), 

sees this pathological nature of the unconscious to be of an essen

tially electro-magnetic nature. He singles out attractions and re

pulsions for documentation as conciliation of mental perception and 

representation in the promenade and encounter. In L 1Amour fou (1937) 

this magnetism as it surrounds woman and her ability to change and 

transform is often described in terms of waiting and hunger, sensual 

temptation and seductive power. I shall therefore first examine this 

fresh thematic treatment in L 1Amour fou (1937). Then I shall explore 

its identification with conciliation and creation, as woman is asso

ciated with birth, childhood, adolescence, carnal love and language.
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As in Nadja (1928) , the latent force of woman in L yAmour fou

(1937) is closely associated with the condition of objective chance«,

the wait. This first appears in Chapter I, when., suggesting the value
1of lures 9 Breton reveals his wait for a woman. Several pages later 9 

in a play on words: nIci 9 VOndine! . . . A h 9 oui 9 on le fait ici 9

I ’Ondine!,T̂  the dialectic process of hunger and nourishment is sug

gested in direct relation to woman. In Chapter III this preoccupation

emerges again in a passage concerning completion of Giacometti’s female 
3statue and in Breton’s observation that no specific orientation di

rected the writing of " T o u r n e s o l . I n  both instances the female face 

remains unvisualized initially but acquires reality in a striking manner 

at a later time.

Related imagery of sensual temptation is present in Chapter IV 

when Breton describes his wife during their first encounter: 11 . . .

son sourire . . .  me laisse aujourd’hui le souvenir d ’un ecureil tenant 

une noisette verte.

In the more extended description of the Quai aux Fleurs 9 in

tense preoccupation with the forces of seduction and regeneration pre

vails. Multi-layered imagery appealing to the senses of sight 9 smell 9

1. Ibid . 9 p. 19.

2. Ibid . 9 p. 21.

3. Ibid . 9 p. 33.

4. Ibid. 9 p. 6 Z6 .

5. Ibid . 9 p. 53.
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and touch creates an atmosphere of immense vegetal profusion. The

specific power of fragrance and beauty is singled out for emphasis in

the description of the arrival of rose flowerpots. Preoccupation with

regeneration, birth and early infancy emerges as Breton describes the

effect of the spectacle of vegetal textures:

. . .  elles sont nees si semblables les unes aux autres 
de 1v ensemencement. Tout engourdies aussi par la nuit 
et si pures encore de tout contact qu’il semble que c ’est 
par immenses dortoirs qu'on les a transportees. Sur le 
sol pour moi a nouveau immobilisees, elles reprennent 
aussitot leur sommeil, serrees les unes contre les autres 
et jumelles a perte de vue.^

Throughout this text, integrative, conciliatory forces of 

Nature can be seen to be associated with woman. Documentation of en

counters between that which is vegetal with that which is mineral con

tributes to this, since several lines later, Breton's wife is seen as 

one with the entire spectacle:

. . . etoffes vegetales lorsqu'elles font vraiment connais- 
sance avec le pave de la ville . . . 1 ?heliotrope penche 
sur les ronds et noirs du terreau mouille ses milliers de 
cretes . . . les begonias recomposent . . . leur grande 
rosace de vitrail . . . Et d'ailleurs, vous . . . physique- 
ment si attirante . . . c'est trop peu dire qu'ajouter que 
vous ne faites qu'un avec cet epanouissement meme.2

The identification of woman with forces of reconciliation is re

affirmed in a passage in Chapter V. Here similar juxtaposition of the 

animate with the inanimate is documented. Breton addresses his wife 

in the garden at Orotava: "Je t'aime jusqu'a me perdre dans I 1illusion

1. Ibid. , p. 59.

2. Ibid., pp. 59-60.
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qu?une fenetre est pratiquee dans un petale du datura trop opaque ou

trop transparent«» que je suis seul ici sous I'arbre et qu’a un signal

qui se fait merveilleusement attendre je vais aller te rejoindre dans
2la fleur fascinante et fatale."

In Chapter VII the notion of reconciliation is seen as summed

up in Breton’s daughter. This occurs when the discussion of coral as a
2reintegrative force of Chapter I is echoed in the description of the

infant: "Ma toute petite enfant . . . qui etes faite a la fois comme
3le corail et la perle . . . "

The theme of reconciliation also appears throughout the book 

through emphasis on the close associations between motherhood and in

fancy and between motherhood and sexuality. A number of references are 

fleeting and scarcely noticeable, as in the description of the Cite

quarter as the cradle of Paris.^ References to 1 ’Online, Isis and Venus,

however, are more extended. A closer look at these three goddesses 

shows them to be associated with passion, fecundity, and children. Ref

erence to Isis should be noted as explicitly concerned with passion in 

a manner echoed, later, in the description of Venus:

Les grands yeux clairs, aube ou aubier, crosse de fougere, 
rhum ou colchique, les plus beaux yeux des musees et de la 
vie a leur approche comme les fleurs eclatent s ’ouvrent

1. Ibid., p. 8 6 .

2. Ibid., pp. 14-15.

3. Ibid., p. 130.

4. Ibid,, p . 56.
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pour ne plus voir, sur toutes les branches de 1 vair„ Ces 
yeux, qui n ?expriment plus que sans nuance 1 Textase, la 
fureur, Veffroi, ce sont les yeux d ’Isis . . .1

C'est qu’en effet la passion, aux magnifiques yeux egares, 
doit patir d*avoir a se meler a la lutte terrestre.^

3Equally explicit are frequent references to the breast, which 

again link woman to reconciliation with Nature, as suggested, indirect

ly, in the description of the garden of Orotava: "au.sein de la Nature

reconciliee, Preoccupation with maternal milk, furthermore, becomes 

associated with sexual expression of the male, and with the natural 

freedom of expression of the unconscious in children, in the episode of 

the cactus mutilation. This episode effectively links childhood with 

Breton through the earlier description of the fetish mentioned in Chap

ter 1 .^

The notion that the domain of the unconscious remains naturally 

a source of attraction for children, as suggested in Nadja (1928) 

does indeed continue to evolve as part of the thematic structure in 

L yAmour fou (1937). This is so not only in the cactus episode but also 

in the ever-present association of childhood with the central encounter

1. Ibid., p. 12.

2. Ibid., p. 110.

3. Ibid., pp. 13, 54, 70, 78, 80.

4. Ibid., p. 85.

5. Ibid., p. 20.

6 . Andre Breton, N . , p. 8 6 .
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and promenade of the book. The notion of rediscovered9 revitalized

childhood is present in the notation of the childlike gait of Breton’s 
1second wife and in the formulation of Breton’s desire to once again

2take, with her, the ’’chemin perdu au sortir de 1 ’enfance. ” It is seen

to be facilitated by woman in the tribute to absolute love: t!Un jour 

viendra ou 1 ’homme saura te reconnaltre pour son seul maitre „ . . Sur 

ce banc, a 1 ’ecole du paletuvier, je sais bien que je ne suis que cet 

homme tout enfant . .

Documentation of the promenade of woman as led by latent desire 

also forms an essential part of the thematic structure. It evolves per

haps directly from the preoccupation with and documentation of Nadja’s 

promenades and their origin in the pathological structure of the uncon

scious. Suggestion of such a promenade first appears in Breton’s inter

pretation of the spoon as Cinderella’s slipper: ”Le contenu latent,
4sexuel, est assez transparent . . . ” The slipper can be identified 

with the quickened step of the women of Tenerife: ” . . . au fur et a

mesure que la nuit tombe accelere sa gamme le talon de la tres jeune 

fille, le talon qui commence a se hausser d ’un secret . . . It can 

also be identified with Breton’s second wife through notation of the

1. Andre Breton, AF ., p. 54.

2. Ibid., p. 59.

3. Ibid., pp. 85-86.

4. Ibid., p. 45.

5. Ibid., p. 78.
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image from "Tournesol," Hla voyageuse marchant sur la pointe des

pieds,,11̂  and with his daughter 9 through the vision of "L’Ecusette de

Noireul" as an adolescent: " . . . d fun pas de somnambule une jeune

fille glissera sous de hautes voutes 9 ou clignera seule une lampe 
2votive * . ."

Somnambulism being the unhampered expression of deep psychic

forces 9 as exemplified by Nadja 9 this reference serves to reiterate and

clarify the wholesome 9 integrative aspect of her hysterical behavior.

Its source is the same force that Breton senses to be present 9 however

latent 9 in his daughter: " . . . laissez-moi penser que vous serez

prete alors a incarner cette puissance eternelle de la femme 9 la seule
3davant laquelle je me sois jamais incline." As he stresses his daught

er’s role-to-be within the context of mad love, the association with 

this same underlying force again surfaces. This is due to the word , 

vertigo, which on several occasions was employed to describe Nadja1s 

state of hysteria. Breton expresses his hope: " . . .  laissez-moi

croire que ces mots: 1 1 ’amour foul seront un jour seuls en rapport 

avec votre vertige.™^

That this role is one of immense potential and force is consis

tent with Breton’s allusions to the power of his second wife.^ In the

1 . Ibid.9 pp. 64-66.

2. Ibid., p. 129.

3. Ibid., pp. 129-130.

4. Loc. cit.
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concluding line to Chapter IV, for instance, she is described as the 

all-powerful co-ordinator of the "night of the sunflower.M Apprecia

tion of the keen comprehensive powers of Nadja and the unconscious is 

apparent in Breton’s notation of her understanding and vision of the 

poem by Jarry, the episode of Helene in Poisson soluble (1924), and her 

artistic and literary insights throughout the 1928 text. Such appre

ciation can be seen to have evolved considerably in L ’Amour fou (1937). 

It now clearly includes and elaborates the vision of an entire reconcil- 

iatory force on the part of woman, capable of promoting solutions in 

conjunction with the very cosmic forces themselves.

Breton’s vision of woman in the 1937 text sees her as the em

bodiment of total healthful well-being. In Arcane 17 (1945), this 

vision will evolve even further. Woman will be seen to be a true heal

ing force and a potential antidote to the disastrous misdirection evi- , 

dent in World War II.

Lexical Elements, Syntactical Structures

Like Nadja (1928), L ’Amour fou (1937) is a novel no longer 

imaginary but realistic. Fabricated intrigue and characters are absent. 

The imaginary is lived as the reality of the unconscious becomes the 

documented reality of Breton’s conscious experience. Magic, suspense 

and revelation are provided through the documentary bond between "Tour- 

nesol” and the prose of L ’Amour foil (1937) and through the documentation 

of other surreal experiencesv
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Conditions governing the work of art are examined by Breton in 

Chapter I. In this chapter and in Chapter V the concepts of the glass 

house and convulsive beauty presented in Nadja (1928), are expanded 

and the reasons for the basic aesthetic structures of 1/Amour fou be- 

come apparent. The glass house emerges as a crystal one with a definite 

exterior appearance of hardness, rigidity, regularity and polish. The 

involuntary aspect of its creation and the similar spontaneity involved 

in coral formation particularly intrigue Breton as does the presence of 

a feeling of revelation. Relating this intense feeling of certainty to 

his concept of convulsive beauty, Breton generalizes: such a feeling 

indicates that an extraordinary solution, one beyond the usual means 

of logic, and having been only dimly foreseen, has been provided. Such 

a solution or find, he continues, diminishes the opacity of the uni

verse and thus has the power to enlarge it.

Nevertheless Breton emphasizes his view that the essence of

such experience is in the movement itself and is not to be confused with

the expiration of movement. Affirmation of the reciprocal relationship

linking the object under consideration in both its movement and its

rest is necessary before convulsive beauty can exist. He reiterates

this in the opening passage of Chapter III:

. . . tout sentiment de duree aboli dans 1 v enivrement de la
chance— un tres fin pinceau de feu degage ou parfait comme 
rien autre le sens de la vie. C ’est a la recreation de cet 
etat particulier de 1 ’esprit que le surrealisme a toujours 
aspire, dedaignant en derniere analyse la proie et 1 ’ombre
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pour ce qui n ’est deja plus 1 1 ombre et n ’est pas encore la 
proie; 1'ombre et la proie fondues dans un eclair unique.1

In L TAmour fou (1937) this fusion is one of opposites, a syn

thesis of the commonplace and the cosmic, of rest and movement, of im

mobility and mobility of the structure of language in which, most 

importantly, the objective is reconciled with the subjective.

Suggestion of verbal activity in which synthesis is thus ac

complished is present in the discussion of the lesson of DeVinci in 

Chapter V. Breton states that although Surrealism did not take the les

son as a point of departure, it nonetheless refound this approach to 

inspiration. Surrealism, he adds, envisioned possibilities of its ex

tension to domains outside painting. Pointing out that new associations 

of images are the very stuff with which artists, poets, and scholars 

all work, he notes that they each borrow a background of a particular 

material. A vague yet persistent background of sound, he proposes, con

veys to the exclusion of any other the sentence which we need to hear 
2sung.

In this way the verbal problem and solution and the picture 

puzzle and solution enlighten us, he continues, in regard to the only 

real object of our present need, of our present desire: nLes objets

de la fealite n ’existent pas seulement en tant que tels: de la consid

eration des lignes qui composent le plus usuel dlentre eux surgit . . .

1. Ibid., p. 32.

2. Ibid., p. 99.
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une remarquable image-devinette avec laquelle il fait corps et qui 

nous entretient 9 sans erreur possible 9 du seul objet reel, actual, de 

notre desir,M^

In these paragraphs Breton once again proposes that language is 

more than words. By identifying the hidden force of natural nervous 

energy which is the human unconscious with it, he sees words as charged 

with a reality. This concept is far from an aesthetic formalism. It 

is not a matter of manipulations. Breton simply affirms that since 

words pass through each individual, the real liberation to seek is that 

of their natural movement.

That the ease of communication depends, in fact, on the 

thoroughness of this liberation is emphasized in this passage. One’s 

interpretation of a picture problem and solution may differ from that 

of the next person. It can nevertheless be communicated without diffi

culty, Breton claims, provided that one acknowledges the most insistent

and most penetrating vision, penetrating inasmuch as it must be capable
2of calling into play the greatest number of optical traces. The same 

would be true, one can infer, in the communication of the verbal prob

lem and solution, in which case communication of the most penetrating 

vision would elicit the greatest number of its verbal suggestions.

In L ’Amour fou (1937) such suggestions sustain communication 

while providing the fusion and synthesis necessary for convulsive

1. Ibid., p. 101.

2. Ibid., p. 100.
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beauty. This is due to the fact that Breton the scientist documents • 

his experiences in imitation of the style of scientific treatises while 

simultaneously Breton the Surrealist documents his experiences in a 

manner which employs the commonplace and the immobile as springboards 

for movement and conciliation of the objective with the subjective.

The passage which begins "Le bon vent . . offers magnif

icent expression of this style. In it, through a mixture of concrete 

and abstract terms, Breton captures the magic of the Surrealist marvel- 

filled world; in particular, that magic which is hidden and mysterious 

in woman and in carnal love. Not a single sentence in the paragraph 

limits itself to mere cut and dried documentation.

Immediately in the opening sentence the breeze of the Quai 

becomes perfume-laden. As documentation of the imagination is included, 

this becomes a Surrealist reality of gardens and then that of an infin

ite number of gardens. Breton here suggests a sort of Paradise Re

found in the here and now, a sentiment soon to be reinforced by his 

preference for the rose-windows of the begonias to those of Notre Dame. 

Due to the proximity of this suggestion of perfumes and gardens, the 

"pots de terre roses" in turn acquires an active meaning of fragrance 

in addition to its literal meaning. Analogical power similarly plays a 

part in effecting extension of the meaning of "les passants matinaux 

hanteront" beyond the immediate one of "to frequent," to the suggestion 

of living in a haunted universe.

1. Ibid. , p. 59.
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Similarly 9 in the same sentence Breton notes the spectacle of 

the vegetal become fabric and texture» Employing the expression "font 

vraiment connaissance9" he intensifies the meaning of the earlier men

tion of touching and the will to active seduction. In this way there 

occurs documentation not only of the external scene but of the reality 

of desire and the tendency toward movement in the situation.

In this passage the reality of desire is documented as magnetic 

tension. Not only is its tendency toward movement noted but also its 

tendency toward rest and repose. Documentation of the full-flung force 

of desire as magnetic tension between these tendencies is further 

strengthened by its identification with the tremendous latent sexual 

power of the human unconscious. This is suggested not only by the ex

plicit meaning of expressions such as " . . . les begonias recomposent 

patiemment leur grande rosace," "Toutes les fleurs . . . conjuguent a 

pliasir leur force," and. "tout le desir d ’entrainer avec moi un etre 

nouveau," but also by their very rhythm, by the flow and pull of the 

words.

Another example of Breton’s documentary technique is the des- 

scription of coral on page fifteen. Armed with a battery of technical 

vocabulary that calls all the rational resources of the reader into ' 

play, Breton opens up to that reader, simultaneously, a Surrealist 

world "in process." In it light and shadow, the animate and the in

animate , and above all reintegrative construction and destruction con

front and touch one another. Culmination and convulsive beauty occur 

as the apparently immobile objective reality of the Australian barrier
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reef is simultaneously perceived by the reader as a Surrealist reality, 

a bridge of treasures.

A third example of the documentary technique employed in L TAmour 

fou (1937) is the magical prairie passage on pages ninety-four and 

ninety-five. Evoking as a single reality that of the prairie and that 

of desire, Breton documents his perception: T,Elle est, cette herbe

dentelee, faite des mille liens invisibles, intranchables, qui se sont 

trouves unir ton systeme nerveux au mien . . ." He then uses this ob

servation as a springboard to document the ultimate surreal experience, 

that of 1 ?amour fou: "Que le don absolu d ?un etre a un autre, qui ne

peut exister sans sa reciprocite, soit aux yeux de tous la seule pas- 

serelle naturelle et surnaturelle jetee sur la vie."^

In these and similar passages the documentary technique used in 

L*Amour fou (1937) can be seen to have evolved from that developed in 

Nadja (1928). In "a clear departure from a simple informational, "real

istic11 style, Breton continues to attempt to follow and record the sug

gestible nature of the unconscious as well as his conscious experience. 

This persistent effort to maintain openness is evident in the frequency 

of structures* of juxtaposition. As in Nadja (1928) the language of 

the casual or concrete continues to find itself side by side with that 

of the abstract, while technical language finds itself confronting that 

of the poet. In fact, a word of any one of these is susceptible to 

serving as a springboard to another. Interestingly enough, the Biblical

1. Ibid., pp. 92-95.
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language of Nadja (1928) is now absent. One may speculate that this is 

due 9 perhaps«, to its liberation in L v Immaculee Conception (Breton and 

Eluard 1968).

There continues to b e 9 much as in Nadja (1928), an abundance of 

names and frequent interplay of words. Such interplay seems to be com

mented upon or explained more often than in Nadja (1928) . One reason 

for this might be Breton's intentions of persuading the non-Surrealist 

of the validity of Surrealist experience by providing as precise and de

tailed documentation of his experience as possible.

Considerable freedom of syntax prevails, as in Nadja, and 

throughout the work there is an essentially open structuring of words 

and sentences. Long sentences, the frequent use of italics, the use of 

suspension points, dashes, parentheses, the exclamation point and the 

question mark reveal the affective dynamics of Breton's thought and 

language, just as in the earlier work.

Finally, one should note Breton's continued openness to the 

reader's discretionary power. Just as Nadja was not limited by adjec

tives , and Elisa will not be, either, so also does the "ordonnatrice de 

la nuit du tournesol" remain undefined. If the blond color of her hair 

is noted in several passages, this is only in order to suggest its re

lationship with the sunflower and not to subject the reader to detail 

of no surreal importance. It is clear that Breton, in L'Amour fou 

(1937), holds to the "open-door, glass house" structure proposed in 

Nadja (1928). It is also clear that this is so inasmuch as it
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contributes to the principle noted at the beginning of this section: 

the Surrealist work is to demonstrate the properties of crystallization. 

In our study of Arcane 17 (1945) it will be shown that Breton brings 

to that Surrealist novel, through his continued adherence to such prin

ciples, a sustained intensity and brilliance only hinted at in the two 

earlier works.



CHAPTER 4

STRUCTURES WITHIN ARCANE 17

It is to the responses of Breton in two interviews of the early 

and mid-1940v s recorded in the Entretiens (1913-1952) that this discus

sion will turn 9 since explicit intentions do not appear in Arcane 17 

(1945) in the manner in which they did in Nadja (1928) and L ?Amour fou 

(1937)o Documentation of the writing process as it occurs is in fact 

totally absent.
2The first response concerns the symbolic and personal reasons - 

for choice of the title. Breton explains that it refers to the tradi

tional interpretation of the seventeenth card of the Taro1 9 captioned 

"The Star9" sign of hope and resurrection. He adds that news of the 

liberation of Paris and the simultaneous encounter of :Elis;a, for whom 

he desired nothing so much-as to give her hope and new love of life) 

appeared to him as an extraordinary conjunction. Because of thiss he 

continues 9 he experienced a desire to explore the significance of the 

card. The card is generally interpreted as signifying sensitivity as 

the seed, or germinating force 9 of intellectual life.

For Breton the question was that of knowing what sensitivity 9 

renewed and reinvested with its primitive powers 9 was likely to promote

1. Andre Breton.) E,. , pp. 201-202.
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post-war intellectual life. In 1944, he says, circumstances were 

favorable for presenting, in Arcane 17 (1945), his recognition of the 

three frontiers of desire for so long devastated. These three fron

tiers, poetry, love, and liberty, are destined to recover their vital

ity.

Breton’s intention of imparting hope for regeneration and optim

ism in the future of humanity is further clarified in another interview 

in 1946. A literary coincidence which seems to remain virtually the 

same time that Arcane 17 (1945) was being written, Le Mythe de Sisyphe 

(1942) was being published by Camus. Breton himself does not seem to 

emphasize the encounter. Nevertheless, these circumstances provide a 

rare juxtaposition of thought on the part of two of the leading moral

ists of the century. The contrast is quite clear when Breton dismisses 

the morality based on pessimism proposed in Camus 1 essay:

Le rocher de Sisyphe? Les surrealistes different de Camus 
en ce qu’ils croient qu’un jour ou 1 ?autre il va se 
fendre, abolissant comme par enchantement la montagne et 
le supplice: ils inclinent a penser qu’il peut etre une
maniere propice de le rouler . . . Est-ce assez optimiste, 
dites-moi ! 2

Nevertheless, the images of the Rocher Perce and the Osirian 

pyramid, although unnamed, emerge in this interview as the concrete 

form of the magical mountain. This provides an apparently fortuitous 

illustration of the philosophic chasm between the two thinkers, however

1. Ibid., pp. 248-249.

2. Ibid., p. 248.
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similar their pagan humanistic point of departure. The propensity 

toward transformation and ultimate transparency of the Rocher Perce 

as envisioned by Breton implies a fundamental tendency toward fusion 

and conciliation of man and Nature., since perception of the external 

reality is seen to carry the potential, always, of answering and becom

ing one with the internal needs of man's desire and imagination. On 

the other hand, the solid image and grandeur-but-nothing-more implica

tions of the rock of Sisyphus as proposed by "Camus crush hope. The 

assumption is that the task will never cease and that separation of man 

and Nature is an inherent state of affairs.

In this divergence of vision the unique background in clinical 

psychology which influenced Breton through the Surrealist experiments 

revolving around the unconscious and language must not be underesti

mated. Over the decades Breton continued to reap assurance and hope 

from this early experience, through the notion of the liberation of self 

and language via the untrammeled exercise of desire and passion. In 

Arcane 17 (1945), thematic structures evolved from Nadja (1928) and

L'Amour fou (1937), deriving from such confidence in life, provide the 

themes of disintegration and reintegration as regeneration and health, 

woman as mediator and facilitator, and liberty and creation.

Camus, the Algerian, turns his back on the mythological wealth 

of his own continent, crossing the Mediterranean to adopt the more 

austere of the philosophical and mythological contributions of classical 

Greece. Breton, on the other hand, is led through his early clinical 

experience and thematic preoccupations to a fertile contact with
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African (Egyptian) mythology. In Arcane 17 (1945) a millenniums-old 

prescription for the healing of the individual and mankind is proposed. 

In a certain sense it might even be said that the medical future which 

Babinski predicted for Breton did materialize in the form of this work.

Physical Structures 

The principal structure of Arcane 17 (1945) is one of division, 

indicated by a blank page and a half, into two main parts finished in 

1944, and a third part, "Ajours , 11 added in 1947.

Part I presents the statement of the problem. This consists 

of documentation of the vision, as a single reality, of the Gaspe, the 

postwar need for regeneration, and the individual need to recuperate 

after loss. Part II, approximately thirteen pages longer than Part I, 

permits elaboration of Breton’s thought as he gropes toward resolution 

of the problem. In it he envisions the possibility of postwar regenera

tion through the forces of love, art and the fight for liberty.

The secondary structure of Parts I and II consists of division 

between single paragraphs of up to nine pages long by double spacing.

In Part I, such division facilitates discussion of various aspects of 

the problem. In Part II the division is used to provide sequential in

terpretation (occasionally overlapping) of the legend of Melusine, the 

seventeenth card of the Tarot, and the Osirian myth.

!,Ajoursn is separated from the main work by two blank pages, one 

its title page. Its primary structure, a separation into three chapters, 

is indicated in each case by the space of a virtually blank page and by
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centered numerical chapter headings on each initial page, as in L*Amour 

fou (1937). The article "Lumiere noire" (1942) included in the first 

chapter is separated from it by the space of a page and title and also 

by use of non-italicized print, since the whole of "Ajours" is other

wise entirely in italics. The secondary structure of "Ajours" is one 

of paragraphing. Regular use of simple indentation as a structure pre

vails in the relatively short chapters. Several separations created by 

double spacing and one by a line of suspension points are exceptions.

The physical structures of Arcane 17 (1945) continue to offer 

the reader an open, forthright approach to Surrealist documentation, and 

communication. Breton achieves through them a concentration of thought 

and language well beyond that of the preceding works. As will be sug

gested in the analyses which follow, Arcane 17 (1945) demonstrates the 

evolution of Breton's Surrealist prose to the level of the myth 

(Table 3).

Thematic Structures

Disintegration and Reintegration

As one approaches this theme, it is well to recall the extreme

ly short-lived aspect of Breton's fling at Dada with its nihilism, his 

profound respect for life, as well, evidenced in Nadja (1928), despite 

the considerable effect that Vache's suicide had had on him, and his 

healthy resilience, as documented in L'Amour fou (1937), despite the 

loss of the new friend of Nadja (1928). In each work, as has been
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Table 3, Arcane 17: Structural Analysis

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Part I; Statement of Problem, Vision, as a Single Block 
of Realityg of the Gaspe, the Postwar Need for Regenera
tion, and the Individual Need to Recuperate after Loss. 54

Dream of Elisa: flight of Breton from gypsy (Vile
Bonaventure). Description of the milieu, its cabal
istic signse Isolation is seen to create resemblance 
to the charging of poetic thought. 3h

Isolated, protected aspect of the Gaspe. Mention of
Nerval, cigarettes: "Alouette, je te fumerai.,! 2h

The rock is likened to the situation of man reposing 
on layers of cultural edifice: it remains a unity, a
whole in spite of conflicts which try in vain to
undermine it. 3h

Liberty is seen to transform the actions of man, who 
while seeming to be a victim of certain forces, seems 
also to be their means of distribution. Seen to ap
pear only in relation to those who have loved it 
madlyo 4

Poetry, even as the world is experiencing the fury of 
war, appears; it is seen as a detour which the indi
vidual takes whenever its existence is imperiled. 2

Historical precedents indicate reason for hope. Ex
ample: the work of Watteau. 2

Privation and pain, likened to a storm, are seen as 
temporary, as tending toward beauty (example: the
pearl) and re-orientation.

The two of them have known despair: Elisa, loss of
her child. " Love is capable of overcoming this situ
ation: she has finished with despair now. 2

Description of her rebirth and willingness to risk 
love. 1
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Table 3.— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Love is envisioned as the true healing agent: fusion
of existence with essence. Man and woman seen as -a
single block, dislocated until this reunion [Platonic
myth] of the androgenous prototype; magnetism lies in
both physical and mental adherence. 3

The day is seen to have arrived when life, only
stunned, realizes its resources, and rebounds. 2 ^

Legend of the ogre. Persistent washing of the rock 
likened to the immense effort required to wash away 
collective wounds: confidence will reappear through
love, poetry, and art. 2

Description: the Rocher Perce as ship and as a
musical instrument on the order of an organ, with 
the profile of Bach.

Geologists at the Gaspe provide a glimpse of man’s 
relativity. Necessity of envisioning the destiny of 
man in larger perspective: necessity of affirmation
of the place of the adventurers of the mind, of re
examination of ideas, especially in the domain of 
logic, of renunciation of extra-terrestrial and 
institutional considerations, of enlargement of the 
notion of time, and of reconsideration of death. 5^

Human culture is considered, not as the product of 
that which is ordered and necessary, but as con
structed, rather, on the arbitrary which then fell 
into routine. Inadequacies of present education. 5h

Recent events are seen to serve as preparation for
the belated acceptance of certain poets, artists,
and social reformers. Language of the heart and
senses will appear, due to the temporary dearth of
that of . the mind. 3

The Rocher Perce: an ideal place of observation,
lending itself to discussion of the present cul
tural situation. Its ressemblance to a ship is 
seen as that of an ark, captained by a magician.
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Table 3. Arcane 17: Structural Analysis— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Legend of the wand of light. Transparency of the rock; 
it is in human love between man and woman that the re
generation of the world resides. Restraint creates 
opacity. The ark of human potential remains powered by 
love 9 art and the fight for liberty. A sense of rela
tivity and focus is seen as due to the imagination: 
otherwise one sees only the temporal and superficial. 8

Part II: Toward a Resolution of the Problem: Regenera
tion through the Forces of Love, Art and the Fight for 
Liberty. Vision of Hope through Interpretation and 
Elaboration of the Legend of Melusine, the 17th Card of 
the Tarot and the Osirian Myth. 67

Melusine, after the cry, is woman refound. The present
crisis is seen to be a result of the failure of the
masculine thought system. Need for its replacement by
the female thought system, which includes irrational-
ity. 5%

Melusine, as woman, is deprived of human status but is 
in touch with the elementary forces of nature and thus 
offers the only hope of the redemption of the age. 1

Melusine delivered: whereas the first cry was one of
pain, the second is one of marvelous freedom. 3/4

Melusine, at the instant of the second cry, retains, 
timelessly, all the distinctive features of the
woman-child. h.

The woman-child is seen to be capable of dissipating 
even the best-organized systems. Her makeup is seen 
to parallel that of an artistic work: unfinished.
Physical death is seen not to be an end, inasmuch as
there subsists a radiating effect. 2

Necessity to effect the conciliation of male and fe
male psychology. Preference of Breton for the woman- 
child, in which a state of absolute transparency re
sides . 1
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Table 3.— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Melusine has become completely woman. Survey of the
presence of situations and enterprises in which the
male system of references perpetuates itself. 2

Vision of true night and its beauty, in which heart
and senses discover their infinite response. 1

Continuation of vision through the mental windowframe.
Magical night of the 17th card of the Tarot.' Appear
ance of a brilliant new star: the Dog-star, Lucifer
the Light-carrier, the Morning-star. Beyond Melusine 
and Eve, woman appears. lh

Tension of Breton's despair prior to this encounter 
is seen to have provoked such help. Value of self
abandon in such situations. Crisis of language dur
ing war. 3

Reference to the furor over Silence de la Mer as
evidence of the vacuity of the criticism of the times,
inasmuch as based on utilitarian views of artistic
works. 2

The thought of Paris, 1944, is seen to remain enig
matic and unrevealed. Necessity of input from the 
entire Parisian populace, in all domains. 3

Defense of the continuing need for the exercise of
dissent for the health of the French spirit. 3h

The presence of the mental window is accompanied by
the murmur of two streams, a murmur as indispensable 
to the continuation of life as the heartbeat. Sug
gestion of their power to transform beyond the reach 
of legislated programs. 3/4

Interpretation of the 17th card begins. The stream 
on the left speaks: the pool receives outmoded ideas
which tend to stagnate. The stream of water, however, 
constantly provides dissident ideas capable of ener
getic action. 1
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Table 3. Arcane 17: Structural Analysis— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

The stream on the right provides reviving freshness 
and hope 9 which facilitates the fertility of plants.
Likened to ideas 9 which must receive clarity 9 mobility 5 

generosity 9 and freshness of views. 1

Overlying the above interpretation of the Tarot is 
an interpretation of the Osirian myth: the rose.
Re-establishment of the basic operations and cre
ative energies necessary for human re-generation 9 in 
spite of the transitory harshness of winter. 1 %

The butterfly: illustration of the mystery of re
births despite all obstacles 9 including instances of 
individual and collective desolation and decline. lh

Invocation of genies 9 the masters of the poetic life
of things. They are seen to operate transformations 
between despair and transformed 9 Mcharged" life.
These regions 9 which only poetry explores 5 are seen to
provide new value 9 in alteration. 2 ^

Emphasis on the triumph of rebellion against misfortune. 
Appearance of his new love: signs. 2%

Continuation of interpretation of Tarot card. Vision
of a lynx 9 its eyes. Increasing importance of the
acacia in his vision. 1

Interpretation of the Osirian-Horus myth. Importance
of his eye in his struggle against the death instinct?
and welcome to the future. Perception of pyramid both
above and as a reflection below the water. Darkness
becomes light. 2

Continuation of the interpretation of the Osirian
myth: the coffin within the tree. Breton envisions
Isis to be the woman in the Tarot card. 3

The scattering of bones gives rise to creation of 
the pyramids. 1 3/4
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Table 3.— -Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Ancient and Indian myths seen to satisfy in several
directions simultaneously. Value of esoterism, which
offers insights into universal symbolism. The process
of artistic discovery seen as infused with form and
means of high magic. 4

!,Osirus is a black god," key secret of the Eleusian 
mysteries. The excess of extreme suffering brings 
about a change; pain is transformed into grandeur.
A magical operation. 3h

The formula is seen to extend to large groups of 
humanity as a whole. Need for resistance and libera
tion to be truly conscious, rather than reaction.
Need to determine deep causes of present conflict
and to prepare radical measures. Liberty, defined
as an active force opposing constraint and servitude,
is seen to have languished between the wars. 9%

The structure of the Morning-star is due to unity of 
two contradictory mysteries: first, love is called 
to rebirth from the loss of the love object; second, 
liberty is determined to know itself and to be ex
alted only at the price of its very privation. Con
tinuation of interpretation of the Tarot and the 
Osirian myth: the tree encloses dead knowledge.
Butterfly and flower: means of eternal renewal. The
resolution depends only on the instrument figured by
the Hebrew letter phe: this signifies the word itself. 1

Conclusion of the interpretation of the Tarot. Nota
tion of parallel between a work by Eliphas Levi and 
a work by Hugo: the splendid rebellion of Satan in
the work by Levi, and the grandeur of the angel Lib
erty, created by Hugo. Revolt alone is seen to be 
creator of light; it is limited to three means:
poety, liberty and love. 2

Part III: Ajours ("Openings"). Re-evaluation and Con
clusion. 37

I. Reflections on the disastrous effects of nation
alism.
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Table 3. Arcane 17: Structural Analysis— Continued

Structural Analysis Total Pages

Spirit of the Resistance sabotaged in the postwar 
years by nationalism. 3

Regrets any suggestion of pro-nationalism in that 
part of Arcane 17 written in 1944. 3

"Lumiere noire.” War is seen to be inefficacious. 
Consideration of its structure. Causes: boredom 
of routine and social constraint in time of peace. 
Need to re-create passion in life through liberty
of imagination. 13

II. Solution through reconciliation of physical per
ception and mental representation: ecstasy. 4

Association of perception and mental representa
tion as one faculty. Need for state of grace 
through love 5 which is conciliation in one being, 
at the moment of the act of love, of all that can
be hoped without and within. 4

Ill. Identification with Nerval 1 2

Account of strange adventure of Jacques Halpern. 
The find-discovery of a coincidence between a 
sentence from the Ode to Charles Fourier, a per
sonal dedication to that work, and the frontis
piece of a new work on Nerval and esoteric 
doctrines. Identification of 1808 (birth of Ner
val), with the number 17, thus with Arcane 17. 1 2
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shown in this study 9 a dialectic of expectancy9 desire and need or 

problem and solution emerges.

In Arcane 17 (1945)9 conviction that this powerful dialectical 

antidote to despair undergirds the human condition leads Breton to in

sist upon a sense of perspective: "Le malheur est si grand9 si accap-

ararit quand on y est 9 que bien peu s ’occupent de lui chercher des 

equivalents dans le temps 9 ce qui pourtant serait de nature a faire 

renaitre quelque espoir . . .

At the same time9 he does not pass lightly over the problem of

war. Throughout the book he describes it as a generalized9 tortured

state of ill health of society as a whole:

. . . le coeur supplicie9 le coeur ruisselant de la vieille 
Europe alimentant ces grandes trainees de sang repandu . . .
Sous mes yeux les vastes caillots rouges et rouille se con- 
figurent maintenant avec des taches d f or excrementielles . . . 
une certaine sorte d Tecriture9 apparemment tres pratiquee, 
n'est rien moins qu’un venin mortel9 qu'un virus qui attise 
tout le mal . . .  2

. . . [le] sort qui la-bas voue tant d ’autres a la terreur9 
a la haine9 au carnage9 a la famine . . . le seul monde qui 
m ?importe9 le monde gueri de sa fureur.3

. . . les grandes cicatrices collectives et les souvenirs 
laneinants de ce temps de haine!^

1. Andre Breton, Arcane 17 (Paris: Pauvert 9 1971)9 p. 23.

2. Ibid . 9 p. 14.

3. Ibid . 9 p. 21.

4. Ibid . 9 pp. 35-36.
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The problem of individual privation and despair is also 

examined„ Elisa’s sudden loss of her child is seen to have been a 

shattering experience9 as is Breton’s separation from his daughter: 

!,Quand je t ’ai vue, il y en avait encore tout le brouillard, d ’une 

espece indicible, dans tes yeux. Comment peut-on, et surtout qui peut-

on renaxtre de la perte d ’un etre, d ’un enfant qui est tout ce qu’on
 ̂ 1 aime 9 a plus, forte raison quand sa mort est accidentelle . . !lEn
^ 2 

moi c ’etaient aussi bien des mines , . .M

Breton senses, however, that whether Elisa wills it or not, she 

is now free from her pain. .He recognizes as well his resolution of the 

problem, in love. After comparing such resolutions with the emergence 

of flowers from c i n d e r s f l o w e r s  after winter,^ a pearl after a storm,^ 

and similar images, Breton cites the less of the rose, which incarnates 

ancient Egypt. Aptitude for regeneration is boundless, according to 

this lesson. Even winter serves to sharpen, with its stings, energy 

which otherwise would remain dormant.^ He emphasizes the non-religious, 

totally natural aspect of such a condition of renewal. Nothing is

1. Ibid., p. 26.

2. Ibid., p. 81.

3. Ibid., pp. 28-29.

4. Ibid., p. 33.

5. Ibid., p. 25.

6. Ibid., p. 95.

7. Ibid. , p. 96.
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ever lost within the human heart 9 either, he suggests, due to its 

obscure but eventual metamorphoses *^

However, after preferring such words of consolation, Breton 

sees them to be in vain. Elisa is still frequently shaken by painful 

associations of ideas. He suggests the adoption of a state of abandon, 

of completely "letting go." This passage is noteworthy in its revela

tion of the continuous contribution of Breton’s early experimentation.

We recall that it prompted the thematic structure, in Nadja (1928), of 

the condition of relaxation in the promenade, and evolved in Breton’s 

thought into an elaborate holistic theory. Confrontation of the moral 

rigors of life is, in fact, once again viewed in electro-magnetic terms:

. . . il m ’a toujours semble qu’une extreme tension dans la 
maniere de subir une epreuve morale, sans vouloir s ’en lais- 
ser meme imperceptiblement distraire ou consentir par quelque 
exercice que ce soit a en limiter les ravages, etait de nature 
a provoquer ce secours et je crois . . . 1 ’avoir verifie 
maitites fois . . . le parti a prendre est de les regarder en 
face et de se lalsser couler . . . Sur le plan intellectual, 
e ’est en me laissant aller au fond de 1 ’ennui qu’il m ’est 
arrive de rencontrer des solutions insolites, . . . tout a 
fait hors de recherche a pareil moment . . .2

Breton thus recognizes this evolution in this thought as a natural one, 

there in essence from the beginning.

In the introduction to his subsequent interpretation and elabo

ration of the Osirian myth, he states that he will not limit his inter

pretation to the common positivist, materialist one. This is immediately

1. Ibid., p. 97.

2. Ibid., p. 80.
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made clear in his invocation of genies prior to exploration of the 

myth. They are portrayed as presiding over the alchemy of renewal9 

as the masters of the poetic life of things. Breton once again sug

gests mysterious forces at work behind the promenade and encounter: 

"Cette vie est au-dela de la vie des etres et bien peu sont capables de 

la concevoir comme reelle, a plus forte raison de la vivre, bien qu’elle 

interfere constamment avec 1 ’autre.

The lyrical passage revolving around the myth extends from page 

103 through page 110. It opens with a vision of a rock which appears 

to be floating. The superposition and transformation of the Rocher 

Perce is evident.

Attention is then directed to the activity of the sparrow-hawk 

(or falcon) Osirus-Horus. Breton, in his fresh vision of the myth, 

imagines a lamp in the heart of the sparrow-hawk which permits one to 

view the mystery of memory and the future. Upon spying the pyramid and 

coffin, the bird cries out and attempts to keep it in view. Evidently 

in this activity Breton sees the death instinct to dominate. Hindering 

it, however, are the grass and wave swells which suggest the life in

stinct. The reader recalls the frequent images of grass of 1/Amour fou 

(1937). At the critical moment of discovery the sparrow-hawk greets 

the- coffin with a cry of irremediable distress.

This cry, original in Breton's interpretation, is carefully de

tailed. Through these details it is possible to follow, to some extent,

1. Ibid., p. 97.
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the evolution of Breton’s thought from Nadja (1928) and L ’Amour fou 

(1937). As the beak of Osirus-Horus beats against his own breast 

there is release and spasm. The heart 9 having reached its abrupt limit 9 

is strangled in its effort at retention and constrained to dilate in 

order to welcome, in contrary exaltation, that which is to be. This 

is a new heart which claims its subsistence but not its entire exis

tence, still, from the old. "11 n ’a fallu rien moins que le vertige de 

cet abime pour que le sang reflue a travers les canaux de la vie,"^ 

Breton concludes.

Clear association can be seen between this release and spasm 

and the Saccade and CONVULSION of the conclusion to Nadja (1928), which 

is related to both the new Surrealist aesthetic, based on the dialectic 

which leads perennially toward what is missing, and to a morality of 

sound health, through the liberating process of openness to transforma

tion. The vertigo of Nadja, springing from the hysterical symptom as 

noted in the clinic and imparting a meaning of liberation in that work 

was found, in the conclusion to L ’Amour fou (1937), to be a healthful 

response in Breton’s daughter. Here it acquires cosmic importance.

This is clearly seconded in Part II of the "Ajours," in which the cri

terion for the work of art and act of love are seen to be the same,
2"1’entree en transe."

1. Ibid., p. 105.

2. Ibid., p. 157.
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Breton next stresses the concommitants independent strength of 

the external forces of nature. In his description of the coffin's en

closure within a tree, the immediate action of the soil, the tremendous, 

unknown force of the roots, and the tree's vigor and growth are singled 

out for appreciation.

After having described the felling of the tree and its arrival
1at the court, Breton describes Isis at length. Her arrival is signaled 

to have occurred simultaneously with the disappearance of a swallow 

noted to be of an augural nature.

Allusions to the sparrow-hawk and swallow contribute to a group 

of bird associations falling within the theme of disintegration and re

integration. Allusions to birds in general, their flight and feathers, 

form an integral part of this theme in their identification with revolu

tion and transformation. Such an association is not new in Arcane 17 

(1945). Earlier in this study it was suggested that the snow of 

feathers in the concluding paragraph of the preface in Nadja (1928) of

fered similar interpretation.

Likewise, the reference to the hunt for the great horned owl at
2the Manoir d'Ango, in Nadja (1928), comes to mind as one reads the

3story of the magic wand since the little girl is enlightened by a 

great white owl.

1. Breton's treatment of Isis will be discussed in the thematic 
section on woman in this chapter.

2. Andre Breton, N . , pp. 22-23.

3. ._________ 9 A17, pp. 56-57.
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In Arcane 17 (1945), the augural association of birds with 

disintegration and reintegration is ever-present and provides an atmos

phere of lightness and soaring. The Egyptian vision of the bird as the 

soul after physical death is never very far away. The rapport with lit

erary transformation is also suggested. Letters and inscriptions in 

the curved flight of the seagulls acquire additional meaning as asso

ciations with Nerval materialize 9 first in the documentation of
- 1 • ■ ' 

"Alouette, je te fumerai," then in Part III of the 11A jours." Here the

notation of a coincidence linking mention of a blue jay in relation to 

the "Ode a Charles Fourier," to the book’s dedication and to the front

ispiece- of a work on Nerval is startling inasmuch as it appears that 

the incident is indisputably authentic.

The progressive transformation toward lightness and mobility of 

energy is emphasized, as well. Melusine’s legs, are seen initially as 

serpents, then as fish, and then become birds.

The theme of transformation visible in such allusions continues 

to develop after the initial presentation of the Osirian myth. Breton 

asserts that nothing is ever refound, but that compensating for this 

is the truth that nothing is every lost. The healing, liberating as

pect of transformation is reiterated, as pain is seen to be transmuted, 

in an apparently magical operation, into grandeur. The two conditions 

for this, as presented by Breton, are the excess of pain, and self

abandon:

1. Ibid., p. 112.
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Mais il faut . . . avoir cesse de compter sur la boussole 9 
s'etre abandonne . • . C fest la 9 a cette minute . . . ou le 
poids des souffranees endurees semble devoir tout engloutir«, 
que I ’exces meme de I ’epreuve entraine un changement de 
signe qui tend a faire passer 1 ? indisponible humain du cote 
du disponible . . 1 1  faut etre alle au fond de la douleur
humaine 9 en avoir decouvert les etranges capacites, pour 
pouvoir saluer du meme don sans limites de soi-meme ce qui 
vaut la peine de vivre.^

Breton's re-emphasis on the condition of self-abandon is reiter

ation of the liberation 5 which then provides a health-giving sense of 

one's becoming, inherent in such a state. The contribution which woman, 

primarily through the inclusion of irrationality in her thought process 

and particularly as she offers love, offers to mankind in this, appears 

as an important thematic structure in Arcane 17 (1945), one which devel

oped from preoccupations continued in Nadja (1928) and L'Amour fou 

(1937).

Woman and Child

Initial analysis of the type of contribution which woman is

capable of making in society is presented in Nadja (1928) in terms of

liberty, as it is in Arcane 17 (1945):

Elle etait forte, enfin, et tres faible, comme on peut 1'etre, 
de cette idee qui toujours avait ete la sienne . . .  a savoir 
que la liberte . . . demande a ce qu'on jouisse d 'elle sans 
restrictions dans le temps ou elle est donnee, sans consider
ation pragmatique d'aucune sorte et cela parce que 1 'emanci
pation humaine, conque en definitive sous sa forme 
revolutionnaire la plus simple, qui n'en est pas moins 
1 'emancipation humaine a tous egards . . . demeure la seule 
cause qu'il soit digne de s erv i r .2

1. Ibid., pp. 115-116.

2. Andre Breton, N ., pp. 134-135.
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Nadja was ready to put her head dangerously through the forcible 

widened bars of logic, the most hateful of prisons, Breton asserts.

His enthusiasm for the magical quality and child-play which she as 

woman brings to his experience is revealed in his appreciation of her 

representations of Melusine.

This early documentation of the gift of Nadja as woman, the 

unconscious and the imagination incarnated and tending toward libera

tion and freedom is coupled with recognition of the deleterious effect 

which society has on her. Breton notes that only derisory salaries and 

incursions on her good faith are offered during her job-hunting. He 

sums up the total picture with blunt, grim words: T,Nada etait pauvre,

ce qui au temps ou nous vivons suffit a passer condemnation sur elle, 

des qu’elle s'avise de ne pas etre tout a fait en regie avec le code 

imbecile du bon sens et des bonnes moeurs."^

The cornered situation of woman, materialistically, continues 

to receive Breton’s attention in L yAmour fou (1937,). In his examination 

of the murder of Mme Michel Henriot he reflects upon the shortcomings 

of bourgeois marriage. He believes that the Henriot marriage depended 

on the sordid desire of the parents to see not two human beings but two 

fortunes balance each other. As for the documentation of the murderous 

reaction of Henriot to the refusal of his wife to cede sexually, this 

focuses attention on Breton’s continued criticism of society’s accept

ance of the servitude of woman. It foreshadows the moral criticism of

1. Ibid., p. 134.
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Arcane 17 (1945) due to its suggestion that such an unhealthy state in 

society can lead to instances of destruction of the species.

At the same time, through documentation of the reciprocal love 

of his second wife, Breton continues to reiterate possibilities of ful

filled existence through liberated use of womanT s resources. The men

tion of magnificent cries of torture and joy emanating from the Mater- 

nite, for example, seems to nuance the Melusine theme in the direction 

of regeneration^

Presentation of the total situation surrounding woman in rela

tion to society and regeneration, however, finds its culmination in 

Arcane 17 (1945).

The imprisoned aspect of woman’s situation in society is noted 

in Part I in two legends which form part of the lie Bonaventure folk

lore. Breton sketches, in several lines, the kidnapping of the women 

and girls of the coast by an ogre. The situation of woman in bondage 

is then deftly associated with the disintegration of a morally healthy 

state in society, through substitution of the sense of malediction in 

the legend with the implication of a curse looming over contemporary 

science. Breton attributes more mishaps and misfortunes than benefits 

to the latter and focuses on the need for human thought itself to re

gain its freedom. Association of the bondage of woman with the bondage 

of the feminine thought system and thus with the bondage of human 

thought in general is clarified as the Melusine theme emerges in Part II.

Toward the conclusion of Part I Breton recounts a second 

legend, that of a little girl imprisoned in a witch’s kitchen, left to
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1guard a great white owl. This time the spell is broken through the 

collaboration of owl and child. In exchange for its liberty the owl 

instructs the girl in the magic of making light. Once more striking 

out at the myopic bumblings of contemporary science, Breton adds that 

while he would be overjoyed to see the girl jump rope in the interior 

of stones, the chemists would see only silica. Elaboration follows of 

the image of the heron, and the image of the transparent rock emerges 

concurrently with reference to love (clarified, in this passage, as 

love between man and woman), art and the struggle for liberty as regen

erative powers.

In Part II the Melusine theme serves as a springboard to discus

sion at length of the deplorable situation of woman in general and of 

the necessity of her redemption of floundering humanity. In the second 

section of this part Breton, having described Melusine's transformation 

in poetic terms, unobtrusively replaces her image with that of woman

kind as a whole. Characterization of her as a prisoner temporarily de

prived of her place in the world and as a providential mediator with 

the elementary forces of nature echoes the characterization of the 

little girl in the legend of the lights. The reader is further re

minded of Breton1s assertion of his personal reliance on his uncon

scious , in Part II of Nadja (1928), in the insistence in this passage 

of reliance on woman as the sole resource for salvation:

1. Ibid., pp. 56-57.
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• i . la grande inconscience vive et sonore . . . Je ne veux 
- - .^reconnaltre qu’elle 9 je veux ne compter que sur elle

Melusine . . . je ne vois qu1elle qui puisse redimer cette 
epoque sauvage. C ’est la femme toute entiere et pourtant la 
femme telle qu'elle est aujourdvhui* la femme privee de son 
assiette humaine, prisonniere de ses racines mouvantes tant 
qu’on veut, mais aussi par elles en communication providen- 
tielle avec les forces elementaires de la nature . 2

Predominance of the male thought system is blamed by Breton for

the short-sighted exclusion of the female thought system and pattern of

willfulness 9 often hastily belittled as caprice. Breton looks to the

legend for reasons underlying the existence of such a situation. After

placing the blame on the impatience and jealousy on the part of man, he

denigrates male activity as unbalanced, vain agitation. In this state

of affairs, he claims, men are the proud dupes of their own modes of

reasoning. Conciliation of the thought systems is desperately needed

and a clean sweep must be attempted: 11 . . . faire table rase des prin-

cipes sur lesquels s ’est edifiee tout egoistement la psychologie de

1 ’homme, qui n 1est aucunement valable pour la femme, afin d'instruire

la psychologie de la femme en proces contre la premiere, a charge ul-
3terieure de les concilier.

Continuing to castigate the male system of reference in regard

to the war in particular, he points a finger at the futility of the

1. Andre Breton, N . , p. 147.

2. ____________A17, p. 69.

3. Ibid., p. 74.
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male meeting or conference, at the base of which is found, he asserts, 

only lackluster enterprise or sordid self-interest. Berton finds these 

two attitudes to spring from reliance on the same faulty system of ref

erence. An echo of ,!Un cadavre11 appears as he sums ,up the situation: 

HIls n'ont pas change depuis vingt ans et ce sont les memes qui se prep

arent a repartir. On a grand-peine a s ’interesser a eux et a vrai dire 

ils ne le souhaitent peut-etre pas: ee sont ces messieurs de 1 v inter-
4- Illrement.

After having lashed out at the situation again and again,

Breton, in the first section of Part II, insists that woman must redis

cover herself. The time has come, he urges, when, particularly in the 

area of appreciation and will on the part of the artist, there must be 

esteem for the ideas of woman even at the expense of man7s. At the end 

of the section he enlarges the scope of the enterprise to go beyond 

art to life itself.

The potential power as such of woman is suggested throughout 

the work. She is characterized as mediator, nourisher, woman-child and 

partner in love.

In Part I Breton presents life as resurgent, sensitized and em

bellished by the presence of pain. It is through Elisa as a mediating

force that he so envisions it: "cette vie cruelle . . . Tu sais comme
2je la vois par toi . . ." As he recounts the legend of Melusine he

1. Ibid.,p. 76.

2. Ibid., p. 28.
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continues to imply that woman inherently provides a relationship 

between Nature and man. Man, he adds, fails to appreciate the fragil

ity of the balance and thus destroys it. The power of woman as medi

ator, providing vision of life is thus portrayed as usurped, in 

general.

In the characterization of woman as nourisher the resilient 

aspect of her strength is stressed. Isis as builder of pyramids from 

bones, Isis as nourisher of Horus, Melusine after the second cry; all 

indicate Breton’s preoccupation with the power of woman’s recuperative 

and regenerative forces as able to reconstruct society, effecting this 

through her personal transformation of matter into more all-encompassing 

sustenance.

This notion is reinforced in the interpretation of the woman of 

the Tarot card. She is presented as allowing the contents of the golden 

urn to pour out ideas of dissidence and agitation and the contents of 

the silver urn to overflow with refreshing views. The dynamics sug

gested parallel both Babinski’s views on the emotive dynamics of the 

unconscious (as operative, for instance, in hysteria) and the portrayal 

of Nadja. The image, worked into the fabric of the text, clearly marks 

the culmination of Breton’s thought in this respect. Woman is clearly 

Identified here (and the unconscious, and the language of the heart and 

senses, with her) with the tendency toward disintegration of systems 

and with the resultant nourishing reintegration within fresh context.

Preoccupation with the close association of woman with child 

. and characterization of woman as woman-child, continuing and elaborating
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the preoccupations of Nadja (1928) and L*Amour fou (1937)9 also mark 

Arcane 17 (1945). In Nadja (1928) not only are the caprices and atti

tudes documented in such a way as to cause one to identify Nadja with 

childlike behavior9 but her power to attract children is noted. This 

power may be interpreted in various ways; as the power 9 for instance9 

of the unconscious to produce offspring in the form of creative works.

The difference between NadjaTs own daughter and other children is 

singled out for attention and may be interpreted in several ways also. 

Nadja’s disdain for the other children9 who want to remove the v,ery 

eyes of their dolls in order to see what there is behind them9 may be 

seen to document Breton’s opposition to limited empirical orientation 

in regard to creative works.

In the letter to his daughter concluding L ’Amour fou (1937) 

this opposition is seconded and opposition to this orientation in life 

is clarified: !!Tous les reves 9 tous les espoirs 9 toutes les illusions

danseront9 j ’espere9 nuit et jour a la lueur de vos boucles . . .n^

The young girl is seen to be a gift of potential not only in the present9

but also in the future: " . . .  du contact humain avec ce qui serait
v 2  >.apres moi . . . "  "Vous etiez donnee comme possible^ comme certaine au

moment meme ou9 dans 1 ’amour le plus sur de lui 9 un homme et une femme 
3vous voulaient.11

1. Andre Breton 9 A F 9 .p. 129.

2. Ibid . 9 p. 135.

3. Ibid . 9 p. 137.
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In Arcane 17 (1945) this potential continues to be explored.

The Gorkys’ infant is seen to be a source of delight and grace, Elisa1s 

daughter, as full of magical potential, and his own daughter, as medi

ator between Breton and the world of the marvelous:

. o . a onze mois, si purement fee . . . les yeux toujours 
plus brillants quemander de toutes les ressources de l Ten- 
jouement et de la grace ce qulelle fuyait

• . . cet enfant, presque une jeune fille, s 1incarnaient 
objectivement . . . toute la grace, tous les dons de 
1 1 esprit, toute I 1avidite de savoir et d/eprouver qui ren- 
voient de la vie une image enchanteresse et toujours mouvante 
a travers un jeu tout neuf, follement complexe et delicat, de 
tamis et de prismes . . .  2

Cette enfant, tout<p 1 ?injustice, toute la rigueur du monde 
1 1avaient separee de moi, mlavaient fait perdre avec elle 
le contact merveilleux de chaque jour . . .3

Most importantly, the woman-child as key source and resource of 

humanity receives clarification and emphasis in the full discussion on 

pages 71-74. One recalls Naja1s rejection of the accepted notion of 

time as Breton in this passage notes and stresses the woman-child1s 

domination of time: " . . .  la femme-enfant . . .  a toujours subjugue

les poetes parce que le temps sur elle nla pas de p r i s e . T h i s  is al

most immediately associated with the freedom of the dream, or reverie, 

as Breton appreciates her association with the charged, explosive force 

of instants:

1 . Andre Breton, A17, p. 9.

2 . Ibid., pp. 26--27.

3. Ibid., p. 81.

4. Ibid., p. 71.
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Quelles ressources de felinite, de reverie a se soumettre 
la vie 9 de feu interieur a aller au-devant des flammes, d'es- 
pieglerie au service du genie 9 et 9 par-dessus tout 9 de calme 
etrange parcouru par la lueur du guet 9 ne sont pas contenues 
dans ces instants ou la beaute, comriie pour faire voir plus 
loin 9 soudain rend vain . • . la vaine agitation des hommes!
De quelle force explosive ces instants ne sont-ils pas 
charges

Breton?s initial insights into hysteria 9 his early valuation of 

experimentation and documentation of automatic writing and behavior 

and his preoccupation with the potential inherent in revolt against 

fixed forms of thought and expression thus find themselves powerfully 

reiterated 9 reshaped and inextricably associated with the thematic 

structure concerning woman in Arcane 17 (1945).

Liberty and Creation

The theme of the explosive potential of freedom of thought 

glimpsed in the above passage is associated throughout Arcane 17 (1945)9 

as it was in Nadja (1928) and L'Amour fou (1937)9 with the theme of 

liberty and creation. Due in part to the historical moment and in part 

to the continual evolution of Breton’s thought 9 the latter theme ac

quires particular intensity in Arcane 17 (1945).

It is revolt against logic and the male thought systems against 

traditional concepts of time and death 5 against routine which deadens 

vitality 9 against traditional education 9 against criticism which hinders 

literary and artistic expression 5 against the closed aspect of the

1. Ibid.9 p- 72.
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Christian myth, and against the military and financial establishments 

which is proposed.

In a long empassioned passage in Part I, Breton points to the 

capacity of man as the underlying obstacle to such a revolt. Channel

ing of the individual’s ideas into narrow, previously formed paths is 

condemned. Institutions which are seen to hem in ideas are singled out 

for blame:

Le destin de ces ideas semble etre, quoi qu’il arrive, de ne 
pouvoir remonter le cours prealable qu’elles ont suivi.
L ’homme les trouye etroitement canalisees a sa naissance et 
n ’est libre de les faire progresser que dans une voie toute 
tracee. Cette voie est bordee d ’edifices— 1 ’eglise, 1 ’ecole, 
la caserne, Vusine, le comptoir, la banque, a nouveau 
1’eglise— ”1

In the revolt against such restriction and limitation, the true 

liberators, along with woman and those who recognize the value of her 

thought as it attempts to free itself, are the great adventurers of the 

mind, according to Breton. Defined as those who summon man to know him

self in depth and to justify his so-called ideals, Paracelsus, Rousseau, 

Sade, Lautreamont, Freud, Marat and Saint-Just are placed in this cate

gory. Reformers such as Charles Fourier, Flora Tristan and Pere Enfan- 

tin are seen to have acted as explosive forces in their time and thus 

to have rendered more adequate tribute than others to the aspirations 

and fears which form the common ground of humanity.

Writer-reformers of the first half of the nineteenth century, 

in particular, are praised for the freshness of their contribution. It

1. Ibid., p. 42.
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is in relation to them that Breton provides clarification of the

identification of freedom of the imagination with freedom of thought:

"A travers leurs entrances et tout ce qui precede chez eux de la gris-

erie imaginative s on ne pent refuser d faccorder aux ecrivains reforma-

teurs de la premiere moitie du dix-neuvieme siecle, au meme degre
1qu1aux artistes primitifs, le benefice de 1 ’extreme fraicheur.M The 

contribution of Baudelaire, Rimbaud and Huysmans, who initiated a bar

rage of sarcasm directed at the French spirit, is noted. That of the 

Surrealists and others during the period 1920-1930, who continue the 

attack, is also emphasized. The spirit of dissidence so pronounced in 

these authors is proposed, as it might have been in Nadja (1928), as a 

rule of both art and life in general: 11 . . .  on prend so in d'errer en

evitant tons les chemins battus ou meme ebauches— et ce doit etre meme
2la seule regie de 1’art—

Another passage, opening the original poetic interpretation of 

the tarot card, emphasizes that rather than any conceivable legislative 

aspect of the social reformers it is their far-flung freedom of vision 

which attracts Breton. This short section on pages 91-92 is of key im

portance. In it the murmur of the streams suggests simultaneously 

the powerful murmur of the unconscious, the dynamic process of the 

imagination in artistic and scientific discovery, the regenerative

1. Ibid., p. 52.

2. Ibid., p. 63.
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implications of the Osirian myth/ the natural process inherent in the 

Surrealist promenade and encounter and the possibilities of renewed 

language.

In the monologue of the stream on the left9 Breton’s preoccupa

tion with lift, explosive force and fall and inertia are in evidence 

as they were in Nadja (1928) and L ’Amour fou (1937) and are again asso

ciated with revolt and freedom. Such suggestions heighten the effect 

of the image depicting the emergence of the cities of the future. The 

stream observes: "Ce n ’est pas sans grandes hesitations qu’elles pren-

nent leur mouvement ascensionnel et celles qui eclatent sont toujours

les plus irisees . . . je ne me dois qu’a ce qui menace de tomber en
1lethargie a la surface de la terre.11 They also mark the following 

image, that of the burial of ideas, as they cease to move, an image 

which clarifies Breton’s very physical concept of the dynamics of 

ideas. The naturalness of this simple image and open-ended aspect of 

multiple layers of meaning mark it as further elaboration of the image 

of the Tuileries fountain in Nadja (1928) and as culmination of that 

notion.

At the same time, there exists an intimate, if unexpressed, as

sociation between the freedom of this generative image of the murmur 

and streams and the discussion a few pages later of the complexity of 

the Osirian myth as Breton interiorized it. In this latter passage 

movement of lift and ascension is again present due to the word

1. Ibid., p. 92.
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"curve*" It can be associated with the freedom of the myth as Breton 

approaches it: " . . . en moi le mythe splendide demele pen a pen les
2.courbes de sa signification d Tabord si complexe sur les divers plans."

It'is just this sort of freedom which is held to be a criterion 

several pages later. There Breton reiterates in regard to the myth in 

general that the very condition of its viability is that of simultan

eously satisfying several planes of thought.

Breton then suggests the similarity of the freedom inherent in 

this process and that in esoterism and artistic discovery. The dynamic, 

state of the system of comparison permitted by esoteric thought and its 

insight into the mechanics of universal symbolism are seen to be of 

particular value. Certainly the reader of Nadja (1928) and L ?Amour fou 

(1937) is able to discern in this passage Breton’s own concept of the 

process of the promenade and encounter 9 now elaborated within the con

text of universal symbolism: "L’esoterisme . . . offre . . . I 1immense

ititeret .de maintenir a I’etat dynamique le systeme de comparison9 de 

champ illimite, dont dispose 1 *homme, qui lui livre les rapports sus-

ceptibles de relier les objets en apparence les plus eloignes et lui
 ̂  ̂ 2 decouvre partiellement la mecanique du symbolisme universal."

In regard to the individual, the potential of esoterism is

further linked to the freeing of thought when Breton suggests the

1. Ibid., p. 110.

2. Ibid., p. 113.
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magical formula9 "Soirus est un dieu noir," as an antidote to the 

associations of ideas which lead Elisa back to a point of hopelessness.

Liberation not only of the individual from internal constraint, 

but of vast groups from exterior will and constraint is seen to be pos

sible through camaraderie as well. Heroism in the Resistance is cited. 

Yet Breton insists on a fresh definition of "resistance*11 In particu- . 

lar he differentiates between the instinctive will to live of the 

masses, with its probable return to an egoistic base, and what he con

ceives of as a completely conscious form of resistance. Breton submits 

that the real question is whether the latter, apparently emerging during 

the Occupation, will have an enlightening effect on the former. The 

effort of liberation and resistance during the war coincides only par

tially, fortuitously, he notes, with the fight for liberty, being only 

temporary. He cautions that the latter, which is the authentic form of 

resistance, can continue only under certain conditions.

The structuring of Breton’s thought in this discussion is 

striking, once again reflecting his medical background. Liberty is 

characterized as a living force requiring assiduous observation and 

maintenance. In the elaboration of prerequisites for the dynamic state 

required by liberty, appropriation of attitudes characteristic of the 

diagnostician, psychiatric or otherwise, is clearly in evidence. Aware

ness and desire to determine the true underlying causes of the situ

ation, preparation of radical measures of amelioration, and free 

assumption of risk are indeed familiar conditions to the medical stu

dent .
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It is 3 in fact 3 within the structure of medical notions that 

Breton nuances the concept of mad love as earlier developed in L ?Amour 

fou (1937). Human love is the true panacea 9 he claims 9 however 

scoffed at due to religious and other biases. Its unique liberating 

power is clarified: 11 . . . c 1 est precisement par 1 1 amour et par lui

seul que se realise au plus haut degre la fusion de 1 Texistence et de 

l vessence 9 c ’est lui seul qui parvient a concilier d'emblee, en pleine

harmonie et sans equivoque 9 ces deux notions 9 alors qu’elles demeurent
 ̂ 1  hors de lui toujours inquietes et hostiles.M

Breton thus employs a structure of medical notions to undergird 

much of his presentation concerning liberty. Whereas in Nadja (1928) 

there is presentation and consideration of the attractiveness and de

sirability of liberty 9 particularly of the unconscious and the imagina

tion^ and in 1 / Amour fou (1937) 9 a close association of liberty with 

health 9 it is only in Arcane 17 (1945) that these themes are specifical

ly interrelated as they are identified with the notion that liberty is 
2health.

Nevertheless 3 liberty as health is seen to exclude any idea of 

comfortable equilibrium. Instead 9 Breton presents it as continual 

erethism (abnormal mental excitability or sensitivity to sensory stimu

lation) 3 and more a matter of choice than is the need for liberation. 

Breton would have each individual who fought for liberation during the

1. Ibid . 3 p. 126.

2. Ibid . 3 p. 126.
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war discover 9 afterwards 9 the very spark of such liberty 9 for he 

envisions the spark as demanding expansion. It is to become a star for 

everyone.

Documentation of this new vision reveals the continual evolu

tion of Breton’s thought in regard to his thematic preoccupation with 

fire. In this study it is noted in the section ’’Fire" as a thematic 

preoccupation in Nadja (1928) 9 that there exist in that work numerous 

thematic associations with fire. The process of the creative work com

ing into existence 9 Breton’s potential literary creation through the 

transformation of resources and energy 9 and hope are identified as such 

associations. Breton’s self-identification9 through Nadja 9 with fire 

and sun is also cited and thematic preoccupation with the star is ex

plored in some detail. Not only is Nadja seen to have identified her

self with one in her attempt to resemble Melusine physically 9 but she 

speaks of a great idea 9 of a star toward which Breton is headed and at 

which he is sure to arrive. The theme of star and fire is present in 

the conclusion to Nadja (1928) as well 9 in regard to Breton’s resolution 

to remain undeterred in the completion of the work. In this instance 

the association with hope is quite clear.

Numerous references to fire 9 light 9 and red are present in 

L ’Amour fou (1937)9 too 9 and two passages should be noted. The first is 

the subjective and objective documentation of the word ’’Tournesol.” In 

this passage the theme of transmutation and the associated theme of hope 

appear in the concluding line: ”Tourne 9 sol 9 et toi 9 grande nuit 9
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chasse.de mon coeur tout ce qui n'est pas la foi en mon etoile 

nouvelle.11̂"

The second passage is a reference to mad love in Chapter V.

In it the principle in nature of devastation and rebirth of hope is 

couched in a thematic structure revolving around preoccupation with 

fire and flames. Its conclusion a page later lifts the reference to a 

situation of near disaster to one of exaltation and hope, due to men

tion of a star: "La nature me trahissait-elle? Non, je sentais que le

principe de son devastation etait en moi. II ne manquait qu’un grand
2iris de feu partout de moi pour donner du prix a ce qui existe." "A 

flanc d ’abime, construit en pierre philosophale, s ’ouvre le chateau 

etoile."^

The reworking of virtually the same notion of mad love in Arcane 

17 (1945) gains greatly in complexity by touching on structures revolv

ing not only around light, flame and magnetism, but around the refresh

ing potential of a perennially flowing stream. This new complexity 

serves to enhance the notion of its liberating effect.

At the same time, Breton’s preoccupation with tension and move

ment, visible in Nadja (1928) and L ’Amour fou (1937), continues to con

tribute to structures associated with liberty in Arcane 1 7 .(1945). The 

potential, in Nadja (1928), of the Tuileries fountain and the force of

1. Andre Breton, A F ., p. 56.

2. Ibid., p. 108.

3. Ibid., p. 109.
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the rebounding locomotive are echoed in the presentation of liberty and 

health as continual erethism already noted.

All these early preoccupations thus find themselves consider

ably expanded as they contribute to the structures associated with lib

erty in Arcane 17 (1945). Emergence of the star as a central structure 

is 3 for instances not only associated with references to light,shadow, 

fires transparencys phosphorescence and lightning but also with more 

complicated structures revolving around the Tarot card 9 the Osirian 

myth 9 the Hebrew letter phe and the fall of Lucifer. The evolved com

plexity as evidenced 9 for example, on pages 127-128 9 is due in part to

careful consideration of the need for the liberation of humanity as a

whole from the deep-seated problems confronting Western civilization.

Due to this new orientation, certain passages concerning liberty 

in Arcane 17 (1945)9 while continuing the Surrealist documentation ofi 

objective and subjective realities as in Nadja (1928) and L ?Amour fou 

(1937)s acquire a new intensity, one almost Pascalian at times in reso

nance and authority. Comparison of two passages may be useful in gaug

ing this evolution.

In the critique of psychiatry in Nadja (1928, pages 127-128), 

the sarcastic barbs of youth alternate with earnest argument. The re

sult is disconcerting and refreshing. The final pages of Part II in 

Arcane 17 (1945), on the other hand, are empassioned and intense but 

more evenly measured. Even a silent reading seems to create a resonance 

in the reader’s mind. One can certainly appreciate the passage in 

Nadja (1928), with its reflections on liberty stressing the need for
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the integration of hysterical phenomena and the unconscious into the 

creative process. Neverthelesss the discussion of liberty in Arcane 17 

(1945x) provides a more dazzling multi-layered group of associations.

A good example of this is the inclusion, on page 128, of the 

Hebrew letter phe. Its critical association not only with the liberat

ing power of the word and language itself, but with the Osirian myth and 

the Tarot, which in themselves offer still other sets of associations, 

contributes immensely to the forcefulness and beauty of the argument 

for liberty as Breton approaches the conclusion of the 1944 text. In 

addition, it carries an association with the cabalistic appearance of 

the anchor buoys near the lie Bdnaventure, noted in the introductory 

paragraph of Part I. Due to this previous observation and to its own 

proximity to the conclusion of the text, it conveys, however sublimin- 

ally, an atmosphere similar to that of the introduction. That sense of 

expansiveness and expectancy which crossing a great expanse of water by 

boat, flags flapping in the wind, creates, is thus linked to mention of 

the letter phe in the conclusion. It is as if liberty itself is in the 

air touched by the word.

This sense of liberty is then linked to the need for revolt, as

the black flags of the anchor buoys, the red and yellow float-barrels,

and the expectancy of the introductory paragraph find a sort of themat

ic parallel in the concluding paragraph of the text. In this final 

section, Breton explores the significance of the birth of Liberty during 

the fall of Lucifer into the depths of darkness. Noting the scene of 

the original revolt as envisioned by the Abbe Constant and also by
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Victor Hugos Breton stresses the importance of revolt for its own sake.
- j

He observes that the fall of Lucifer occasioned the birth of Poetry 

and Liberty 9 according to the Abbe Constant in his work Testament de la 

liberte (1848), and that similarly 9 in La Fin de Satan (1888) by Hugo 9 

a white feather which escaped from Lucifer in his fall was transformed 

into the angel Liberty.

In the vision of the Abbe Constant 9 he points out» a rain of 

suns and stars fell 9 attracted by the glory of Lucifer. In the work 

of Hugo 9 he adds 9 the star on the forehead of the angel Liberty is seen 

as enlarging during the fall into darkness 5 into a meteor 9 then comet 9 

and finally an inferno. Revolt itself 9 and only revolt 5 Breton con

cludes 9 is creator of light. The conciliation between the many struc

tures of light and darkness throughout Arcane 17 (1945) is thus 

perfectly accomplished and the surprise accompanying this revelation 

to the reader is a most effective one 9 particularly since Breton then * 

identifies the light as knowing only three means: poetry 9 liberty 9 and

love. It is these three alone 5 he proposes 9 which are capable in their 

convergence of bringing forth eternal renewal in regard to that which 

is the least known 9 and therefore the most readily illuminated 9 point 

of the human heart.

Lexical Elements and Syntactical Structures

The documentary technique developed in Nadja (1928) and L ?Amour 

fou (1937) acquires a brilliant fluid intensity in Arcane 17 (1945). 

Transitions and overlapping of so-called concrete reality and of
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simultaneous subjective realities occur smoothly and almost 

imperceptibly. Breton considers his technique valid and assumes the 

reader to be familiar with it. This is apparent as of the opening sen

tence, in which the reality of the dream of Elisa is identified with 

the reality of perceptions of the lie Bonaventure.

During the first part of the work, the reader shares in a live

ly description of a particular excursion to the Rocher Perce and in 

associated simultaneous flights of Breton’s imagination in which limits 

of time and space are non-existent. The considerable documentary de

tail used to describe the Rocher frequently serves as a trampoline. In 

this it resembles the italics and juxtapositions employed in the spring

board technique of Nadja (1928) and L ’Amour fou (1937) and to which at

tention has been given in this study. After having calculated in 

degrees a probable angle of the Rocher, for instance, Breton follows 

with a parenthesis referring to a state of fascination, between sleep 

and waking, of his childhood:

Les differents lits de pierre, d ’une ligne souple glis- 
sant de I ’horizontale a 1 ’oblique a quarante-cinq degres 
sur la mer, sont deerits d ’un merveilleux trait de craie 
en constante ebullition (je songe au dessus de lit replie, 
de meme blancheur, en dentelle au filet, dont les grandes 
fleurs me fascinaient au reveil quand j ’etais enfant).^

Often, however, a subtle difference exists between the technique 

used in the earlier work and that employed in Arcane 17 (1945). In the 

latter, references to yet other aspects of the original reality occur

1. Andre Breton, A17, pp. 8-9.
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right in the middle of the elaboration. In the above parenthesis 9 

references to the state of fascination and to whiteness gain in signif

icance as they cause the reader to recall 9 past the immediate word and 

image of ebullition, the documentation on the preceding page of the 

preceding quarter hour: " . . .  Vabrupte paroi de I 1 lie, frangee de

marche en marche d ’une ecume de neige vivante et sans cesse recommencee 

. . . pour ma part, ce spectacle m ’avait embrasse: durant un beau quart

d ’heure mes pensees avaient bien voulu se faire tout avoine blanche 

dans cette batteuse.

This record of the cohesion between the external reality of the 

changing, churning waves and the simultaneous internal reality of 

Breton's thought process seems to document the liberating aspects of 

Breton's imagination as well. At the very least, notation of the swirl

ing turbulence and transformation of the feathers and white waves en

hances Breton's presentation of the Abbe Constant's and Victor Hugo's 

visions of the birth of the angel Liberty in the conclusion. This is 

particularly true in regard to his sketch of the scene in La Fin de 

Satan (1888), by Hugo: "L'ange Liberte, nee d'une plume blanche

echappee a Lucifer durant sa chute, penetre dans les tenebres, 1'etoile

qu'elle porte a son front grandit, devient 'meteore d'abord, puis comete 
2 ret fournaise'."

1. Ibid., p. 8 .

2. Ibid. , p.. 130.
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Yet not only does documentation lead backward and forward in 

Arcane 17 (1945); it is constantly superimposed. The focal point for such 

associations in the first part of the text is the Rocher Perce. Employ

ing geological terms to describe the Rocher throughout this section, 

Breton uses them at one point to delineate parts of the whole human cul

tural edifice. Shortly thereafter he associates the Rocher with the 

Platonic myth of dislocation, male and female from a single block, 

which Breton sees as a single block of light. Following and contrast

ing this is an insistence on the heaviness of the rocks, on that of an 

ogre, and on that of a much labored washing, that of cleansing human

ity 1 s collective scars of hatred.

The ease of imaginative association and superimposition is again 

documented when, after a number of details concerning the height, 

length and width of the Rocher are noted, these are abruptly likened to 

those of the golden mean. A somewhat reverse procedure then allows the 

enchantment and magic surrounding a folktale to lead into documentation 

of the sudden presence of imagined chemists. These, Breton points out, 

would be incapable of seeing anything more than silica in the rock and 

certainly not, as the Surrealist can, a little girl skipping rope.

This type of documentation continues as he notes the appearance 

of a troop of white elephants before the image of the Rocher becomes 

transparent and engulfed with a legion of banner-carrying heralds. In 

its transparency the Rocher is seen to be transformed into an ascending 

counterweight of love in opposition to a millstone of opacity, misfor

tune and lack of form.
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At this point emphasis on the simultaneous perception of both 

objective and subjective realities is clear as Breton identifies the 

Rocher with the buttresses of the chateau of Montsegur. The simultan

eity is stressed by the underlining of une: "Et dans la pierre qui

monte 9 toujours une avec le rocher que je contemple9 s ’arcboutent 9 

transperces de tous les rayons de la lune 9 les contreforts des vieux 

chateaux d-1 Aquitaine■ et . , • celui de Montsegur.11'*'
i

A splendid vision of the Rocher as an ark concludes Part I. 

Loaded with all the fragility yet with all the magnificence of the 

human gift, the ark is seen to be propelled by three glass propellers; 

those of love 9 in particular that between two persons 9 those of art in 

its most authentic expression and those of the desperate fight for lib

erty. A comment startlingly reminiscent of the italicization of la 

non-folie (non-madness) in Nadja (1928) provides the closing line. It 

similarly imputes superior value to the potential of the imagination 

and subjective realities and consequently to the documentation in his

work of such realities: "A I 1observer plus distraitement du rivage 9 le
2

Rocher Perce n ’est aile que de ses oiseaux."

In Part II documentation of subjective realities again predom

inates. It largely displaces the documentation of the primary reality 

with which Breton is here concerned 9 war. The former emerges in ever 

more brilliant visions while the latter appears in increasingly dreary

1. Ibid . 9 pp. 59-60.

2. Ibid . 9 p. 61.
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and scathing portrayal. In this manner Breton communicates to the 

reader the Surrealist view of war; it is an unwelcome intruder in an 

otherwise potentially splendid universe.

- A unique contribution of Part II in regard to the structure of 

the Surrealist novel lies elsewhere 9 however. As has been suggested 

earlier in this study, documentation of the imaginative process was 

sketched in Nadja (1928). In Arcane 17 (1945) the reader is invited 

to share in the documentation of the initial groping and intermediate 

stages of the work of the imagination as it discovers what seems to be 

an infinity of dazzling subjective realities pulling and leading Arcane 

17 (1945) to its conclusion.

In this documentation, such initial movement of the unconscious 

is described within a context of "true night" observed through a mental 

window. The notions of the wait, undirected promenade, desire and at

traction and the tendency to expansion toward the infinite discussed 

earlier in this thesis all fall into place within this context. This 

very framework seems to be, in fact, a development of the notion of the 

blank wall process explored in L TAmour fou (1937). Here Breton does not 

discuss the process. He relates it, rather, in a manner pared down to 

capture the essence of the creative moment as it evolves.

Two passages which illustrate the above occur in the first half 

of Part II. In the first, the moment of the wait and undirected prom

enade is described: "Le cadre est desesperement vide. A y regarder
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1fixement on ne fait surglr que . . »H A series of unpleasant faces

appear and undergo horrible transformations. Breton seems to indicate

here that the unpleasant may precede and mask the positive splendors of

the unconscious. Yet this stage is seen to be only an intermediate and

transitory one for two pages later , he observes the reestablishment of

equilibrium and the tendency toward the infinite: M . . .  la nuit d£-

barassee de son masque d ? epouvantements . . . s 1est maintenant dbablie

. . . dans le cadre qu'elle remplit a craquer de ses myriades de
2facettes. Elle est sans fond comme le diamant . -. ." That this vision 

is simultaneously subjective and objective is stressed in the conclusion 

to the passage: 11 . . . c ’est dans une telle nuit . . . que les elans

du coeur et des sens trouvent leur reponse inf ini . 11

The manner in which such a vision contributes to literary cre

ation is revealed in the following section. There 9 Breton reviews the 

crucial passage from the initial to the intermediate stage. After the 

initial penetration of the unconscious, the black cube of the window, 

Breton points out, the process becomes progressively easier. This ease 

is then seen to permit the unfolding, the literary creation of Arcane 17 

(1945) itself as one image flows toward another, apparently effortless

ly leading the text toward the images of its conclusion:

Le cube noir de la fenetre . . . n ’est d ’ailleurs plus si
difficile a percer: il s ’est penetre peu a peu d 1une clarte
diffuse en guirlande . . .  L 1 image se precise graduellement

1. Ibid., p. 75.

2. Ibid., p. 77.
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en sept fleurs qui deviennent des etoiles . „ . du zenith 
emane une nouvelle lueur qui va dominer » . . et ses branches 
sont . . . et elle est . . . et elle est Lucifer Porte- 
Lumiere et elle est . . . LVEtoile du Matin.^

The freedom inherent in such a dynamics of mobility and change 

receives further documentation several sections later. Not only is the 

window noted to have pivoted on its axis and to have been carried away 9 

but upon its return the liberating process is seen to recommence. Audi

tory stimuli now prevail. These too lead Breton and the text toward its 

conclusion. The notion of the sonorous unconscious proposed in Nadja 

(1928) now comes into its own. The'easy metamorphosis of two voices 

into a single murmur and the reverse is documented and leads into the 

most intimate part of Breton1s vision of the Tarot card.

By the twenty-first section Breton is well into his unconscious 5 

as both the objective vision of the whole Tarot card and what is now a 

subjective vision come simultaneously into focus. Once again, however, 

Breton describes his wait before noting that the scene is turning im

perceptibly. He observes the acacia in particular. In what seems to

be a particularly revealing choice of tfords, he exclaims: "Prodige!
2il marche sur moi, il va me renverser: je fais un reve . 11

The use here of !,prodige,ft whether a conscious or unconscious 

choice, in reference to a tree in the process of surpassing the apparent 

limits of the mental window, seems to indicate the continued evolution

1. Ibid., pp. 78-79.

2. Ibid., p. 103.
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of Breton’s preoccupation with the creative potential of language. In 

Chapter V of L yAmour Fbu (1937) he spoke of the "prodigieux" aspect of 

another tree. In that discussion Breton noted that the use of the 

preposition a. to link words, as in arbre a pain and a beurre, or even 

the simple linking of one substantive to another allows a whole world 

of new representations to emerge. Discovery of this technique, he 

added, might seem to have put Raymond Roussel in possession of the very 

keys of the imagination.

In Arcane 17 (1945) it is evident in such passages as that just 

quoted from pages 78-79 that Breton is documenting this type of process 

as well as other aspects of the creative process. That Arcane 17 (1945) 

is In fact an imaginative work centered on the notion of the creative 

potential of the unconscious is more definitely suggested in Breton’s 

comment in regard to the acacia: ” . . . je fais un reve. ”**" This di

rection is in evidence and stressed several pages later when Breton
^ 2©pens a paragraph with the remark: nUne lacune dans le reve.” In

the following paragraph Breton informs the reader that documentation of
3this principal vision of Part II has ended: " „ . . j 1ouvre les yeux."

In the intervening lines Breton has enlightened the reader as 

to how he, Breton, perceives himself during the process. He has re

emphasized its prodigality as well, and he has directed the reader.

1. Ibid., p. 103.

2. Ibid., p. 108.

3. Ibid., p. 110.



through the mention of the star, toward the conclusion of the work: 

TIJ ?ai conscience de 1 ? operation sans qu'il me soit per mis de la voir 

se poursuivre: les yeux bandes, je me tiens au coeur de Vetoile avec

les comp as . 11 "Les yeux bandes?" Perhaps, but in Arcane 17 (1945), 

Breton has provided the reader with a fine compass and a new direction 

in lexical elements and syntactical aspects.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The Surrealist structures which Breton brought to these three 

works show them to reflect a profound change in the concept of liter

ature. In Chapters 2, 3 ? and 4 of this study it has been proposed that 

these structures s physical 9 thematic 9 and lexical/syntactical9 are pri

marily concerned with the liberation and documentation of the uncon

scious. They have been shown to reveal Breton’s early "formations" or 

trainings in psychiatric medicine and his revolt against traditional 

literary structures of his time.

Specificallys Breton’s preoccupation with the renewal of such 

structures and the novel has been associated with the Surrealist view 

of the unconscious and language as creative potential. We have seen 

that for him these participate in a dynamics of attraction and repul

sion which permeates the universe. The situation of language is com

parable to that of the individual mind and to that of society as a 

whole. He sees as essential a continual liberation from established 

and therefore constricting structures. Only then can direction pro

vided by desire be followed, experience be assimilated 9 and adaptations 

change 9 and renewal occur.

It has been shown in this study that Breton attempts in these 

three works to closely document the process of continual evolution of

252
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his thoughto Due to this he was able to develop certain structures of 

the Surrealist genre without becoming a prisoner of them or it. We 

have seen that each work has as its Surrealist criterion and structure 

the presentation of revelations of the marvelous, to Breton's way of 

thinking, which occurred within the context of everyday experience. 

Scrupulous documentation and analysis of the simultaneous realities of 

Breton's unconscious and conscious experience as surreality clearly 

permit the term "Surrealist novel" to be used with respect to these 

works. Although the traditional Realist novel also required basic 

structures of documentation and analysis, their authors avoided any

thing smacking of the less than concrete.

. Breton's thought was the antithesis of stagnation. So too are 

the structures of these works. From an initial, tentative presentation 

of isolated Surrealist phenomena and concern with the need for libera

tion of the unconscious from the strictures of psychological and social 

attitudes of the 1920's, which we see in Nadja (1928), through L'Amour 

fou (1937), to the mature expression, in Arcane 17 (1945), of an almost 

mythical vision of potential for the liberation and renewal of society 

following the devastation of World War II, there is transition and evo

lution.

Explicit intentions and physical structures of the three works 

reveal both certain principles of the Surrealist novel and this evolu

tion. As pointed out earlier in this study, Breton's stated purpose in 

Nadja (1928) was to explore the implications of the surreal universe and 

his unconscious as they might affect his search for self-identity. To



do so 9 he proposed a glass house structure of open documentation of his 

continuing surreal experience. He intended to document for the reader 

as well 9 in an ultrarealistic manner 9 the presence of surreality in 

the universe. The oneness of the work with Breton's mind as he wrote 

it 9 and the intensity of his preoccupation with Nadj a 9 or the uncon

scious 9 are visible in the arrangement of separation into three parts. 

This arrangement sets off the long central part by utilizing complete

ly 9 or almost 9 blank pages. Compared to more traditional spacing and 

separation into chapters 9 it obviously permits the main pauses in 

Breton’s thought to be seen more clearly. This manner of spacing is 

complemented by a marked diversity in spacing throughout the text.

There are extremes of paragraph and sentence length, as well as flexible 

use of double spacing and suspension points. These reflect Breton’s 

attempt to document the murmur of his thought even to its slightest 

moments of hesitation and transition. It is nevertheless evident in the 

choppy 9 uneven presentation of the episodes in the preface (and this 

can be seen at a glance in the outline of the physical structures of 

Nadja (1928) in this study) and in the overwhelming, "scattered" presen

tation of the pictoral section, that Breton is at this point groping 

for form.

L ’Amour fou (1937)9 on the other hand, is divided into seven 

chapters, each carefully indicated by Roman numerals. This structure 

would seem to reveal Breton’s expressed determination to present a per

suasively reasoneds methodical documentation of the surreal experience.
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He focuses this time on his observations of the encounter and develops 

the concept of mad love. The physical structure can be seen to reflect 

the pervasiveness of his medical background in which documentation of 

observations was routine. At the same time it is indicative of his 

overall flexibility and his freedom of expression. Certainly there re

main in the midst of this division into chapters as such 9 considerable 

extremes in spacing as in Nadja (1928). This is particularly so in the 

physical structure of the central chapter. Chapter IV. Nevertheless, 

chapter and paragraph length, as can be seen at a glance in the outline 

of the physical structures of L'Amour fou (1937) earlier in this work, 

tends to be more even. On the whole, a less erratic presentation of 

physical structures emerges.

Breton also appears to have been more selective in the pictoral 

structure of L*Amour fou (1937), paring down the forty-four photos in 

Nadja (1928) to twenty. In Arcane 17 (1945) he will include only four 

color plates of Tarot cards by Matta in the first edition. (In the de

luxe edition there are three etched plates by Baskine, and in the post

humous edition by Pauvert in 1971, there are none.)

In Arcane 17 (1945) Breton has outgrown and eliminated the dis

traction of other disparate physical elements. The tentative physical 

structures of Nadja (1928) and L yAmour fou are replaced by one which 

appears assured and smooth. The primary division of the work into two 

parts is similar to that of Nadja (1928), for blank pages are again 

utilized to present the separation. Its directness, however, is com- . 

plemented by a firm evenness of length in the secondary structures. As
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can be seen readily in the outline of the physical structures of 

Arcane 17 (1945), the predominant paragraph length is from two to five 

pages long. There is also a certain symmetry in the expansion of this 

into paragraphs of eight and nine pages, respectively, at the conclu

sion, or just prior to it, in both parts.

Study of thematic structures in the three works similarly sug

gests an evolution in Breton’s thought and expression. Progressively 

less "scattered" and more focused, the structures, as we have seen, re

volve around certain Surrealist principles, in particular those asso

ciated with an optimistic search for self-identity and the liberation 

of the unconscious.

The theme of the liberation of the unconscious has been related, 

in this study, to Breton’s medical knowledge of hysteria. It has been 

suggested in detail that he envisioned Nadja as a hysterical type and 

that she also embodies the infinite possibilities of the unconscious 

and language. In Nadja (1928) Breton outlines a vision of new real

ities, the new realities of the unconscious, literature and language in 

the twentieth century.

Nadja is, however, seen to be imprisoned. So too are these 

new realities. A theme of liberty and creation emerges. Breton be

lieves that the situation in 1928 is an unnatural and explosive one, 

due to the tremendous force inherent in the unconscious tending toward 

its liberation. In Nadj a (1928) these preoccupations are communicated 

via a number of thematic structures which suggest the tendency of the 

unconscious toward the infinite, its dynamics of attraction and
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repulsion, and its relationship to the search for language and literary 

creation.. These are in turn associated with the key structures of the 

promenade' and encounter.

The critical encounter in Nadja (1928) is that of Breton and 

Nadja. It has been suggested in this study that this encounter seems 

to be associated with that of, Breton and his unconscious, with his 

quest for encounters with words and the language of the work Nadja 

(1928) itself as it comes into being, with the encounter of psychiatry 

and poetry, and with the situation of Surrealism at the time. As it is 

elaborated, the relationship between Breton and Nadja becomes one of 

two characters. This is expressed as a search for self-identity in his 

questions "Est-ce moi-meme?" (in his consciousness, or "mind") and "Est- 

ce moi seul?" (for since the advent of psychiatry one no longer knows 

who one is).

The thematic structure of the encounter is developed extensive

ly in Nadja (1928). Despite the critical importance and focus on the 

encounter between Breton and Nadja in the central part of the work, how

ever, such preoccupations are discarded abruptly in the postface as 

Breton becomes preoccupied with his new friend. The encounter with 

Nadja is replaced (Breton uses the term fulfilled) by an encounter with 

woman as passion. His view of this as the logical, perfect outcome of 

the original relationship and the book, given the dynamics of attraction 

and repulsion in the universe, suggest that Breton is on the verge of
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elaborating the notion of mad love. He will do so 9 nine years later, 

in L ?Amour fou (1937).

This thematic structure draws from numerous associated struc

tures developed in Nadja (1928). It assimilates the theme of magnetic 

attraction, for instance. The latter theme undergoes transformation, 

however, as it is seen within a context of objective chance and woman 

is seen to effect a conciliation of this force of Nature.

The thematic structure of the tendency of the unconscious 

toward the infinite finds itself similarly integrated into the notion 

of mad love. It is particularly associated with Breton’s vision of sen

sation as a bridge between events of the mind and those of Nature. He 

insists on the interlocking aspect of the universal sensory experience 

with the universal, and the resultant force latent in sensory contact. 

Desire is proposed, as the potential of inner necessities, to be a caus

al factor which allows a solution to emerge.

Breton continues to express preoccupation with the promenade 

and encounter, as in Nadja (1928). Since, however, his main concern 

is with the elaboration of the notion of mad love, he concentrates on 

the encounter between two persons. He continues to emphasize the 

gratuity of the encounter.

It should be noted, in this regard, that this emphasis and his 

statement that both the sexual instinct and the death instinct operate 

like survival instincts reveal a new preoccupation. It is the prin

ciple of regeneration after devastation which will become the principal 

thematic structure of Arcane 17 (1945) (disintegration and
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reintegration). Already there are suggestions of such a structure-to-be 

in passing references to Isis, the phoenix and the pyramid.

In 1/Amour fou (1937), Breton continues to elaborate his pre

occupation with the situation of woman. Emphasizing her power as whole

some and integrative, he associates her with the positive, natural situ

ations of birth, childhood, adolescence and carnal love. Her power is 

seen to spring from her natural response to the tremendous forces of 

the unconscious. Breton carefully notes her slightest gestures as re

vealing this relationship. The description of the Quai aux Fleurs, as 

was pointed out in this study, reveals the evolution in Breton’s thought 

toward a more holistic view than was the case in Nadja (1928). Toward 

the conclusion of this passage, which is closer to Arcane 17 (1945) than 

to Nadja (1928) in both its lyricism and preoccupation with concilia

tion, he observes the oneness of his wife with the entire spectacle, 

with the forces of the "epanouissement,n the blooming itself.

Such a holistic perspective girds Arcane 17 (1945), infusing its 

thematic structures with an intensity sustained on every page. The 

basic preoccupations, disintegration and reintegration, woman and child, 

liberty and creation are all interrelated and related, as well, to a 

dialectic of problem and solution. Over and over the healing, liberat

ing aspect of transformation is reiterated. Melusine, Isis, and the 

woman and streams of the Tarot card emerge and contribute to the basic 

themes. Breton weaves the splendor of one perception with that of 

another, inner observation, and the splendor of one myth with that of 

another multi-layered vision. Arcane 17 (1945) is a work of generative
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images 5 generative thematic structures. The thematic structures of 

Nadja (1928) and 1/Amour fou (1937) have evolved and are focused, in 

Arcane 17 (1945), in a complex, brilliant situation of flux provided by 

Breton's ease of attentiveness to his unconscious and its language.

The lexical/syntactic structures of Nadj a (1928) and 1/Amour 

fou (1937) have also evolved. The documentary technique developed in 

those works is employed in this text with ease. The necessity of the 

liberation of the unconscious proposed in all three works is supported, 

here, in a dynamics of mobility and change. Suspension points, paren

theses and italics continue to document the process of such liberation. 

The movement itself, however, is one of swirling, directed turbulence 

and transformation; it is one of immense force. The springboard tech

nique of the earlier works is augmented by the ease and skillfulness of 

Breton in noting the pivoting of the unconscious on its axis. As in the 

dream, there is an unhampered sense of direction, physical detail be

comes subjective detail and vice versa.

All the while an abundance of documentation of such stimuli lead 

and pull Breton and the text toward its conclusion. The pauses of Nadja 

(1928) and L'Amour fou (1937) have become pauses which allow the reader 

to come up only briefly for, air before being resubmerged in the prod

igality of the mature Surrealist's documentation. As Breton says,

" . . . je fais un reve. A dizzying description of the Gaspesie 

peninsula, alternation between physical and mental spectacles and

1. Ibid., p. 110.



superimposition of their documentation contribute to the brilliance of 

Breton's expression of this dream. In Arcane 17 the Surrealist novel, 

based on principles and structures envisioned by Breton reaches its 

culmination.
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